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PREFACE 
The Joint University Program for Air Transportation Research is a coordinated set of three grants 
sponsored by NASA Langley Research Center and the Federal Aviation Administration, one each with the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (NGL-22-009-640), Ohio University (NGR-36-009-017), and 
Princeton University (NGL-3 1-001-252). These research grants, which were instituted in 197 1, build on 
the strengths of each institution. The goals of this program are consistent with the aeronautical interests of 
both NASA and the FAA in furthering the safety and efficiency of the National Airspace System. The 
continued development of the National Airspace System, however, requires advanced technology from a 
variety of disciplines, especially in the areas of computer science, guidance and control theory and 
practice, aircraft performance, flight dynamics, and applied experimental psychology. The: Joint 
University Program was created to provide new methods for interdisciplinary education to develop 
research workers to solve these large scale problems. Each university submits a separate proposal yearly 
and is dealt with individually by NASA and FAA. At the completion of each research task, a 
comprehensive and detailed report is issued for distribution to the program participants. Typically, this is 
a thesis that fulfills the requirements for an advanced degree or a report describing an undergraduate 
research project. Also, papers are submitted to technical conferences and archival journals. These papers 
serve the Joint University Program as visibility to national and international audiences. 
To promote technical interchange among the students, periodic reviews are held at the ;schools and at a 
NASA or FAA facility. The 1990-1991 year-end review was held at Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, June 
20-2 1, 199 1. At these reviews the program participants, both graduate and undergraduate, have an 
opportunity to present their research activities to their peers, to professors, and to invited guests from 
government and industry. 
This conference publication represents the eleventh in a series of yearly summaries of the program. 
(The 1989- 1990 summary appears in NASA CP-3095). Most of the material is the effort of students 
supported by the research grants. Four types of contributions are included in this publication: a summary 
of ongoing research relevant to the Joint University Program is presented by each principal inves~gator, 
completed works are represented by full technical papers, research previously in the open literature (e.g., 
theses or journal articles) is presented in an annotated bibliography, and status reports of ongoing research 
are represented by copies of presentations with accompanying text. 
Use of trade names of manufacturers in this report does not constitute an official endorsement of such 
products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration or the Federal Aviation Administration. 
Frederick R. Morrell 
NASA Langley Research Center 
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 
There are three completed projects and three continuing research activities 
under way under the sponsorship of the FAA/NASA Joint University Program 
as the 1990-91 period ends. There were a number of publications du:ring the 
year and a set of Annotated References to them is provided in Section 3. As 
well, the complete conference paper is included for a few of these references. A 
brief summary of the continuing research activities is provided in the next 
section. 
2. REVIEW OF CONTINUING RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 
2.1 Wanke, C., and Hansman, R. J., Hazard Assessment and Cockpit Presentation 
Issues For Microburst Alerting Systems. 
Introduction 
Low altitude wind shear events, and in particular microbursts, are the leading 
weather-related cause of fatal aviation accidents in the U.S. For this reason, 
wind shear hazard detection and alerting system development is a very active 
area of research, and has been a focus of the Joint University program for 
several years. The variety of systems under development for wind shear 
detection and ground-to-air datalink, combined with the advent of electronic 
cockpit instrumentation, allow many options for implementation. of an 
intiegrated microburst warning system. Recent work at MIT has concentrated 
on two facets of this problem: (1) microburst hazard assessment, and (2) cockpit 
display of microburst alerts to flight crews. 
Microburst Hazard Assessment 
The first task for microburst alert generation is to combine data from several 
systems, which use different measurement techniques, into an estimate of the 
hazard posed to aircraft by a particular wind shear event. This must be done as 
accurately as possible to minimize both missed and unnecessary alarms. 
Holwever, the danger to aircraft posed by a microburst is not a directly 
measurable quantity. Thus, a microburst "hazard criterion" is needed, a 
quantity which can be directly measured or inferred from the available 
measurements. One example of such a criterion, currently used by the 
Terminal Doppler Radar System (TDWR) is maximum wind change across the 
miczroburst. Alternatives to this are shear-based or energy-based criteria which 
are more difficult to measure but relate rncre directly to the effect of the 
wi~~dfield on the dynamics of an aircraft. 
A technique based on batch flight simulation has been developed to evaluate 
sorne candidate hazard criteria.' Simulated approaches through numerically- 
modeled microbursts are flown, and a quantitative measure of approach 
degradation due to the windfield, a "microburst impact parameter," is 
computed. This measure includes both glideslope deviations and airspeed 
losses. The candidate microburst hazard criteria are then correlated with this 
microburst impact parameter. The value of the linear correlation coefficient is 
indicative of the usefulness of that criterion for evaluating the microburst 
hazard to aircraft. 
The results, using 12 modeled microburst windfields in several geometrical 
configurations, indicate that shear-based (airspeed change per unit distance) 
anti energy-based measures correlate very well with the microburst impact 
parameter. Also, maximum wind change was found to correlate very poorly. 
Further work is being done to extend these results to cover additional high- 
re~~olution microburst windfields, and to use these results to define "hazard 
thr~esholds" for accurate alert generation. 
Cotrkpit Display of Microburst Alerts 
Once alerts are generated, they need to be quickly and effectively disseminated 
to the Right crew. Recent work at MIT on this issue has focused on use o f  a 
dig;ital datalink and electronic cockpit displays to graphically present microburst 
alerts to the pilot. A previous piloted simulator experiment performed earlier 
in this program demonstrated that graphical alerts are significantly more 
Wanke, C., and Hansman, R.J., "Alert Generation and Cockpit Presentation for an Integrated 
Microburst Alerting System," AIAA Paper 91-0260, January 1991. 
4 
effective than verbal or alphanumeric alerts.2 A second experiment to further 
explore the use of graphical alerts was then designed and run in June of 1991. 
This experiment tested several different graphical alert formats using the MIT 
Advanced Cockpit Simulator, a part-task simulator of a modern transport 
aircraft with electronic cockpit displays. Alerts were presented on the Elecbonic 
Horizontal Situation Indicator; an example of a multi-level alert format is 
shown in Figure 1. Some of the issues being examined in this experiment are: 
Is presentation of microburst alerts on the EHSI display clear and effective? 
Should the available measurements be used with a hazard threshold to 
generate a single-level alert for "hazardous" microbursts only, or should 
multiple levels of intensity be displayed? 
Should measurements from all of the available sensors be combined to 
form a single "fused" alert, or should alerts from different sources be 
independently displayed? 
What are the procedural implications of displaying graphical alerts, i.e., does 
the positional information present in these alerts cause the pilot to 
significantly alter his avoidance strategy? 
Analysis of the data from this experiment is in progress; nine active airline 
pilots have participated to date. The experiment involves flying a tcttal of 12 
approach scenarios with the simulator, using a variety of graphical alert 
formats. Preliminary results indicate that multi-level alerts are more desirable 
than single level alerts, and that display of alerts on the EHSI was found to be 
very clear and useful by the pilots. Further analysis is underway, and results 
will be presented at the next JUP quarterly meeting. 
2.2 H a h ,  E., and Hansman, R. J., The Situational Awareness Effect of Alltomated 
ATC Datalink Clearance Amendments. 
Introduction 
Among the capabilities envisioned for the future datalink (i-e. digital g;round to 
air communications) system will be the use of these aircraft specific 
communications to supplement and possibly replace most routine A.ir Traffic 
Control (ATC) messages. By reducing the volume of ATC communications, 
including en route and terminal clearance amendments, datalinlk would 
relieve the already congested VHF voice frequencies. Additionally, having 
information being received in digital form makes it extremely easy for the 
Wanke, C., Chandra, D., Hansman, R. J., and Bussolari, S.R., "A Comparison of Voice and Datalink 
for ATC Amendments and Hazardous Wind Shear Alerts," 4th International Symposium on Aviation 
Space Safety, Toulouse, France, 20-22 November, 1990. 
aircraft Flight Management Systems to read the information directly, increasing 
efficiency and reducing data transfer errors. However, the automation of 
tlatalinked ATC clearance amendments could adversely affect the flight crew's 
siituational awareness by reducing their level of involvement in the 
amendment process. This project is investigating the effects of information 
~7resentation mode and amendment procedures on situational awareness of 
l>ossible implementations of datalink. 
(3urrent Work 
Work is proceeding on a part-time simulation study using the MIT Advanced 
Cockpit Simulator. The experiment centers on the information presentation 
rraode and amendment procedures in possible ATC datalink implementations. 
Data is collected on the error detection capabilities of pilots when the procedure 
is altered to change the number of times the airline pilot subject must review 
the data during the process. In particular, the need for keying in of data and 
ailso the need for a readback to ATC is varied independently between scenarios. 
In addition, the mode of presentation is also independently varied between 
verbal, textual, and graphical formats to investigate whether one presentation 
rnode is better than others. Data will also be collected on the pilot's time 
~wrformance and subjective preferences. 
The scenarios will simulate the Northeast Corridor during heavy traffic and 
thunderstorm conditions in order to increase the number of clearance 
a.mendments given to the pilot. Each is designed around two separate kinds of 
errors: the aircraft will be cleared into heavy thunderstorm cells and also will 
kbe routed incorrectly (i.e. to the wrong airport, the wrong approach fix, or on an 
i:18ogical path). Each subject pilot will fly ten scenarios, each of which will have 
a. different combination of presentation mode and amendment procedure. 
Elighten subjects are currently being sought to participate in the experiment. 
The testing stage of the experiment is projected to terminate in September. 
3, ANNOTATED REFERENCES OF 1990-91 PUBLICATIONS 
3.1 (:hi, Zhihang, A Graphic Simulation System for Adaptive, Automated Final 
kipproach Spacing, Flight Transportation Laboratory Report 91-3, June 1991, 
E:li&t Transpo~at ion Laboratory, MIT, Cambridge, MA, 02139 
As airline industry grows and air traffic increases drastically, terminal airspace 
a.round busy airports is becoming more and more crowded. To accommodate 
t:he soaring demand for use of airports, a plausible and profitable way is to 
i:mprove the efficiency of existing airports. An automated final approach 
spacing system can improve the efficiency as well as alleviate the workload of 
a.ir traffic controllers. 
In this research we develop an automated adaptive and interactive Final 
Approach Spacing Advisory (FASA) system to be used in future at busy 
airports. Our system is able to generate and update final arrival paths for 
aircraft and guarantees that the aircraft land as scheduled and safely spaced. It 
prompts air traffic controllers for calls of turns and speed reductions until they 
merge into the approach center line. These automated prompts are adapti.ve to 
errors in the execution of the arrival paths due to winds or pilot response. Also 
our system grants the controllers the ability to manually alter the la~ading 
schedule without violating constraints and regulations. 
It is assumed that a separate metering system has developed a plan for landing 
aircraft. This landing schedule is represented to the ATC controller in FASA as 
a sequence of "schedule boxes" or "slot markers" moving dong the extended 
center line. The ATC controller has some degree of control over the planned 
landings by moving these slot markers. A range of feasible changes in the slot 
position ("feasible interval") can be displayed. If a slot is moved rearwards to 
delay its landing, or if it arrives late for its slot 'on the center line, all subsequent 
slot markers will automatically shift rearwards to maintain safe spacings, and 
the automated prompts are then based on the new plan. If an aircraft arrives 
early, slots are not shifted frontwards automatically, but if any aircraft arrives 
ahead of its slot and will violate safe separations before touchdom, an alert is 
given to the controller. The mathematical methods used to implement this 
system are capable of incorporating a large variety of constraints and other 
interactive features. 
The FASA system was implemented on an Apollo Unix workstation in the C 
language and a graphical simulation using X-Windows was developed to test 
prototypical traffic situations for a single runway. The images of the elennents 
of the FASA system, such as aircraft, slot markers and extended runway oenker 
line, are drawn in different colors on the color display of the Apollo 
workstation. The images of aircraft move along the runway center 'line. 
Prompts for calls of turns and speed reductions are implemented as the 
blinking of the images of the relevant aircraft. Error alerts are implemented as 
the change of colors of the relevant images. The user of our sirnuliltion 
program is given the ability to mouse any slot markers, drag them along the 
runway center line and put them anywhere within the feasible interval 
mentioned earlier. 
The future research effort will extend the logic to incorporate plannini; for 
takeoffs, interactive insertion of missed approaches into the landing plan, and 
multiple runway operations. All of these features are easily implementablle by 
extending the methods used in this thesis to develop FASA. 
3.2 :Hazelton, Lyman R., An Expert System for Temporal Planning with an 
.Application to Runway Configuration Management, Flight Transportation 
'Laboratory Report 91-1, February 1991, Flight Transportation Laboratory, MIT, 
Cambridge, MA, 02139. 
'The centralized Air Traffic Flow Control system depends critically on correct 
(airport capacity estimates for its success. This requirement demands that area 
,supervisors, responsible for the control facilities of the airports, construct a 
realistic schedule of the runway configurations to be used during the next 
several hours of operation. Constructing such a schedule is a difficult task, as it 
depends on several time dependent, strongly interacting factors. These 
variables include the airport ceiling and visibility, the wind speed and 
direction, the operational status of navigational aids, the expected traffic 
demand, noise abatement procedures and time of day, runway maintenance 
and repairs, and snow and ice removal. A computer program to weigh these 
factors and generate such a schedule would be very helpful and could have a 
major economic impact. 
Significant problems stand in the way of creating a general scheduling program 
using standard techniques. Because each airport has difficult runway geometry, 
a different surrounding geography and population distribution, and different 
weather patterns, each scheduler program must be customized for the airport at 
which it is to operate. Using standard programming languages and techniques 
to create so many unique programs would be exorbitantly expensive. Further, 
the programs would require periodic updates to reflect changes in the economy 
and patterns of use at each airport, adding to the cost. Finally, some of the 
factors involved are not easily quantifiable, making the standard numerical 
methods of operations research difficult to apply. 
Rule based "expert system" programs "reason", using logic, about a problem 
rather than just computing numerical results. They possess abilities which 
give them distinct advantages in the kind of problem domain typically 
encountered in Air Traffic Control: their structure consists of a standardized 
central "inference engine" and an easily customized set of rules and facts about 
a particular application; they can be built incrementally and are more easily 
maintained than traditional programs; and they can provide explanations of 
the logical processes used to make a decision, which can immensely simplify 
debugging. 
At the time that this research was begun, there was a significant obstacle to 
using an expert systems approach, as well. While the program of runway 
configuration management clearly requires the ability to reason about time, 
there were no well defined mechanisms for carrying out this kind of reasoning 
in the logic of an expert system. In fact, there was almost no theoreecal work in 
the area of temporal logic upon which one might base such a mechanism. 
This research describes a number of powerful new ideas and techniques which 
extend the range of applicability of expert systems to temporally dependent 
problems. The most important of these is the description of a representation 
and a set of mechanisms which can be added to standard logic in order to 
reason about persistence. Also included are methods necessary to reason about 
irreversible actions. Implementation of these new ideas and mec:hawisms 
extends the temporal reasoning capabilities of an expert system inference 
engine so that it can successfully be applied to problems in Air Traffic Control 
such as runway configuration management. Indeed, they are of such a 
fundamental nature that they are applicable to awidevariety of planning and 
scheduling problems, perhaps including crew maintenance scheduling, space 
shuttle launch sequence scheduling, and autonomous robot task scheduling. 
3.3 Yamaguchi, K., and Hansman, R. J., Deterministic Multi-Zone Ice Accretion 
Modeling, AIAA-91-0265, AIAA 28th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, January 
1991. 
A multi-zone predictive analytical model was created to describe the growth of 
ice on aerofoil leading edges under glare icing conditions. Comparison with 
experimental ice shapes showed good agreement. (See copy of paper included.) 
3.4 Wanke, C., and Hansman, R. J., Alert Generation and Cockpit Presenta~tion for 
an  Integrated Microburst Alerting System, AIAA-91-0260, AIAA 28th Aerospace 
Sciences Meeting, January 1991. 
The issues of providing a cockpit alert for microbursts which combines ground 
and air-based detection systems are investigated. An experiment has been 
designed to evaluate candidate graphical cockpit displays which uses a part-task 
piloted simulator. (See included paper.) 
3.5 Dershowitz, Adam L., and Hansman, R. J., Passive Infrared Ice Detection for 
Helicopter Applications, paper presented at 46th Annual F o a m  of A~mexican 
Helicopter Society, Washington, DC, May 1990. 
A technique is proposed to detect remotely the icing on rotor leading edges by 
using passive infrared thermometry to detect the warning caused by the! release 
of the latent heat of fusion as supercooled water freezes. (See included paper.) 
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Abstract 
A technique is proposed to remotely detect rotor 
icing on helicopters. Using passive 
themomeq it is possible to detect 
as supercooled water hreezes. 
During icing, the ice accretion region on the blade 
leading edge will be warmer 
resulting in a chordwise tem 
of icing. Preliminary tests 
model in the NASA Icing Re 
(glaze) and dry 
teristic chmdwise te 
observed with an lR the 
with thermocouple m 
system was built consisting of a sing 
pyrometer, and experiments were run on a small scale 
rotor model. Again the characteristic chordwise 
profiles were observed during icing, and the 
W system was able to remotely detect icing. Based on 
the static and subscale rotor tests the passive lR 
technique is promising for rotor ice detection. 
1. Introduction 
The reliable measurement of ice accre~on is an 
ment for helicopter all-w&er 
icing can present a 
torqw requirements, 
n, control problems and severe 
rn uneven ice sh 
I-Ielicopter exposure D king conditions d 
over the past decade due to the inc 
instrument flight ogenrions. 
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The two primary helicopter applications for ice 
detection are the monitoring of critical compone:ncs for 
Caution and Warning alerts, and the managemerle of ice 
protection systems. For Caution and Warning 
applications. ice accretion on critical componen,ts should 
be detected before a dous condition exists. 
Because rotating components often experienice a 
significantly lfferent icing condition than the fuselage, 
visual evidence of ice accretion on non-rotating 
structures is not adequate for Caution and Warning 
applications. Indirect indications of icing such ;ns torque 
rise or vibration trpicdy emerge only after the 
dous condition exists. Ideally, the direct 
measurement of ice accretion on the rotaling 
nts would provide the earliest 
easurement of potenw icing 
For helicopters equipped with ice protection 
systems. the management of these systems can be 
critical. The most common typed rotor protec.Goua is 
eleclr al deicing. These systems require 
~ i g n ~ c m t  ounts of electrical power so the Mades are 
typically deiced in segments. Because there are no 
effective rotor ice detection systems it is necessaY)I to 
overheat and continually cycle the elecmhrmral deichg 
systems to assure adequate ice protection. Il effgxtive ice 
detection were employed the deicing systems co~dd be 
o p e d  more efficiently and effectively. 
Supermar 
Droplets 
6- 
0 0 * h Latent Hisat 
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of latent heat 
release during icing 
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2. Background 
2.1 Existing Ice Detection Techniques 
The m ~ x t  common ice detectors currently employed 
for avbfion applications are direct contact type devices. 
In c m u t  type detectors, either a probe or surface 
mou~Led b r d u c e r  senses the ice presence through a 
v ~ e e y  of physical mechanisms. These include resonant 
muency shifts. optical blocking, heat capacity, 
elechricd ciqacity, and ulbtasonic thickness gauging.l 
Contact fype ice detectors have not been 
suaessfatlly utllized for direct measurement of rotor ice 
acmhon due to the difficulties inherent in instrumenting 
the rotors. These include mounting restrictions imposed 
by schuctusnl limitations of the blade, transmission of 
irmforandon between the rotating and non-rotating 
m e s ,  acceleration limitations of the sensors, and 
erosion problems. As a result. contact type detectors are 
eyglcalIy rnlounted on the fuselage and the rotor 
con&~ms are inferred.= These techniques have had h im success because of the complex dependence of 
the icing process on temperature, liquid water content 
and velocity, which vary significantly between the 
fuxlage, md rotor as well as along the blade span itsel€. 
2 , 2  Remote Monitoring of Rotating Blades 
Rerno& sensing offers significant advantages for 
monitodg rotating blades. If ice accretion can be 
remokly detected by sensors mounted in the fuselage, 
then a dlirec~t measurement of rotor ice accretion can be 
accmplished without the difficulties idenhfied abve. 
Seved p l e n a  techniques have been investigated for 
rernae ice cletection including; high speed video, and 
active microwave. The technique which has emerged as 
the most promising is passive infrared. 
3. Passive Infrared Ice Detection 
3.1 Theory of Operation 
The passive R 
bough remote E1R 
m e n  ice are tes  on an airfoil or rotor, the region where 
1 mm k m e s  warmer than the 
surface due to release of the latent heat of 
impinging supercooled water droplets 
k z e .  process is shown schematically in Fig.1. 
It shodd be nored that the ice accretion is typically 
M & d  lo a small region near the leading edge, and that 
much of the rotor surface will remain clear of ice. These 
will have surface tern at or near the 
mbienk tempmure which will always be below 
free~ng in icing conditions. 
As a result of the thermodynamic processes 
described above, the rotors will exhibit a chwteristic 
chordwise surface temperature profile when in icing 
conditions. Schematic temperature profiles are shown in 
Fig. 2 for wet and dry icing conditions. Prior to icing, 
the rotors will equilibrate to some temperature slightly 
warmer than the static air temperature due to lunetic 
heating. During icing, the temperature will increase in 
the accretion region as indicated in Fig. 2. For wet 
(glaze) ice accretions, the wet stagnation region will 
remain at 0°C while for dry (rime) accretions the 
temperature will reach a peak in the stagnation region at 
some tem e below freezing. 
Fig. 2. Schematic chordwise tetllperature 
profiles for wet and dry icing 
conditions 
In the proposed technique, shown in Fig. 3, the 
rotor surface temperature would be an 
i n h e d  pyrometer mounted on the f ch scans 
the blade in the chordwise direction as it passes 
overhead. The aim point of such a detector could be 
itions to give full coverage 
e m  are commonly used to 
remotely measure surface temperature through themally 
emitted black body radiation in the IR spectrum. 
Fig. 3. Possible helicopter mounting scheme 
for a passive infrared ice detector 
Passive ER video them y has been used for 
several years in the U.S. an e as a diagnostic tool 
ice accretion modeling ~ o d e s . ~ , ~  
video images have also been used to 
compents  in fight aspart of the 
prap developent effort. Due to 
uncertainty in surface emissivity, attenuation through 
the icing cloud and thermal drift of the detectors it is 
cult to absolute 
wever resolution of 
0.2"C is rrcievable. This is considered adequate for ice 
detection where only the relative temperatme profile 
between the leading and W i n g  edge regions is required 
The passive IR system also has the potential to be 
used to monitor the operation of thermal deicing 
systems. Once ice sheds, the relatively hot blade surface 
will be exposed, resulting in an identifiable themal 
signature. 
3.2. Sht ic  Tests 
3.2.1 Experimental Setup for Static Tests 
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the passive IR 
ice detection concept, a series of static tests were 
conducted in the NASA Icing Research Tunnel mT). 
These preliminary tests were conducted on a non-rotating 
6 ft. chord airfoil model with a 25' sweep which could 
be varied between S O 0  angle of attack. The model was 
ented with thermocouples and electrothermal 
Fig. 4. Schematic of IRT setup 
&-tics were pro~ded by a Hughes 
Probeye thermal irnaglng system w 
Antimonide (InSb) detectors and a 
scan both hodntally and vertically. This haging 
system, while somewhat more complex tRan required for 
an ice detection system, employs IR detecm very 
similar to those proposed for use in the passive system. 
These detectors, when cryogenically cooled, are sensidve 
in wavelengths from 2.0 to 5.6 microns. In the 
haging systern the output of the detectors was fed into 
a p w r  that developed thermal video hages and 
chordwise temperahrre profiles. The data was stored m 
video*. In the experirnenlal set up, shown in Fig. 4, 
the IR camera was mounted outside of the tunnel and 
viewed the leadmg 30 cm of the d o i l  through a hole in 
the tunnel window. 
Experiments were run over a wick range of icing 
eds from 208 mph (93 Ws) to 
129 mph (58 m/s) temperatwes from -1'9°C' (2.4 OF) to 
-3" (26" F) and quid water content (LWCI) from 0.53 5 4 g/m to 1.96 g/m . For each expfimena mn the 
Moil was fmt cleared of any ice. The airspeed and 
temperature of the w i d  tunnel was sa&zeid and the 
spray was then w e d  oril for a pedeteminedl h e  span. 
typically 1 to 3 minutes. In some cases the spray was 
cycled on a second t h e ,  for 30 seconds, without & c m g  
fist. This second cycle allow& verificabon of the 
ability of the technique to detect ice accretion over an 
existing ice layer. 
IWT ICING CLOUD OFF 
IRT ICING GeouD ON 
(NOTE WARMlNG OF LEADING EDGE) 
Fig. 5. IR video output of model lowc~r surface 
(T=-ll°C,V=92 m/s, 
LWC=O.I;F g/m3) 
3.2.2. Static Test Results 
A typical IR video image is pnesented in Fig. 5 &'or 
the swept Moi l  a a tunel t e m p m m  of -1. I0C, a 5 .  LWC of 0.17 g/m , with a mean volmeh-ic &meer 
( W D )  of approximately I5  micmns, an angle of attack 
velocity of 92 mlsec. Note that 
profile is shown across the 
bmwa of the irnage. With the spray off, the airfoil 
sdace  temyerature is dm at approximately the 
mpmture. M e n  the spray is turned on, the 
in lading edge surface temperature resulting 
from the latent heat release is clearly visible. After the 
spray was turned off, the leading edge would slowly cool 
as the remailing liquid water on the surface froze. 
The R, and themocouple measured chordwise 
kempmtm profdes for typical wet (glaze) ice 
cm&Gons are presented in Fig. 6. In this case the 
tunnel &mvrature was -5°C the LWC was 1.95 g/m3, 
with a W D )  of 20 microns, the angle of atlack was 
B O O ,  and the free stream velocity was 59 d s .  With the 
spray off, the &oil had a u d o m  indicated 
l e r w ~ w m .  The w m e r  temperature observed 
u p s u m  of the stagnation point is an irnage of the 
w m  tunnel wall behind the airfoil. When the spray 
was w e d  on, the expected surface temperature profie 
for wee growth was observed. The leachng 8 cm of the 
axfoil h & c a d  a surface temp e of 0°C indcarting 
wet ice gowth. Aft of the wet region, the swface 
kmpnakure {dropped to the uniced value. The W 
men& were consistent with the thermocouple 
. The LEWICE ice accretion code was run to 
simulate ice growth at these same conditions. The 
LEWG predicted surface temperatures, as shown in 
Fig 4, are consistent with those measured with the 
Spray k t  On 
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- .  - 
+ ' : : : : : : : : i  
1 2 . 6  7.8 13 18.2 2 1.4 
S tingnation Chordwise Position (crn) 
Point 
Spay On-Wet Ice Growth 
1 2 . 6  7.8 13 18.2 21.4 
St~nat lon Chordwisa Position (cm) 
Point 
Fig. 6. Chordwise temperature profiles for wet 
(glaze) ice conditions (T=-S°C, 
V=59m/s, LWC=l.95 g/m3) 
IR system. m e n  the spray was turned off the surface 
temperature again becme u d m  as the surface water 
froze. m e n  the spray was cycled on, the characteristic 
prome was again observed. 
W I C E  
~ r e d i i ~  - 1 . 2  
Surface - 2 . 4  
i m p .  - 3 . 6  
( " c )  - 4 . 8  
4 
S'%fnaion Chordwbse Position icm) 
Point 
Fig. 7. EEWICE predicted temperature profile 
for wet (glaze) ice conditions (T=- 
5"C, V=59m/s, LWC=1.95 g/an3). 
The IR measured temperature proNes for a dry 
(rime) ice condition also show the expected kmpe 
profde. An example is presented in Fig. 8. In thls case 
the tunnel temperature was -17°C. the LWC was 0.17 
g/m3 , with a fvlVD of approximately 15 microns, the 
h-ee stream velocity was 92 d s  and the angle of anack 
was 4.1'. airfoil had a ungom 
indiced spay was turned on, 
the surfac to peak at the 
sbagndon pine. This curve is characteristic of Qry 
(rime) growth where the surface temperature reflects the 
local collection efficiency (i. 
sagnation pint  has the largest collection efficiency and 
consequently the greales release. M e n  the 
spay was m e d  off the quickly drop@ to 
the P ue. The c rime ace profile 
again when the s p y  was cycled on. 
Spray Not On 
.12 .2  
Surface - 1 3 . 4  
Temp. - 1 4 . 6  
( " c )  - 1 5 . 8  - 
- 1  7 . 0  
St%fnation Chordwiss Position (m) 
P01nt 
Spray On- Dry Ice Growh 
- 1 2 . 2  
1 : : : : : ;  
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Fig. 8. Chordwse temperature profiles for dry 
(rime) lee conditions (T=-17OC, 
V=92m/s, EWC=O.P7 g/m3). 
Ice Detector Design 
In order to evaluate the IR ice detection technique 
on rotating systems a prototype detector, suitable for 
both flight and ground tests, was developed. This ice 
detector, shown in Fig. 9, is essentially a p int  infrared 
pyrorneter. It was built around a HgCdTe (Mercury 
im T e l l ~ d e )  detector. This detector was 
cbsen as it offers high sensitivity in the range of 2-5 
microns, using only themoelechc cooling. Other 
detector types were considered as they offer higher 
sensitivity, or operate at longer wavelengths. However 
they require cryogenic cooling, which would not be 
practical for flight operations. This detector uses a four 
stage themoelechric cooler, with an automatic 
controller, to keep the temperature of the detector at 
-73' C. A gel cell battery was used to provide the bias 
for the detector at 2.6 V. 
The HgCdTe detector is psitioned at the focus of a 
single Calcium Fluoride (CaF2) lens. The simple 
biconvex lens had a 10 cm focal length. Calcium 
Fluoride was selected as it has high transmissivity in 
UK necessary 1R band and is not overly sensitive to 
themd shock. or water on. Collcentric 
aluminum tubes were u a Teflon sleeve, to 
allow the length of the pyrometer to be adjusted giving 
a focus for a target distance from 15 cm to infinity. 
This range allows the prototype to be used on a srnall 
test rotor or in full scale flight tests. This lens gave 
the detector a target spot size of 0.18 crn diameter at 56 
used in the tests, and a spot size of 1 cm 
ter at 3 rn, typical of a helicopter application. In 
order to prevent icing or fogging of the lens small gas 
jets were set up to spray dry nitrogen across the lens. 
W z  Len, 2 i t r o g e n  inlectors ,Teflon Liner 
IR Detector I I 
Therrnoelectrtc .-
Cooler 
c------Adiustlble Focal Lcnah ------4. 
Fig. 9. Infrared iee detector -schematic 
The signal &om the pyrometer itself was processed 
as shorn in Fig. 10. It was fmt fed into a high gain, 
low noise amplifier. The mpMer was AC coupled to 
prevent saturation. This had the effect of arnplifylng 
only shofi tern ternpernure changes. The signal was 
sent into a digital oscilloscape, and stored for post 
proces&g if required. 
IR olfm0( Th~rmoeIu~Clrc 
0O1af Tsmoarafuta 
/Conlro' l*r  
1 
From 
ODtO-8nrarruoter 
Battery 
Post o'ocasa~ng I 1  
Fig. 10. Ice detector signal processing path 
3.3.2. Test Rig For Rotating Tests 
In order to test the prototype ice detector, a rest rig 
r i  e counter- was constructed It consisted of a single bls d 
balanced rotor with a 22 cm span and a 2 cirri chord, built 
of aluminum, schematically shown in Fig. 11. The 
small rotor was chosen to allowed the entire rig to be 
placed in a lab freezer. This system was aide to run over 
a wide range of rotation speeds, from 0 Hz to 40 Hz. 
The tests were nominally run at 22 IIz which allowed 
good ice fornation, at reasonable rotor Reynolh 
numbers. The blade passed through the field of view of 
the pyrometer at an angular speed typical of a tail rotor. 
which is several times faster than that of a main rotor. 
This test therefore was conservative in that signg~cmtly 
necessary for main rdor use. The angle of atrack was 
adjustable over a range of positive and negative values. 
An om-intempter was set up across the blade to 
measure rotation rate and to provide trigger pdses for 
tracking the blade. 
-,Nozz!a 
..? 
--- , 
*Spray 
\ I \ # 
otorblade ', : 
" 
IR Ice 0e:acror 
w p t ~ c a l  Tr~ggsr Detector I 
Fig. 11. Rotor test rig 
' n e  ram and ice dewlor were boch mounted in a 
aFseem which had a ' . tern e of -23" C. 
The lens was 56 crn roto . The ice 
diet~tm was airnd at the 13.5 cm span position of the 
rotor, aid focused lo provided the s 
psseble. Biecause of the exploratory nature of the tests, 
an mc&k'id water spray was considered adequate. A 
simple spray system with an estimated LWC of 0.9 
glm3 at the maor was used. The freezer Emperam was 
m e a w d  us r  q a tkmocouple. 
For a typical experimental run the blade rotation 
m e  mired h z e r  ~errmpratupe were allowed to stabilize. 
The &rnph;lm and rotarion rate were recorded. An 
unicd eena~~ram profile was then recorded. Water at 
0' C was Men sprayed for 10 sec and a temperalure 
pofde d ~ l g  icing was recorded. Several profiles were 
recmdd after the icing event wMe the blade ternpe 
profde was returning &I equilibrium. Again the 
Lempmwe md rotation rate were recmded. Finally the 
bMe was deiced and the cycle was repeated. These runs 
weR done over a m g e  of temperalures from -20" C to 
6eP" C, md ar several different angles of attack. During 
ic romarion rate would drop slighay due to the 
in bag h r n  Lhe ice, and the tern 
rise horn orming the freezer, which was necessary to 
inidate the :;pray. 
Time (milliseconds) 
Fig. 112e. Unfiltered IR temperature profile 
3.3.4. Rotobr Results 
A twic;d unfiltered signal from the pyrometer is 
shown in Fig. 12a at -6.8" C, 22 EIz and 0" angle of 
anack. The signal is shown in dim units because 
only h e  temperature vofde is of interest and the signal 
scdes with impliLier g in ,  DC offset, and detector bias 
voluge. Ba:almse the signals contained a component of 
high muency no*, they were digitally low pass 
filtmd at 10 kHz r e s d ~ g  in signals as shown in 
Fig. 12b. As expected there was significant heating in 
g edge region, where there was icing occ 
while the rest of the blade remained at a relatively 
constant temperature. This is the same characteristic 
profile that was measured in the static tests. Before the 
spray began, the blade and the back wall of the k z e r  
were at thermal equllibriurn as indicated by the relatively 
flak line. 
Time (milliseconds) 
Fig. 1%. IR profile filtered. a t  10 kHz 
Figs. 13 kough 16 show the effect of ambient 
temperature on the signal. For all of these cases the 
rotor started at 22 Hz ith 0" angle of attack, and the 
"5 spray LWC is 0.9 @RI . During very cold conditions, 
such as Fig. 13 (-15" C) where there was a large 
difference between ambient and freezing, 
there was a cmspondingly large temperature change in 
the icing fleading edge) region of the blade. This 
resulted in the strong temperature profile shown in Fig. 
13. Fig. 14 (-6.8" C) show a signal typical of glaze ice, 
where the icing profile is clearly visible. Fig. 15 (-3" 
C) shows a case just below Iheezing, where there was 
minimal glaze ice. Because the ambient temperature 
was close to 0" C the signal is small but clearly 
detectable. When the blade was stopped to $e deiced 
there was only a small mount of ice present. A 
temperature profile taken at a temperature just above 
icing conditions is shown in Fig. 16. There was no 
signal indicative of icing, which is consistent with the 
observation that there was no ice accretion on the blade 
after the run. 
In order to evaluate any changes in detectability 
with angle of attack, the angle of attack was varied over 
gveral runs. There was very little change in the 
temperature profile signal, although the higher angle of 
attack runs did include a slightly wider heating region, 
d size of the icing region. 
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Fig, 116. BIR Profiles at T=-0.4OC with and 
without water spray 
4. Implementation Issues 
ents indicate the potential 
of remote Ht re are still several 
hpiemen@.tion issues to be considered. The rotor 
m&l did n a  include blade flapping or significant blade 
bendng. These effects, in a helicopter application, will 
m&e it more difficull to track the blade location, and to 
keep it in fccus. 'This may be addressed by use of a wide 
of an auto focus system referenced 
h & , r  issue to be considered is placement of the 
eler on the helicqter. It will be nece 
mown the pyrometer so that it can view the blades, or 
possbly the tail rotor. Although small amounts of 
k t  on the lens did not signiticantly degrade the signal 
in the rotor tests, it will be necessary to prevent the lens 
of the pgrraneter from icing, frosting or becoming wet. 
Signal processing is also an implementation issue, 
alithough it should be fairly sbraightfomard. The signal 
must be amplified and synchronized with the rotor. It 
must be filtered, and then the profile compared to known 
icing condtions to determine the presence of ice. A 
g edge to W n g  edge temperahue 
difference m e M  may prove adequate. This data must 
be presented to the pilot in a useful format. 
5. Conclusion 
The results from preliminary IRT experiments, and 
the follow up rotor tests indicate that passive infrared ice 
detection can be used to remotely detect ice accretion on 
au-foils and rotors by measuring the characteristic 
chordwise temperature profiles which result from the 
release of latent heat during freezing. The technique has 
promise as a technique for remotely monitoring the 
icing of helicopter rotor blades. A prototype, suitable 
for flrght testing, has been developed and successfully 
tested on a small scale rotor. 
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Abstract 1. Introduction 
A deterministic surface roughness transition model 
was proposed and implemented in the Multi-Zone 
version of the LEWCE ice accretion w c t i o n  code for 
glaze ice conditions. The transition model links the 
ugh surface roughness transition with the 
turbulent boundary layer msition. The 
initial transition location is determined by boundary 
layer stability in the smooth laminar region. The 
subsequent upsueam rnigratlon 
is caused by a surface water 
controlled by the surface water fl 
larninarlsmooth region. The effectiveness of the 
surface roughness transition model was tested by 
g predictions of the deterministic klulti-Zone 
code with experimental ice accretions for 
cylinder and asfoil geornemes. Good amment  was 
achieved between the deterministic Multi-Zone 
LEWICE predictions and 
Some numerical difficulties 
limitations of the flow field 
The glaze ice shapes were found to be sensitive to the 
The ice shapes were found to be insensitive to the 
mulent  surface roughness. 
1.1. Background 
Glaze icing presents the most difficult c M e n g e  
ice accretion modeling. In glaze ichg, 
y occurs at temperatures near f r @ e ~ g  or 
at high liquid water contents, there is insulzciena 
convective heat transfer to remove all of the l a n e  Plea 
of freezing of the impinging supercooled water hp le l s .  
Consequently, the local ice accretion rate is crnk~alld 
by the local convective heat transfer. 
The local convective heat transfer born a sarrface is 
known to be smngly dependent on the ice surface 
roughness and the boundary hyer behavior..lJ Bmause 
models such as LEWICE gene&y assmt: that h e  
surface roughness is dm. and the efliective d 
roughness. 
1.2. ExperirnenLal Observations 
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permission. accreting ice surfa~es, along with the pioneering wogk 
by ~ l s e n , ~  have revealed regions with bljcnct surface 
sm& to rough zones as a bct ion of tirne have been 
s M 6 d  in detail using a laser light sheet, which enabled 
an wmte observation of surface roughness and the 
l>ehaGor of the smooth to rough transition point.2 In 
the rough to smooth a s i t i o n  point is 
to popagate towards the stagnarim region 
. These observations are consisten 
m d e l  which couples the formation of water 
the ice surface with the rougNsmooth msition and the 
himhtabulenr boundary layer transition. 
11.3. Multi-Zone Model 
B w i  on the experimental obuervatims of ice 
fornation in glaze ice regime, a Multi-Zone model. in 
w h c h  rhe accreting ice surface is divided into rwo or 
rnoge dka-ete zones g surface roughness and 
w a r  khavio~, was 
Pn the simplest version of the Multi-Zone model, 
LRe s ~ z e  is divided into two zones. the smooth zone 
and the mugh zone. In the smooth zone, ccxresponding 
eo the regicm observed to be centered abcut the 
sagnabon point, the surface is smooth and uniformly 
wet with dhin water Elm. Were, the convective heat 
m s f a  is insufficient to remove all of the latent heat 
of k ~ g ,  and sdace water m b e c k  has been 
o h w e d ,  indicating that the simple water runback 
m d e l  usad in the original LEWCE implementaim 
may be valid.' 
181 Ihe roua zone. conresponding to the region 
is f:nhanced due to the 
dent bourn* layer. 
okrvatiorns have indicated thal in m y  cases there is 
no waer nrnback in the rough zone. 
1.4. Initial Implementation of the Multi- 
Zonie M d e l  in LEWlCE lee Accretion 
Prediction Csdc 
experimental ice shapes i&cated thar significant 
irnprovements in 
obtained with the 
smooth transition 
ob~ervations.~ These results indicated the need for a 
deterministic model of the rough to smooth msition 
behavior which could be incorporated in the Multi-Zone 
LEWICE code. 
2 .  Deterministic Surface Roughness 
Transition Model 
In order to implement the deterministic surface 
roughness model it was necessary to develop criteria for 
the initid location and subsequent propagation of the 
h n d a r y  between the smooth and rough zones. This 
smootNrough transition has been investigated 
experimentally in several icing test Based 
tal studies a model of the surface 
tion behavior of glaze ice has been 
2.1. Initial SmoothIRough Transition 
Location 
e initial location of 
n correlated with the 
Reynolds nurnber dependence of the boundary layer 
uansition location. Therefore, it was hypothesized that 
surface roughness transition is caused by the 
layer msition. In this case. the initial 
h transition will occur at the 
nt boundary layer transition point. 
Physically, it is thought that the low heat m s f e r  in 
the laminar region a low b z i n g  fraction which 
results in a relatively smooth surface water fdm. In the 
tllrbulent region, however. the in 
causes rapid freezing resulting in higher surface 
roughness. 
layer 
ty both of the 
is M u e n d  by the 
gnartion region sLnface 
g either tends to move the 
transition point tow& the stagnation point. While the 
stagnation region is generally observed to be smooth, 
waves in the water film or mall scale roughness can 
influence the initial location of the larninarhurbulent 
and hence the smoo gh msition location. 
2 .2 .  Bead Formation and Propagation of the 
Transition Locotion 
ugh transition behavior and detailed 
ns of the surface warer, it is hypothesized 2.3. Implementation in LEWICE Ice 
that the enhanced heat transfer in the &dent region 
y cfry the surface and Accretion Prediction Code causes suffic 
causes bead water which flows 
downstream n. The bead formed Based on the above hypothesis tha sanmWmugh 
at the interfa h regions results in msition lmation coincides with the lminar/eiurbdent 
the increased roughness observed in the rough zone. layer aransitim location. a m m  phgrsi~dly 
tic Multi-Zone model was imple~aenrd in h e  
FLOW LEWICE code. Iniually, a simple rwtrzone 
version ti-& I was impiemenled 
through layer n, whe:re the 
TRANSITION snooth and rough zones are consideredl to coiarcik 
BEAD with the regions of laminar and mule:nt hnw 
LIQUID , 9 
'* 
* **ICE layers. 
For the initial time steD. eauivalenlr rouahmss 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
n h g  to the waviness of rlme 
lariinar region water layer. is used ts calcldare a 
SMOOTH ROUGH 
ZONE ZONE critical Reynolds number based on sPudace roughness size. This critical Remolds & m k s  
Subsequent Initial Boundary the-fitial location of b d a r y  byer ~rainsihon.*.~ 
Boundary Layer Layer Transition increasing n roughnaw wd1 move 
Transition Location the m s i t i  
Locat ion roughness k, is used to calculate the conveebve heat 
nansfer coefficient whlch in 
By using two roughness element sizes, one: for hk 
Fig. 1. Bead formation and boundary region and one for the turbulent region. it is possible to 
layer transition location conml the uansition l~a r ion  and turbulent h a t  
The mechanism for the propagation of the 
aansition location is depicted in Fig. 1. The initial 
smmth/rough transition occurs because of the boundary 
has been observed to accm in the stagnaaon regim. 
The splashing is thought to be limited to the thin water 
f h  in the srnmth region. If significant splashing 
accm. it will reduce the surf= water flux into the 
ition ~ g i o n  thereby slowing the propagation of 
transition. 
msfe r  dependently. The laminar rou@ness !q is 
then used to determine the to tbudent 
boundary layer msition lmtion. The tuxwent 
roughness k, is used to calculale the heat afnsfer 
coefficient in the turbulent region. 
This method more closely emulates t h e  physicali 
situsllion where two different roughnesses /lave k n  
obsmed in the smooth and rough zones. In the 
laminar region. the roughness height conrespnds ro h e  
roughness of the uniform water film. In the t h i e n t  
nds to the roughness size o b m e d  in 
the rough region. 
In the subsequent time steps. the locabion of 
as dculabd b e d  on the 
in Section 2.2. By assming 
flux is Wsitsd h m  a M 
at the boundary layer m i t i o n  
can be develqpsd between &w water man flm and 
the size of the bead formed. F m  mass comsemaGon. 
covered by the bead almg the 
is the bead thickness, ni is the miw flux 
by LEWC'E. At b the arne step u& to sun 
LEWCE, and pa, is the density of water. With 
mehod the bead hcloness b. or the size of rhe bead. 
mmt be input. Based on the experkend 
d.ons of Lhe s d x e  roughness transition 
l a d o n ,  h e  thicloness of the water filrn was estimated 
of 12 microns. It was found thar for this 
p d c h r  case. the oransition was well modeled using 
this merhiod. 
Fig. 2. Experimental and  analytical 
surface roughness transition 
loeation on P 1" diameter cylinder 
with an assumed bead thickness of 
2mm T = -T°C, V = 643 ds, LWC 
= 0.8 g/m3, MVD = 12 microns) 
Bmuse small h e  steps are ussd for some runs 
of b e  I>ea& 
3 .  Ice S h a p  Cornparisoras on Cylinders 
ice shps .  
3,1. Initial Implementation of the 
Deterministic Model 
h e~rarwple of the ~W hplementahon of the 
%ic el is 
Fig. 
temperature of - 7 O C .  a velocity of 64.3 m/s. a LWC of 
0.8 g/m3, and a of 12 microns. Based on 
observations of the surface roughness. the lminar 
roughness was set to kl = 0.lmm. the tbulent 
roughness was set to k, = Imm. and the k d  thiclaness 
was set to b = 2mm. In order to d u c e  the 
computational requiremen& during development of the 
transition model, the flow field was not d c u l a r e d  for 
each tirne step. However, the ice accretion, heat 
aransfer, and sdace roughness c m p e n t s  were 
updated at 20 second intends. Fmm Fig. 3 it can be 
seen that the Multi-Zone code with the deteministiG 
surfaa roughness transition model is a significant 
hprovement over the original Single-Zone LEWICE 
phct ion which is shown in Fig. 3 for reference. 
3 . 2 .  Effects of Flow Code Updates 
Based on the positive initial results of the surface 
roughness transition model in the Multi-Zone code. a 
set of more complete runs were conduct& with full 
updating of the flow field every tirne step. A number 
of difficulties were encountered in this p e s s  due 
primarily to numerncal groblerns and limitations in the 
simple inviscid panel flow code used in LEWCE. One 
difficulty which occurred was a numerical instability 
resulting h the m n g  coupling betwen the flow 
e and the cmvective heat 
the paneling method. the 
exAibits high velocity spikes. 
with velocity. these 
splkes result in enhanced ice growth regions. In 
subsequent time s ~ p s ,  the flow is accelerated around 
these growlhs resulting in even further growth and 
instability. In the physical situation. regions of 
enhanced growth or roughness may occur but will not 
result in unstable gram due to lateral surface heat 
msfe r  (i.e. between dMent  elemen&) which is 
ignored in LEWCE. Lateral heat 
in smmthing the hear fer spikes. This was 
m l v e d  in the model by inclubg a smoothing routine 
in the Id heat transfer calculdon. 
An e m p l e  of the predicted ice accretion with flow 
ue to an unbstirn&on 
of the flow velocity al  he surface in the stagnation 
. Ag&, the inviscid panel 
Elect the flow in the corncave 
mng coupling bemeen 
surface flow velocity and the I& heat m s f e r  
coefficient results in a lower a c m h n  rate. It should 
be noted that the local heat fer coefficient is much 
more smngly dependent on the details of the flow near 
the surface that the l d  droplet ~rnpingerneinc 
efficiency for cloud size droplets. 
Bwdonaco  ' n k m w n  Figs. 3 md 4, it 
u h o n s  do an dqw job, 
closely replicaees be  
entally &served ice xckeriona. However., rn 
e n d  and ice 
xmdons due to w c e ~ n ~ e s  in the e x p h i e n d  icing 
e m  md BBK  hi^ nmh of cws avd&le fog 
compAmm. 
a .  Original LEWICE prediction. 
b .  Experimental ice shape. Fig. 4. Example of predicted ice accretion 
with flow updating for a 1' 
cylinder. (T = -7"C, V = 6'4.3 mls, 
LWC = 0.8 g/m3, MVD = 12 
microns, k.1 = O.Bmm, kt  = Imm, 
and b = 2mm) 
Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental 
and predict& kc shapes for n 1" 
cyllndcr at 20 we. intervals, 
(T = -7"C, V = MJ d s ,  EWC = 
0.8 dm3,  MVD = 12rraicron%, kl zz 
O.lmm, lag = Imm, and b = 2mm) 
p r o ~ a r e d  r o w d  the sugasa~on pohb The t ~ d e n t  
mghness size iq wevas f m d  ro mly weakly iuaflxna 
the ice s w .  cm 
eurbulent mumess s& 
2.5mm for rPle con&bon 
the LLubrnlenr mughess she s&@dy 
n in the mu@ me@m d 
linairs the angular exlent sf the lam, but the o v e d l  
f x m m  m 
m m  in &M in anrase wexr mbon, wiekb 
e m p l e s  of ice xmbons on m ~ o B .  
Fig. 6. Experimental ice accretion on a 
30 cm chord NACA 0012 (a = O 0 ,  T 
Fig. 5 .  Comparison of ice accretions 
for two values of turbulent 
roughness size (T = -7'C, V = 64.3 
d s ,  LWC = 0.8 dm3,  MVD = 12 
microns, kl = O.lmm, and b = 2mm) 
4.  h e  Shape Comparbmrs on Airfoils 
w ~ c h  is based on the 120 sec. ex ental ice . P""" rrmhm m e a s d  by Gent et aL O and h s b m  in 
Fig. 6. 31e ice p f d w  and flow fields were calc 
ear- 20 ?am& d the shulations led at two 
mkuks. 
* 
- -12.6"C, V = 129 m/s, L W C  = 
1 g/m3, and MVD = 12 microns) 
4.1. Effect of the Laminar Roughness Size 
In order to investigate the effect of the 1 ' 
roughness size, h, was varied between 0.05mm to 
The Merence in final ice profdes is attributed to 
changes in the initial location and the subsequent 
m d o n  of the boundary 
found that the larger the 
closer was the initial bransition point to the stagnation 
region. For example. for a laminar roug 
rnm (Fig. 7c), the initial bun- layer 
s w m .  
& = 0.15mm) in Fig. &. relative t the value used m 
Fig. 8a Comparing the predicted ice profiles an a = 
120 sec. shows that, as in the cyliinder exampie in 
ent roughness size cbd not bate 
much effect on the ice shapes. It is i m p o r a t  to ware 
that the initial msition locahion and the ~ransi~on 
point motion were przlrctically idenGcal for of ajhe~e 
runs. The ice profiles are s i m h  because ELM h e  wa&r 
impinging on the surface in the nu;$dent li~gim was 
(a) k, = 0.35mm 
(a) kt = 0.35mm 
(e) k, = O.d)Smam 
Fig. 7. Laminar ronghness size 
influence on 120 see. ice pronles 
4.2. EReets of Turbulent Roaghness Size 
(e) k, = O.1Smm 
Fig. 8. Turbulent roughness size 
influence on 120 scc. ice profiles 
&en on impact. Therefore. although the larger 
mmoa size t heat transfer, 
e Q l e ~  was emu with the smaller 
mughnes sizes. to =move all'of the latent heat of 
k z i n g .  This is con&Ent with experimental 
ohmations at similar conditions where no surface 
wa&r milback was found in the rough r eg i~ns .~  It also 
ideates; that since all of the impinging water is frozen 
in the rocugh region, the mount of impinging water 
deremhes the mount of ice accreting in this region. 
the differences in turbulent roughness. the resulting ice 
profiles are very similar. 
4 . 3 .  E f f s t s  of the Bead Thickness 
Parameter 
vestigated in this study was the 
ter b. The bead thickness is 
related to the size of the bead believed to be formed at 
the interface between the smooth and rough zones as 
ciscussed in Section 2.2. Its value determines the rate 
at which the uansition Iwtion propagates toward the 
(8) k, increases O.lmm every 20 see. 
(a) Bead thicknes parameter = O.5mm 
(bp kt inereascs 0.2aam every 20 see. 
Fig. 9. Enect of lncrcasing turbulent 
roughness size with time on 120 
see. ice profiles 
mughais in Fig. 9a in 
but wa im@ at k c e  rn in Fig. 9b. &spire 
(b) Bead thickness parameter = l.0mm 
(c) Bead thiekmelld parameter = 2.0mm 
Fig. 10. Bead thickness parameter 
influence on ice proales 
stagnation point based on the amount of surface water 
flux. The effect of the thickness 
shape was investigated in Figs. 1 
using the deterministic model with bead thickness 
values of 0.5mm. l.0mm. and 2.0mm respectively. 
The laminar roughness and turbulent roughness were 
fured and set to the same values used in Fig. 7c PI = 
0.05mm. k, = 0.35mm). Figure 10 compares the ice 
profiles at time and shows that the bead 
hckness has major impact on the ice shape. 
(Note: because of a numerical instability, the Fig. 9c 
run was terminated at 100 seconds). 
The profile changes drastically as the thickness 
eter changes. A rime-type conformal ice 
accretion forms for the run with smallest value of bead 
thickness parameter (Fig. 10a). whereas horns clearly 
e simulation with the largest bead thickness 
(Fig. 10c). Since the initial msi t ion  
the same in all of these runs (same laminar 
roughness), the difference in final ice shape profile is 
attributed to the rate at which the transition point 
propagates towards the stagnation point The rate of 
propagation varies inversely with the bead thickness 
For thickness parameter = 0.5mm (Fig. 
e transition point moves upstream very quickly 
to the stagnation region. For thickness 
l . h m  (Fig. lob), the transition point also 
tinuously upstream with time but at a 
slower me .  For the largest value of thickness 
eter. 2.0mm. the transition point has very little 
movement. 
4 .4  Experimental Comparison 
In Fig. 1 1, the experimental ice shape is compaxcd 
wilih lihe original Single-Zone LEWICE and the Multi- 
Zone E W C E  result from the case m in Fig. 9c. It 
can be seen that the Multi-Zorre 
the e ce shape somewhat better than the 
origi code. It should be noted that this 
conditions to establish the robustness of the method. 
(a) Original Single-Zone LEW'ICE 
( b )  Experimental Accretion 
(c) Multi-Zone LEWHCE 
Fig. 11. Ice shape compari~con k~r 30 cm 
chord NACA 0012 
5.  Conclusions 
A de tmhk t i c  spnface roughness msition model 
wais pm3& and hplernented in the Multi-Zone 
vmion of the LEWm ice xcntion W c t i o n  code for 
glaze ice conditions. The msit ion &el links the 
n3ugh surface roughness msit ion with the 
to turbulent bundary layer msition. The 
initial mnsition location is determined by b o u n w  
layer sabihty in the smmth lminar region. The 
subxquent upsrrem migraLion of the msition region 
is aensedi by a surface water bad fmation pmess and 
conmuall by the surface w a r  flux out of the 
Iminalsmooth region. The effectiveness of the 
s ~ x e  rcjughness msition model was tested by 
com@ng predctions of the dewministic Multi-Zone 
EW&?E code with exprimend ice accretions for 
cy1h&r and b o i l  georne~es. G d  agreement was 
aachievd ktween the deterministic Multi-Zone 
EWC14, p ~ d c b o n s  and the exprimend ice shapes. 
S m e  nunnerical difficulties were encollntered due to 
I h i ~ o n s  of the flow field code used in LEWICE. 
The glaze ice shapes were found to be sensitive to the 
h i m  adace  roughness and b a d  thickness 
erers which conmoll& the m s i h m  1 
The ice skaaps were found t be insensitive to the 
m d e n t  :sarrPace roughness. 
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Alert Generation and Cmkpit Presentation for an 
htegrated Microburst Alerting System 
Abstract 
Craig wake* and R. John Wsman, ~ r .**  
k p a m e n t  of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
chusetrs Institute of Technology 
Carnbndge. msachusetts USA 
Alen generation and c ~ Q i t  presentaaia issues for 
low-level wind shear (microburst) a l m  are 
investigated Alert generation issues center on 
development of a hazard criteria which allows 
in temon of both ground- 
s to form an accurate picture of 
sed by a particular 
logy for testing of 
through flight simulation has k e n  devel 
been used to examim the efktivemss and feasibiliity of 
several poss Also, an experiment to 
evaluate can cal cmkplt @lays for 
micmburst aierts using a piloted simulator has been 
bm 
Nomenclature 
eter (Qn. 1) 
lope indicaux devuon 
gravitational arceleration 
altitude 
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I* Asmiatc Professor. Associate Fellow 
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Institute of Aeronautics and Ashronautics, Inc. with 
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Low $ h u e  wbd shear is Ihe 
related cause of fatal aviation accidenrs in ehe U.S. 
Since 1964, there have k n  26 widen& arm.bu& to 
windshear resulbng in over 500 farali~es." l e  
h o r n  as miaobmB m 
The variety of systems urrder development for wind 
shear detectim and 
with the dvent of 
merhdology and (2) in 
presentation to fight crews. 
2. Background and Problem Definition 
2.1 Alert Generation 
Several low-level M shear detecri,on sysEms, 
, are currrentny 
nal or under d e v e l q m c  Tfne Termid 
WWR) sysrem is cumne8y 
under final stages of develognnent arPd is scwded fm 
inibal cleployment im 1992. The ]Low Level \iiih&hw 
Figure 1. Aircraft encounter d l h  a 
microburst on approach 
0RA{iE&T6L IS 
CF PO03 QUALITY 

a microburst on an arcraft trajectory were defined. The 
nominal conhtion was chosen to be a microburst 
encounter on final approach. In addition, it was 
assumed that the pilot or autopilot was unaware of the 
presence of the microburst, and hence attempted only to 
maintain the glidepath with a "normal" control 
strategy. This nominal case is used only to allow the 
n of hazard criteria under a consistent 
situation; it is intended that the results will be extended 
to include other situations such as takeoffs. 
For the nominal case (approach), either dropping 
below the glideslope or loss of 
considered hazardous c 
h combines both glideslope deviation and 
where dl,, = "dots" below glideslope 
In developing this measure, it was assumed that a 
critical situation develops if either (1) the aircraft drops 
two "dots" (0.7") below the glideslope*, or (2) the 
aircraft's 
either of 
The root-mean-square of the 
falling below the 
therefore a point measurement of the approach 
de on 
The angular error vs. glideslope measmment was 
chosen rather than altitude error to emphasize the 
greater danger due to being below glideslope at lower 
altitudes. Also, deviations above glideslope or velocity 
changes above trim are not included in the computation 
of AD; the terms inside the parentheses in the above 
equation can only take positive values. 
To evaluate the irnpact of the overall windf~eld on 
is integrated over the entire 
I "microburst impact" 
over entire approach 
(2) 
- 
* Two "dots" of glideslope deviation means that the 
pilot's glideslope deviation indicator has reached full scale 
in thd low direction, which is the equivalent of falling 0.7' 
below the 3" glideslope as measured from the runway 
threshold. 
A series of aircraft simulation runs were perfom&. 
using this nominal condttion and a series of high- 
resolution modeled microbmt windfields. The value of 
the microburst impact parameter was com;puted for each 
run. A set of possible microburst hazard crrite& were 
then computed for each of the modeled winGelcds. The 
linear correlation coefficient be 
criteria and the microburst imp 
because it is 1) desirable for simplicity in applying rhe 
criterion and 2) easily evaluated by computing 
the correlation coefficient. Two complete sets of runs 
were performed. using the same windfiel&, but Merent 
autopilot models, in order to show the insensitivity of 
this analysis to the control strategy employed. 
3 . 2 .  Candidate Hazard Criteria 
The following set of hazard criteria w:as chosen for 
examination in the simulation runs. 
1) Total divergence, AU meadwind-to-tailwid shear 
across the event) 
2) Mean shear. AUIAR, defined as toad divergence 
divided by the shear 
between the headwind and tailwind peals) 
3) Peak F-factor (de 
4) Largest F-factor r a given b m c e  
t lengths were ksted) 
F-factor over a given ~dismce 
foot lengths were 
The total divergence, as mentioned above, is the 
criterion currently used in TDWR operational 
evaluations for both alert thresholds and initensity 
reporting. A measurement of greater than 30 ho t s  
triggers a micrhmt alert ( ~ h  
as an "X knot loss") and a 
measurement of than 20 but less than 30 knots 
is given as "wind shear with loss.* Mean1 shear is an 
alternative criterion, which could be easily compuM 
from TDWR measurements' it is obtained by divihg 
the divergence value by the distance , a m =  which 
it is measured. 
The "F-factor" criterion, p r q &  b 
researchers at NASA Langley Research Centerro. is 
based on the impact of a microburst windt? e 
total energy (kinetic plus potential) of the It b 
a direct measure of the loss of Vential rat(:-of-clhb 
(or loss of effective thrust-to-weight ratio) due to the 
f dynamics. The data usad @rovided by NASA 
, the Langley Research Center. 
was for a Boeing 737- 100 
linear curve fits for CL an 
of mo~on is a v w l e  in References 10 and 11. of-attack. flap position, and gear position. 
L L o s a  - - gsiny - W,cosy - WhsiV 
(3) m m (4) 
F-fxlor is a natural measurement for reactive f = ~ [ ~ i n a  + I - gcosy + ~ , s i n y  - H ~ ~ C O ~ ]  V m m ised on i (5)  
stems under dev x = v cosy+ w, (6) 
compuring; it from the temperature gradient sensed 
dong h e  (&raEr flight path.1° TDWR. however. must 6 = v sin + wh infer F since the vextical winds cannot be directly (7) 
&auld cfft&on 4 is cmputed by talung the 
the rneswd F ex 
mfid distance. Since F is an instantaneous 
meamrnenr, &ng the maximurn F over a distance is 
simda to rm lintemtion and in&cates the magnitude of 
over that distance. Similarly, 
3,3  Aircraftllblierobursl Interaction 
Simiulalion 
The & d t / m i c r o b t  interaction sirnulation 
F i p  2) ,was based on long 
~ ~ o n s  of molion in wind axes, which allows fight 
in a vertical plane only with no shon-pe~d  pirching 
CL = f (a. flaps, gear position) (9) 
CD = f (a, flaps, gear position) (10) 
and flight 
path angle was then designed for this model. This 
inner-loop conmuer m k  
proportional-plus-intern 
addition. an outer loop w 
angle to m k  the glideslqpe. Two versions of the 
outer loop (glideslv =king) compensatm were used. 
the "fast" conaoller had a nanrral muency of 0.4 
rwsec. 
Figure 2. Simulation Block Diagram 
The Ihe6eld c i a  used was geWA b~ the A , 
T e m d  Area SirPlula~on Sysem (TASSjl , and 1s a 
sirnulation of a complex multiple microburst event 
1988. This event 
of five aircraft to 
tirnes during this event was available, and 12 paths 
through various parts of the windf~eld at various times 
were selected for analysis. These paths all penetrate the 
approximate center of at least one microburst, and vary 
L) from 42 to 70 hots. 
&om peak headwind 
vary from 6592 feet 
one of the horizontal 
velocity fields from the TASS model, and some of the 
paths used for the apprcraches. 
A typical microblnst win&eld (as encountered in 
one of the simulation runs) is shown in Figure 4. The 
fmt e x o u n m  a perfmance- g 
. This is followed by a down a rapid 
d to tailwind. both of which 
tend to drive the below glideslope and reduce 
se effects axe aggravated if the pilot or 
ware of the microburst. and reduces 
e headwind won of the event to 
Figure 3. TASS windfield lor 7/11/88 at 
2212.75 UTC. This is a vector plot of 
the horizontal plane at 27 1 feet AGL. 
The lines indicate some of the paths used in 
the sirnulation ~ u n s  (windfields 2. 3. and 5 ) .  
For each windfield. an app.mh was ma& such 
maximum thrust-to-weight ratio of app~,xim;aEly 
0.17. As stated above, it is important to note that h e  
assumption was made that the pilot or at~topiloa was 
nce of the microbursit. and heme 
attempted only to maintain the glideph with a 
"nomal" control strategy. 
The actual simulation was run on a :Sun 3W0 
workstation using MIA x SYSTEM-,BmD 
by Integrated Systems. IRC. The alriru& and 
histories for a sample run are p resen~d  in 
Figure 5. 
I 
-20 ' U  
- 10000 -5000 0 MMO 10WO 
Distance (feet) 
- 10000 -5000 0 5CQO 10088 
Oistanca (fwt) 
Figure 4. A typical microburst wiind preEnle. 
These Winds were encounted by the 
air& drnring one of the simulated 
approaches. 
- 200 i r  
- ZOOO(3 - 10000 0 10000 
Distance (feet) 
120 E- V I 
- 20000 -10000 0 1 0000 
Distance (feet) 
Figure 5. Sample altitude and airspeed 
histories for a simulation run 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
The criteria which showed the best carrelation 
(p > 0.81) for this set of runs were mean shear, largest 
F excesded over 1500 or 3000 feet, and largest mean F 
t. The peak F-factor along the 
mla tes  very v l y .  This is 
Table 1. Correlation coefficients between 
hazard criteria and microbunt 
hamrd parameter 
~eanshear 
Peak F 
1500 feet 
3000 feet 
4500 feet 
6000 feet 
Largest mean F over: 
1500 feet 
m feet 
4500 feet 
6000 feet 
Correlafiorn coefficient. p 
0.486 
logical, since the distance over which critical values of 
were experienced was generally less 
than 6000 feet. Total divergence, the criterion currently 
used by T D W .  did not ccxrelate very well 
(p = 0.486). A comparison of the divergence and mean 
shear results is shown in Figure 6. 
The effectiveness of mean shear (over 
divergence) is not s g, since the wind shear 
threat is due to loss gy from b t h  q i d  change 
in horimnral wind velocity and fkm vertical wind 
velocity (downdraft). The mean shear criterion is an 
improvement over divergence in two ways: 1) it 
and therefa the m m  
m e  fashion for the 
The varying results for the cri 
blem with using ment 
. Clearly, F must be significant over 
however. have m e  
given microburst. Since this is not the case. 
measuringlaveraging F over a dis 
effective saategy , yielding sane 
integrated energy loss as well as 
problem lies in selection of the a 
length (for criterion 4) or averag 
criterion 5). Results for several of the F-based &teria 
are shown in Figure 7. 
Divergence (knots) 
Mean Shear (llsec) 
Figure 6. Microburst impact parameter vs 
divergence and mean shear hazard 
criteria 
For the "largest F exceeded" criterion, U)o feet 
proved to be the best distance, although 1500 and 4500 
foot distances also gave good correlation. Using the 
averaging technique, it was found that all the distances 
tested worked fairly well, with the best results for 4500 
feet. Neither of these criteria were very sensitive to the 
distance chosen. The "largest F exceededn criterion 
produced better results for the shorter distances, and is 
simpler to evaluate, which indicates that it may provide 
g when used with an airborne 
look-ahead sensor. It is important to note, however, 
that the results for the different distances are most 
likely somewhat dependent on the model windfield 
used. Also, the advantage of criterion 4 over criterion 5 
is not very significant in view of the limited number of 
runs performed. 
Peak F 
Largest F exceeded for 3000fft 
-. 
L 
a 
P 
e 
U 
i O 
0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 
Largest Mean F for 450lDbt 
Figure 7. Microburst impact parameter vs. 
several F-based hazard criteria 
% 0 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2  
Windfield ID# 
Figure 8. Microburst irnpact parameter for 
each windfield, for two different 
glideslope controllers 
In oader to examine the effects of control strategy 
on the above results, an additional set of runs was 
N m e d ,  using the "fast" glideslope conBoUer with 
the m e  windZields. This faster conmller resulted in 
lower values of J for all of the appmches (Figure 8). 
However, the correlation coefficients for the 
crrireh were not significantly different than om 
the f i t  set of runs (Table 2). This indicates that, 
d h u g h  the final magnitude of J (and hence the hazard) 
& p n &  on the control strategy employed hazard 
. . 
which comlate well with the rnicrobmt impact 
re]: for one conlrol sgategy will stiU correlate 
another saakgy. A sirnilar effect wollld be 
with differing 
wdma.8lace capab~ties. 
Table 2. Correlation coellicients lor runs 
with "fast" glideslope controller 
3,s Analysis Limitations 
Befoxe h k n g  conclusions EKKn the above 
d y s i s ,  rome hitations should be discussed. The 
most hp~rbant is that all the rnicroburst windfields 
andyxd r m e  h m  a single day (in fact, all within 10 
finuks) tiue to the b t e d  amount of high-resolution 
mfiekd mdel data a-ble. Although a fairly well 
&WiibutecI set of microbut inensiities and sizes were 
avdable in this data set, the results may be biased by 
some feature of the TASS model or by characteristics 
particular to the meteorological conditions on the day 
simulated This analysis will be extended to include 
additional data sets as they become available. 
A further limitation is the use of a single aircraft 
model of a fairly small transport aircraft. Use of a 
different msport aircraft model or a different pilot or 
autopilot model would clearly result in different values 
of J. The higher-bandwidth conml strategy, for 
example. lowered the final J value for all runs. This 
did not however, sipificantly alter the correlation 
results, since the difference in approach m k h g  due to 
the different control strategy was roughly the same for 
all microburst encounters. Using a different transport 
t mdel would have a similar effect. It is also 
Interesting to note that the only control aadeoff 
control or altitude 
includes both of these 
dscussed previously, these results are specific to the 
nominal case chosen (apprwh), and need to be 
extended to cover takeoff situations as well. 
In addition, the evaluation of the h 
not include measurement limitations. For example, the 
measurement of divergence 
AGL was done to "sirnulate 
TDWR. but does not accoun 
such as averaging across the 
example. Similarly. F was taken from the aircraft 
history after the sirnulati 
tion of a fmard-1 
sensing system. 
Finally, it should be noted that in some past wind 
shear related accidents (the crash of Delta 19 1 at DFW 
in 1985, for example) there were shoni-scale pitching 
and rolling motions of large enough amplitudes to 
considerably affect the controllability and w m a n c e  
of the aircraft. The di s which c a d  these 
oscillations are not ge cluded in windshear 
models (due to their small length scales) and are not 
visible in dual or briple doppler radar wind 
measurements (due to fmite resolution). These 
d~stuhances are also not included in J or in any of the 
cri 
3 .6  Implementation Issues 
The second requirement for a good 
as stated in Sectlon 2.1. is that it must be measureable 
by the available wind shear sensors. Based on the 
correlation coefficients, mean shear and largest F-factor 
exceeded over 3000 feet were the best criteria For a 
ground-based radar like TDWR, which cannot directly 
measure vertical velocity and hence cannot directly 
measure F, mean shear is a natural measurement. The 
TDWR system currently generites accurate values of 
both divergence and shear distance. Airborne in 
systems now under development measure a temperature 
pdient  at some point ahead of the aircraft, which is 
converted to a point measurement of F. Using the F- 
based criterion would be natural in this case, since the 
F-over-a-distance alert criterion reduces to the IR 
system sensing an F above a r a 
designated period of time. C 
sensors measure F through a low-pass filter. which is 
similar to averaging F over a distance. Clearly the 
measurement technique used has a strong bearing on 
which hazard criterion is appropriate. 
Once the criterion has been established. the 
question that remains to be answered is: what value of 
the hazard criterion should trigger an alert? This 
question is difficult, since it requires evaluation of how 
much wind shear hazard is "acceptable" and how much 
is a threat. The analysis technique used above cannot 
answer this question. criteria evaluated 
different microbursts will indicate which one is a 
t, but will not indicate that both might be 
a heavily loaded airclaft with a low excess 
ght ratio, while neither may be hazardous 
to a nearly empty aircraft. Alternatively, two aircraft 
with different autopilots (or with two pilots of differing 
skill) might exhibit a similar difference in hazard 
threshold. A margin of safety must be included in 
def~~lition f the alerting threshold, and all classes of 
which the alert will be issued need to be 
4. Planned Piloted Simulator Study 
4 .1  Goals 
The goal of this study is to evaluate candidate 
graphical cockplt displays for wind shear (microburst) 
alerts on equipped with an Electronic Flight 
Instrumentation System (EFIS). For this evaluation, 
graphical microburst alerts will be displayed on the 
Electronic Horizontal Situation Indicator (EHSI), a 
moving-map type navigational display. 
ent is designed to evaluate the 
following: 
1) General pilot reactions to the use of the EHSI 
for microburst alert presentation and to some 
baseline graphical -lay formats 
2) The effect of displaying either only " ' h t e n i n g "  
microbursts or both threatening and less linens 
microbursts on pilot decision making andmissed 
approach planning 
3) The effect of reflectivity on pilot decision- 
making (i-e. will the subjects react differenlly to 
"dry" microburst events than to "wet" even@) 
4) Pilot reaction to presenting "fused alerts (where 
the sensors used are not evident) vs. presenhg 
discrete alerts (where a different rep~senlalion is 
used for airborne sellson than for ground-based 
sensors) 
5) The proximity to a h at which the subjec~ 
feel a missed approach must be initiated. 
The results of this evaluation will be used to 
determine critical design items for implementdon of 
integrated graphical wind shear alerts. 
4.2  Experirllental Methodology 
ent will be performed with the MTT 
Advanced Cockpit Simulator. a part-task simukbon of 
an advanced transport aircraft equipped with both an 
EFIS and a Flight magement Computer {(FMC). 
The simulator. an upgraded version of that used in the 
modes of presentation comparison discus& in Section 
2.2. includes all primary electronic flight displays, 
display controls. autoflight systems, and a 1)artiA 
simulation of the FMC. 
A sample candidate ENS1 display format for 
microburst alerts is shown in Figure 9. Remokly 
as solid red chles or 
e microburs8 are 
being detected is transparent to the pilot on thL 
display; an alternative display in which airbt~me remote 
sensor information is distinguished firom ground-b& 
information will also be tested. Reactive ale*, 
triggered by penetration of a microburst event, will be 
cfisplayed as a flashing red circle directly aroiund the 
"ownship" symbol. In one methodology, only 
microbursts which have been judged " 
displayed. Another display option is to also show 
"secondary" events, which are meas& m s  of vvind 
shear (weak microbmts) which do not excetd tl?e 
hazard threshold. These could be displayed as open mJ 
s to distinguish then1 &om 
The: evaluation will be performed in two different 
s e b g s :  1) static display presentarion, and 2) real-time 
hes. The static @lay presentation 
will be ~ ~ s e d  to obtain pilot input on the general display 
fomar and dqlay options in a non-flying situation. 
The sisnulated apmches  will test the display in flight 
siwtions. A set of scenarios have been designed to 
o b h  both quantitative data and pilot opinions on each 
ems on the above list. For example, the same 
ing rnicroburst situation will be flown using 
seved different -lay options. and differences in the 
pilots' hianhg of the situation will be observed. 
Active line pilots who are cunently flying 
EFliSfldCequipped aircraft will be recruited 
for this 8 ent 'Ilhe flying portion of the 
exprim be performed in conjunction with an 
elecmic approach plate experiment. which will 
allenwe the anticipation caused by re 
dens. Scenarios with non-threatening microbursts 
peesent ;and with no microbursts present will also be 
includecl, to prevent the subjects from developing a 
sysaernaric way of handling microburst threats. 
5. Conclusions 
Issues related to the development of an alerting 
sysgern lor microbursts in the terminal area have been 
smed. Two specific issues have been 
idenciZication of a g o d  criterion for mi 
mwment.  and 2) evaluation of graphical cockpit 
-lays for presentation of microburst alerts. 
caused by rnicrobursts. However. the "mean shear," 
computed by dividing the t a d  &vergence by the 
distance over which it occurs, con-elates very well with 
&tion. Also. application of the "F- 
results obtained h m  runs using two different autopilot 
models were not significantly different. 
An experiment has been designed to evaluate 
options for graphical cockpit -lay of microburst 
graphical display options. 
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Cockpit Display of Hazardous Weather  Information 
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Abstract 
Information transfer and display issues associated with 
the dissemination of hazardous weather warnings are studied in 
the context of windshear alerts. Operational and developmental 
windshear detection systems are briefly reviewed. The July 11, 
1988 microburst events observed as part of the Denver TDWR 
operational evaluation are analyzed in terms of information 
transfer and the effectiveness of the microburst alerts. 
Information transfer, message content and display issues 
associated with microburst alerts generated from ground based 
sources (Doppler Radars, LLWAS and PREPS) ars evaluated 
by means of pilot opinion surveys and part task simulator 
studies. 
1. Introduction 
Technological advances in ground-to-cockpit datalink 
capability, information display, and hazardous weather detection 
create the possibility for new and improved methods of informing 
flight crews about weather hazards. However, the availability of 
increased information and multiple modes of communication also 
lead to problems of system integration. Issues including the 
selection, aansfer. and presentation of information must be 
addressed in the development of advanced systems for the 
display of hazardous weather information. In addition, design 
procedures, centered around the needs of the flight crew and the 
capabilities of the available equipment, should be applied. 
The display and information transfer issues related to 
advanced windshear alerting systems in the terminal area have 
been chosen as an initial point of focus. This problem was 
chosen both to investigate general issues related to the 
dissemination of hazardous weather information and to focus on 
specific issues of a critical near term need. Windshear in the 
teiminal area is one of the most dangerous weather-related 
problems faced by aviation today .[I]. The real-time detection of 
windshear hazards is a very active field of research,[2,3,4] and 
thus provides a useful testing ground for issues related to 
advanced data uplink and display of hazardous we at he^ 
informadon. 
2. Background 
2 . 1  Terminal Area Windshear 
Low-altitude windshear is the leading weather-related 
cause of fatal aviation accidents in the U.S. Since 1964, there 
have been 26 accidents attributed to windshear resulting in over 
500 fatalities [1,5]. Low-altitude windshear can take several 
forms. Macroscopic forms, such as gustfronts caused by 
colliding warm and cold air masses, can generally be predicted 
and avoided. However, the small intense downdrafts known as 
microbursts are far more dangerous and difficult to detect. 
Microbursts begin with a cool downdraft formed at the base of a 
cumulus or cumulonumbus cloud. If the downdraft is strong 
enough to impact the surface, it spreads out radially and creates 
an small area (1 to 4 krn in diameter) of intense w~ndshear. Such 
conditions typically last for short periods (10-30 n~in), bur can be 
very dangerous to aircraft at low altitudes, particularly on takeoff 
or final approach Initially, the aircraft experiences a suong 
headwind, which causes a momentary increase in lift. Next, the 
aircraft enters an area of downdraft, and then a sharp tailwind. 
This combination results in loss of effective airspeed and 
corresponding loss of lift. (Fig. 1). It may also serve to 
destablilize the flight trajectory. The resulting performance loss 
can in some cases be sufficient to result in ground impact. In 
addition, microbursts can be accompanied by strong edge 
vortices, which can further destabilize the aircraft. Most fatal 
windshear accidents have been attributed to rnicrobursts.[5] 
An additional factor which makes microbursts parricularly 
dangerous is that they are generally not obvious either visually or 
to standard airborne weather radar. Microbursts have been 
observed to occur both during periods of severe rain or during 
periods of litfle or no low-altitude precipitation. For 
meteorological and instrumentation purposes, it is [convenient to 
distinguish between 'wet' and 'dry' microbursts. .Dry 
microbursts, more common in the western U.S., can sometimes 
be detected by the presence of curling clouds of dust on the 
ground or vertical cloud shafts known as 'virga'. 'Wet 
microbursts cannot generally be distiguished from benign rain 
cells with radar reflectivity information. 
Microbursts have been observed with intensities geater 
than most aircraft could be reasonably expected to survive. 
Avoidance is the best way to handle a windshear h,lzard. This 
indicates a need for reliable remote detection, allowing the flight 
crew adequate advance warning to plan and execute a maneuver 
to avoid microburst penetration. 
Fig. I: Microburst windshear encounter ow approach 
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2 .2  Microburst  Detection 
2 . 2 . 1  Cur ren t  Procedures 
C m n l :  procedures for microburst detection and warning 
center around the Low-Level Windshear Alert System (LLWAS), 
Rlot reports, and improved pilot education through efforts such 
as the FAA's Windshear Training Aid.[6] LLWAS is a system 
of anemometers currently in service at most major U.S. airports 
designed to measure shifts in wind speed and direction within the 
airport perimeter. Although capable of detecting macroscopic 
phenomena such as gustfronts, the anemometer spacing is larger 
than the characteritic surface dimension of many microbursts, and 
thus LLWAS remains fairly ineffective for detection of 
microburst windshear. The Windshear Training Aid states that 
" I f  an LLWAS alert (triggered by wind speed and/or direction 
differential) occurs, it indicates the presence of something shear- 
like, though not necessarily indicative of magnitude or location. 
However, the absence of an alert does not necessarily indicate 
that it is safe to proceed!".[6] 
Pilot n:ports (PREPS) of windshear provide the most 
reliable data. The availability of PREPS necessarily requires that 
an aircraft penetrate a microburst, which is not desirable; but the 
infomadon, unlike LLWAS, provides conclusive evidence of a 
windshear haz,ard for subsequent aircraft. It is desirable to 
integrate PIRElPS with any sensor data available in future 
windshear detection systems. 
The Windshear Training Aid itself is designed to inform 
pilots and controllers about windshear, primarily how to 
recognize and avoid or recover from microburst encounters. 
Avoidance is ~~racticed through the use of LLWAS information, 
weather reports, and visual clues. In past accidents, these clues 
have been iargely ignored; increased windshear training emphasis 
is being used to increase pilot awareness of these events. 
However, high pilot workload in the terminal area and the relative 
rarity of hazardous windshear makes it difficult for crews to fully 
assimilate the evidence of windshear before penetration. 
2 .2 .2 :  Emerging Windshear  Detection 
Technolog ies  
To meet the need for improved windshear warning, new 
systems for detection are under development. Both airborne and 
ground-based systems are under consideration. Airborne look- 
ahead systems are still primarily experimental: candidate 
rechnologies include doppler radar, doppler lidar, and infrared 
radiometry. ['2,3,4] To be an effective, dependable windshear 
avoidance tool, an airborne system must be able to detect 
windshear ahead of the aircraft to a range of 1 - 3 km, thus 
typically providing 15 to 45 seconds of warning. Also, the 
sensor shoulcl work for either wet or dry microbursts with 
enough resolution to adequately measure size and intensity. 
None of the methods mentioned have yet fully demonstrated 
these capabilities in flight. 
Ground-based remote sensing technology is much more 
developed. LLWAS and PIREPS often yield useful data, but are 
not always available or accurate. Ground-based doppler radars 
have been succesfully demonstrated for microburst detection 
(JAWS, Huntsville, Denver) [5] and have an advantage over 
airborne systems in terms of ground clutter suppression, size and 
power. E~peximents~performed at Huntsville, AL in 1986 and at 
Denver in 1987 and 1988 have shown impressive results (Table 
1). The predominance of wet microbursts at Huntsville and dry 
mimbursts Denver shows the versatility of the ground-based 
doppler r a h .  The ability of such systems to integrate data aloft 
with wind measurements near the surface allows for earlier 
forecasting of microburst locations and outflow strengths. 
MICROBURST DETECTION 
Combined 90% 100% 92% 5% 
GUST-FRONT DETECTION 
Robability 01 drlrctloll Probabl l l l~  
Dau o V s 1 5 m i r  A V ~ 1 5 m l r  df r& . I a rm 
Denver 1987 81% 93% 5% 
oV - M wlrd change m rhelrrcp$on (Only cvmu mh AV vllvcl prrmathm LO nVa rr rcard) 
Table 1:Doppler r a d a r  windshear detection results [7] 
The demonstrated capability of ground-based doppler 
radar for windshear detection and forecasting makes it the most 
viable system for near term use for microburst avoidance 
information. The combination of doppler radar, improved 
LLWAS systems and PIREPS makes an integrated ground-based 
system the primary focus for system integration and automated 
datalink issues. 
2 . 3  Ground-to-Air Data Transfer  
Digital ground-to-air data transfer is an area under active 
development. Several methods of digital ground-to-air data 
transmission are currently or nearly available. ACARS, a 
privately-sponsored system for the uplink and downlink of digital 
information related to commercial aviation, is currently in use by 
many major airlines. It provides a high-speed alphanumeric 
datalink for flight management information, helping to relieve 
congestion on crowded ATC voice frequencies. With the 
addition of satellite relays, ACARS coverage will extend to most 
international commercial air routes. The first satellite 
transmissions are expected to begin in the third quarter of 1989 in 
the Pacific Ocean region [8]. 
Another system stated for near-term deployment is the 
FAA's Mode-S surveillance datalink. Mode-S is an extension of 
the altitude encoding Mode-C transponder in the ATC Radar 
Beacon System allowing message delivery from ATC to 
individual aircraft. Each individual message can cany 48 useful 
bits of information, and the time for the interrogation beam to 
scan the entire coverage area is 4 to 12 seconds. Messages can 
be also be linked in groups of up to 4 frames or sent as a longer 
Extended Length Message with less urgency. 
In the long term, the Aviation Satellite Communications 
System (SatCom) is being developed. The goal is a standardized 
worldwide system for digital voice and data communications, 
based on nine existing satellites in geosynchronous orbit.[9] 
Other systems such as digital ATIS or enroute weather channels 
are also envisioned for future development. 
2 . 4  Information Transfer  Issues in the 1988 Denver 
TDWR Evaluation 
An event which illustrates many of the information 
transfer issues occurred during the 1988 Terminal Doppler 
Weather Radar (TDWR) operational demonsnation at S tapelton 
International Airpon in Denver. On July 11, a period of severe 
microburst activity occurred. It is instructive to evaluate the 
warnings and responses of the five aircraft which initiated and 
abandoned approaches immediately prior to the closure of the 
*on. 

w a  an area of precipitation southwest of the airport and a region 
of 25 kt windshear within 2 miles of the airport center. By 2207 
UTC. a gusdront had developed over the airport with some light 
precipitation. Several microbursts had developed with the 
gustfront including a 45 kt headwind to tailwind cell located on 
the approach to runways 26L and 26R. By 2212 UTC the 
microbunt had increased in strength to 80 kts and the 
precipitation 11ad increased. This microburst event continued at 
high intensity to 2222 UTC when it began to abate. Windshear 
values of 30 kts were still being measured at 2230. 
The altitude versus time plots generated from Mode C 
transponder replies for the 5 aircraft which initiated approaches 
between 220:J and 2214 UTC are shown in Fig. 5. Also shown 
are the times st which microburst alerts were given to the aircraft 
and the time of reported missed approach. All aircraft which 
penetrated the microburst reported intense windshear. 
Transcripts of the verbal microburst alerts given to each aircraft 
by the local tower controller are presented in Table 2. It is 
unknown if there were any microburst alerts issued to these 
aircraft by the TRACON approach conuoller. However, the fact 
that 4 of the 5 aircraft elected to continue the approach indicates 
that this was unlikely. 
2 .4 .:4 Implications of the July 11 Experience 
Several issues important to the development of microburst 
alerting systeims are apparent from this data The variability in 
aircrew interpretation of microburst warnings can be seen by 
comparing thic response of aircraft A to that of aircraft B. The 
aircraft were approaching parallel runways and were issued 
virtually identical alerts within 30 seconds of each other. Aircraft 
A elected to i:mrnediately abandon the approach based on the 
microburst alicrt and visual observations of a descending rain 
shaft. This aircraft never penetrated the primary rnicroburst area. 
Aircraft B elected to continue the approach, penetrated the 
rnicroburst, and descended to within 100 ft of the runway 
threshold before executing a missed approach. 
Another issue which arises from the data is the delay 
between the generation and the voice transmission of the alert to 
the by ATC. Fig.6 plots the delay to alert for each aircraft 
bas e j'irst TDWR generated microburst alert at 22:06: 17 
UTC and the assumption that no alerts were given to these 
aircraft by the TKUCON. It can be seen that the shortest delay 
was approxh~ately 60 seconds and that a delay of 350 seconds 
untered for the last aircraft to report to the tower 
E). The delays in excess of 100 seconds are likely a 
e effort to make the TDWR alerts apex  like LLWAS 
alerts. The primary windshear alert responsibility therefore 
rested with the tower controller who did not have contact with the 
aircraft until they were at the outer marker. It does appear, 
however, that a minimum delay of approximately 60 seconds can 
be expected fix the dissemination of verbal alerts even if the 
is in contact with the controller who has alerting 
responsibility.. 
A third issue which arises is that the initial microburst 
alert for each was imbedded within a routine landing 
clearance message. The routineness of the message may have 
resulted in a lack of urgency associated with the alert. This 
possible lack of urgency coupled with the high cockpit workload 
which occurs at the outer marker may have contributed to the 
difficulty some crews had in fully assessing the magnitude of the 
hazard. It is also worth noting that the tower controller relied 
primarily on  he alphanumeric display. It is interesting to 
consider whether his level of urgency may have increased if he 
had access to the geographical situation display and could have 
more easily visualized how the situation was developing. 
The f a a l  point which comes out of the analysis is the 
importance of PIREPS. Both the flight crews and the tower 
controlleh were more likely to react conservatively to the 
microbmt alert afyr several aircraft had gone around and 
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Alrcraft A 
22:07:15 "Aircraft A. Denver tower, nmway two six r i g h  cleahd to 
land Mcmtunt  ale$ mvrt ie ld  wind two two zno at none. 
a forty knot loss. one mlle fmal as m p w d  by machine, no 
pl la  repon." 
Alrcraft B 
22:07:35 " A u d  B. Dcnvertower. mnway two six left dcarcd to 
land. Winds two one zero at five, a forty knot loss, one mile 
f m l  microbunt ale* nci $ubsrantiated by aircraft." 
Aircraft C 
22:09:35 "Aircraft C heavy. Dmvcrtower, rnicmbunt den.  threshold 
wmd one four zcm at five. apccr  e fifry knor loss. two mile 
fmal. runway two six lch. d a d  w land." 
22: 11 :05 "Aircraft D. cauuon have turbulence fmm the heavy DC-8. 
He 1s gomg amtmd. We have a microbunt den,  thrcshold 
winds, zcm nlne zcm at thru. Expca a seventy ha loss on 
a &me mllc fmal." 
22:11:45 "Microbunt d e n  m w a y  two six. Threshold wmd, m e  five 
zem at five, cxpcct an eighty knot loss on a t h m  mtlc f d . "  
22:12:05 "Aircraft E. microbunt alcn, threshold wind one six zem at 
six, cxpcn an eighty knot loss on a r h m  mile fmal. say 
rcquur" 
Table 2: Transcripts of verbal microburst alerts 
issued to each aircraft. 
reported wind shear. This, coupled with the increasing 
microburst intensity, explains why the later aircraft initiated their 
missed approaches at higher altitudes than aircraft B which had 
no PREP infoxmation to c o n f i i  the microburst alert. 
3. Research on Windshear Detection and Warning in 
the Advanced ATC Environment 
3 . 1  Problem Statement 
The integration of ground-based information sources with 
digital datalinks such as Mode-S shows great potential for the 
accurate prediction and delivery of microburst windshear alerts 
with minimal delay. Fig. 7 illustrates possible information flow 
configurations for such a system. The multiple potential data 
paths are dependent on the acceptable degree of automation. 
Clearly, the delay between detection and alert is minimized with a 
fully automated process whereby computer algorithms determine 
alerts from PREPS, TDWR, and LLWAS data and use Mode-S 
to directly distribute them. However, putting the controller in the 
loop to some degree would help filter false alarms and more 
efficiently control the destination of the data. 
Fig 7: Possible windshear data distribution in the 
advanced ATC environment. 
A number of other information issues also require 
consideration. The content, riming, transmission. and 
presentation of windshear information all need to be determined 
Automated links such as Mode-S are subject to bit limitations and. 
reliability considerations. This has an impact on message content 
and dismbution. The timing and priority of alerts InUSF be 
considered to get maximum efficiency and to generate the least 
possible confusion. The high workload of both controllers and 
flight crews during terminal area operations adds ii further 
measure of difficulty. Finally, the varying levels of insmrument 
sophistication in civil aircraft must be considered The advanced 
moving map displays in modem nansport category aircraft allow 
for development of user-oriented graphical presentations, while 
many general aviation aircraft have no visual display capability. 
3.2 Investigations 
Several investigations are being performeci to address the 
issues discussed above. Flight crew opinion surveys are being 
used to obtain user input on a number of factors. Data is sought 
on current operational issues such as LLWAS and other available 
windshear information sources, as well as pilot perceptions of the 
microburst threat. Also, issues of data transmission and 
presentation are addressed. In addition, some issues are k ing  
addressed through flight simulation studies. A simple experiment 
based on a g e n d  aviation simulator was conduct& to compare 
voice communication with maohical data oresentation modes. 
Also, a part-task simulatio<oithe ~oeing757fl67 has been 
developed in order to do more sophisticated investigation into 
optimization of graphical warning formats, information content 
and delivery timing, and the effect on pilot workload. 
3.3 Results 
3 . 3 . 1  Current Windshear Procedures 
For user input on current windshear alert systems and 
requirements for future systems, a pilot opinion survey is being 
conducted. A preliminary sample of 20 United Airlines line and 
training pilots has been completed, and a further dismbution of 
250 is underway. Initial results show several consistent nends. 
It is almost universally agreed (94%) that microbursis pose a 
major safety hazard to transport aircraft. Fifty-three percent of 
the respondents have had what they considered to be a hazardous 
windshear encounter, most incidents occurred at DEN, a United 
operations hub. When posed the question "Currently available 
windshear alert data is sufficient for safe o~eration in the remind 
area," only 17% of the respondents agreed, while 56% 
disagreed. All but one of the pilots felt that "...a system to 
provide aircrews with better and more timely winclshear dens is 
necessary." The results clearly indicate that flight crews are not 
completely confident in currently available data and would be 
very receptive to improvements. Fi y r e  8 shows the pilots' 
average ranking of possible sources of windshear infomation. 
PIREPS Visual Clues LLWAS Weath'sr Radar 
Fig. 8: Pilot ranking of windshear infolrmairion 
sources.  
Significantly, PIREPS and visual clues are both 
considered mor'e useful for windshear avoidance than LLWAS 
alerts. Yet, neither pilot reports or visual clues are always 
available; his underlines the need for a detection system which 
can reliably provide some degree of advance warning. 
3.3.2 ]Modes of Information Presentation 
Because: of the high workload in terminal area operations, 
it is important to consider the manner in which information is 
presented to the flight crew. This was illustrated by the Stapelton 
incidenr even though data was available, it was difficult to 
effectively comaunicate it to the flight crew. There are several 
possible modes of information presentation in the cockpit: voice, 
hlphanmric ,  or graphical. 1;sues to be considered iriclude 
crew workload. ~references. and the ca~abilities of the aircraft 
insrmmenrado~.' The widespread use df CRT displays in modern 
transpon aircraft, for example, opens up new possibilities for 
totally automated graphical information displays. Moving map 
displays, such as the Electronic Right Instrumentation System 
(EFIS) used on the Boeing 757-767 generation of aircraft, are 
good candidates for display of critical weather information. 
Responses from the pilot survey indicate that pilots are 
receptive to graphic displays. (Fig. 9). The specific suggestion 
of integrating windshear information with an EFIS-type moving 
map display was strongly supported. Also of interest was the 
preference of A'TC voice alerts over alphanumeric links or ATIS 
information. Comments received indicated that the low ranking 
of ATIS was due to the time between updates. 
EFlS ATC Alt Graph Alpha ATlS 
Fig. 9: Pilot rankings of possible relaylpresentation 
modes of windshear information from the 
groulnd 
A preliminary experiment has been conducted with a 
general aviation simulator to compare the efficiency of voice and 
graphical modes of presentation. Eight GA pilots with 210 to 
1,700 total flight hours were tested. The scenario involved a 
microburst which appeared during an ILS approach, when the 
aircraft reached ~e outer marker. Avoidance of the microburst 
required a non-standard missed approach. The information was 
presented by voice, on a runway-fixed graphic display of 
nucroburst position, and on a graphic display show~ng both the 
mimburst and sircraft positions. The data (Table 3) shows the 
effectiveness of the graphic displays. Avoidance improved 
significantly with the graphic displays, even though the same 
information was presented at the same time in each case. 
Presentation Type Avoidance Rate 
Voice (JAWS format) 43% 
Runway-Fixed Graphical Display: 
Microburst position only 62% 
Runway-Fixed Graphical Display: 
Microburst + Aircraft position 94% 
Table 3: Results of experiment with general aviation 
simulator and computer graphic display. 
These results considered, the incident at Stapelton Airport 
serves as an illustration of the problems of voice communication. 
Crew and ATC workload in terminal phases of flight is high, 
leading to possible confusion and error. The simulation indicates 
that even under fairly light workload, the difficulty involved in 
fully interpreting the mi&oburjt threat from a voice warning can 
mean the difference between avoidance and ~enetration. Further 
evaluation of communication modes, inc~ucl&~ a variety of 
alphanumeric and graphic formats, will be performed with the 
part-task 757f767 simulator. 
3.3.3 Message content and timing 
The issue of what data is necessary and when it should be 
presented is important for either voice or digital transmission. In 
either case, a limited amount of information can be contained, and 
the timing must be determined to give the crew maximum 
awareness while minimizing the increase in workload An initial 
viewpoint can be obtained from the pilot surveys. The responses 
indicate that location and intensity of microbursts are clearly the 
most important information items. Size, microburst movement, 
and intensity trends are of secondary importance, and shape data 
is generally felt to be inconsequential. 
Location 
Intensity 
Size 
Movement 
Inten. Trend 
Shape 
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Higher Priority 
Fig. 10: Pilot ranking of microburst information by 
importance 
The issues of what constitutes a hazardous ~croburs t ,  
who should be informed, and when are more difficult to resolve. 
The s w e y s  are. less clear in this case; the most common 
response was that aircraft should be alerted as soon as 
microbursts are detected anywhere around the airport vicinity. A 
few pilots defined a parricular phase of flight, i.e. at the outer 
marker, when cleared for approach, or immediately upon entering 
the terminal area, as the best point for delivery of microburst 
alerts. 
Ln response to a question about threshold shear levels, 
there was general agreement that a windshear advisory should be 
issued for approximately 10 knots of head-to-tail shear and a 
warning for 15 knots of shear. Also, it was almost unanimously 
expressed that decisions about the threat posed by windshear in a 
particular situation should be made entirely by the pilot, and the 
conmller's role should be to maintain safe separation during 
avoidance maneuvers. However, it remains to be determined 
what locations and intensities of microbursts actually constitute a 
threat in the view of the pilot It is impractical to plan on 
dismbution of all available windshear information in raw form to 
all aircraft in a congested terminal area. Some 'threshold hazard 
level' needs to be defined, based not only on the windshear 
intensity of the microburst, but including other factors such as the 
microburst and aircraft locations, aircraft altitude, and desired 
flight path. 
3.4 Current Research 
Research to resolve these issues is being conducted with 
the part-task 7571767 simulation shown in Fig. 11. The 
simulation uses an IRIS 2400T graphics computer, an autopilot 
control panel, and an EFIS control panel to duplicate the 
electronic instrumentation and flight dynamics of the aircraft. 
Data from TDWR experiments is used to generate simulated 
airborne weather radar returns and the windfield over the airport. 
RADAR 
DATA 
MODE S AIRBORNE 
COMM RADAR 
SIMULATION SIMULATION 
Figure 11: Part-Task 7571767 EFIS Simulation 
The initial simulations are based on data provided by 
NCAR and the Lincoln Laboratory TDWR evaluations. The 
Stapelton incident is very well documented, and serves as a 
model for scenario consauction. With a suitable sidetask, 
workload levels will be properly adjusted to get a reasonable 
range of pilot responses. Once the simulation is validated and a 
range of scenarios developed, issues of information format can 
be explored. Simulations of Mode-S transmissions with varying 
alphanumeric and graphic alert formats can be added, as well as 
voice communications, and the differences in pilot decision 
making and reaction time can be measured. If the results are 
commensurate with the results of the earlier general aviation 
simulations, more specific tests can be performed. These will 
center around more specific information issues, such as warning 
content, timing, and display formats. 
4. Conclusion 
Based on the above, the following points car1 be made: 
Technological advances in weather sensors and infomation 
transfer will allow development of sophisticated hazardous 
weather detection and alert systems. Design guidelines, centered 
around the end user and the available equiprrient, need to be 
applied to these systems. 
* Microburst windshear is an weather hazard of particular 
concern and hence provides a good test case for development of 
user-oriented weather alert displays. Pilot surveys kdicate that 
currently available detection and alert systems are not adequate, 
and a system for advance detection and alert is needed. 
- The events which occurred during the 13WR operationai 
evaluation on July 11, 1988 were analyzed i r ~  the context of 
informadon transfer issues. The observations included the 
following: Variability of pilot response to similar microburse 
alerts. The verbal relay of microburst alerts was found to induce 
delays. The inclusion of microburst alerts with other routine 
messages was thought to reduce the sense of urgency of the 
alerts. Finally, PREPS have been found to be extremely 
important in validating the TDWR alerts to the user. 
A review of the current state of rnicroburst detection 
technology and the analysis of the TDWR operational evaluation 
leads to the conclusion that the integration of ground-based 
doppler radar, LLWAS and PREPS, and of a digital datalink 
such as Mode-S is the most viable near-term system for reliable 
advance warning of windshear. 
* A simple flight simulator study has indicated that display of 
windshear information with a graphical display of 
microburst position can result in significantly greater microburst 
awareness and greatly improve the probability of avoidance when 
compared with standard voice transmission. 
An opinion survey of air carrier pilots was conducted. 
Pilots feel that PREPS and visual clues are the best currently 
available methods for microburst detection, urhile LLWAS and 
airborne weather radar are less effective. Also, pilots were 
receptive to the idea of displaying windshear information on an 
EFIS display, preferring the EFIS to ATC voice 
communications. Alphanumeric information and ATIS were 
rated poorly for transmission of windshear alerts. 
When asked about rnicroburst alert information content, 
pilots specified that microburst location and intensity were the 
most important items, followed by size, movement, and intensity 
trend information. 
Research is currently in progress to further explore the 
issues involved. A part-task Boeing 7571767 simulation has been 
developed to address issues of warning content, timing, and a 
selection of alphanumeric and graphical display formats. 
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INVESTIGATION OF AIR TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY 
AT OHIO UNIVERSITY 
1990-1991 
Robert W. Lilley 
Avionics Engineering Center 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Ohio University 
Athens, Ohio 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 
This twentieth year of the Joint University Program (JUP) saw continued progress 
by students, faculty and staff in four major areas. Brief reports are given in this section. 
- The study of spectrum-efficient methods for transmitting weather 
information to aircraft has resulted in definition of an improv'ed 
amplitude-and-phase modulation process which permits re-utilization of voice 
channels for both voice and data. The system is being implemented for 
testing. 
- Multi-sensor navigation systems introduce increased flexibility and 
performance for aviation, at the expense of increased complexity. Insuring a 
high level of system reliability and integrity requires that faults not only be 
detected, but also isolated to specific system elements, so that the remaining 
capabilities of the system may be used with confidence. An algorithm has 
been developed, and will be tested using combined GPSIINS systems. 
- The JUP has served as a vehicle for reporting work accomplished in 
evoked-potential vision-tracking experiments to determine the engineering 
parameters of this input and control method. Successful detection of an 
operator's visual selection of objects has been achieved, and experiments 
continue to determine resolution and moving-target tracking capabilities. 
- Application of GPS in an interferometric mode permits accurate 
measurement of differential motion; aircraft attitude may be determined using 
GPS only, with multiple antennas. The JUP team carried out the first known 
flight tests of this application. 
Joint University Program participants are encouraged to report technical results in 
the open literature. The 1990-1991 papers and presentations are listed in the annotated 
bibliography on the following pages. 
rBNNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 1990-9 1 PUBLICATIONS 
I.  IKPine, P. A.: Availability of Positioning and Receiver Autonomous Integrity 
Monitoring for the Global Positioning System. Proceedings of the 3rd International 
Satellite Division Meeting of the ION, Colorado Springs, CO, September 1990. 
1ke Minimum *rational Performance Standards (MOPS) are being developed 
for airborne supplemental navigation equipment using the Global Positioning System 
(GPS). This is a unique task in the sense that the receiver must provide integrity 
assurrmce independent of that supplied by GPS. Independent integrity assurance, or 
re~eiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM), requires at least one redundant GPS 
masurement. Therefore, the availability of GPS depends on the availability of RAIM. 
A computer simulation is presented for determining RAIM availability for GPS which 
incoprates a GPS coverage model and a Markov reliability model. The Markov model 
is used to assign state probabilities to GPS failure scenarios. Up to six simultaneous 
satellite failures are considered. A parametric analysis is presented to determine the 
e f f ~ t  om GPS U I M  availability. Some parameters that are included in the analysis are 
the mzimum allowable Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP), the Mean Time To 
Repair (MTTR) for failed GPS satellites, and the addition or omission of the altimeter 
as an aclditional measurement. 
2. Fmell, J. L., and Van Graas, F. : That All-Important Interface. Proceedings of the 3rd 
International Satellite Division Meeting of the ION, Colorado Springs, CO, September 
1990. 
The goal of nav systems integration should include growth flexibility, to 
accommodate the future addition of data sources and operations not envisioned in 
o~gina l  configurations or plans. That aim is seriously compromised when information 
aviillable from existent sources is deficient in content, form, timeliness, or precision. 
Unfo~unately this is a common occurrence, not an occasional oversight; information is 
typically conveyed in ways that became standard long before modernization. Prime 
examples are attitude (expressed in terms of the familiar roll-pitch-heading convention) 
and velocity components in single precision. 
These and other instances of accepted procedures are reviewed, along with an 
illenstratilon of how various practices impose fundamental but completely unnecessary 
Iimihfons on achievable integration performance. In accordance with available means 
of cona:ting all deficiencies, which have been widely known for years, straightforward 
masures are proposed whereby standards can be updated. The related issue of 
mounting location for critical elements on nonrigid structures is also briefly addressed. 
In d1 ca.ses under consideration, the intent is to eliminate impediments to true system 
integration. 
3. Van Graas, F.: In Flight Demonstration of Hybrid GPSILORAN RAIM. Proceedings 
of the National Technical Meeting of the ION, Phoenix, AZ, January, 1991. 
A receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) scheme has been implemented in a 
real time, prototype hybrid GPSJLORAN receiver. A four-channel GPS receiver and an 
eight-channel Long Range Navigation (LORAN-C) receiver are used to obtain raw GPS 
and LORAN pseudorange measurements. The measurement data is sent to a 
microcomputer for position and integrity determination. Navigation data is presented to 
the pilot on a standard course deviation indicator with a data renewal rate of up to one 
update per second. Provisions are made to simulate signal malfunctions in real time by 
injecting step or ramp failures in the pseudorange measurements. A least squares fault 
detection algorithm is presented for the detection of slowly growing measurement errors. 
The performance of the hybrid GPSILORAN receiver has been demonstrated through 
actual flight tests. One of the flight tests is summarized in the paper. 
4. Braasch, M. S.: A Signal Model For GPS. Published in NAVIGATION: Journal of 
the Institute of Navigation, Vol. 37, No. 4, Winter 1990-91. 
As the development of GPS continues, there will be an increasing need for a 
software-centered signal model. This model must accurately generate the observed 
pseudorange that would typically be encountered. The observed pseudorange v,aries 
from the true geometric range because of range measurement errors, which stem from a 
variety of hardware and environmental factors. In this paper, these errors are classified 
as either deterministic or random, and, where appropriate, their models are summarized. 
Of particular interest is the model for Selective Availability, which was derived from 
actual GPS data. The procedure for determination of this model, known as sysltem 
identification theory, is briefly outlined. The synthesis of these error sources into the 
final signal model is given, along with simulation results. 
5 .  Van Graas, F., and Braasch, M. S.: GPS Interferometric Attitude and Heading 
Determination: Flight Test Results. Proceedings of the 47th Annual Meeting of the 
Institute of Navigation, Williamsburg, VA, June 1991. 
Attitude and heading determination using GPS interferometry is a well- 
understood concept. However, efforts have been concentrated mainly in the 
development of robust algorithms and applications for low dynamic, rigid platforms (i.e. 
shipboard). This paper presents results of what is believed by the authors to be the first 
realtime flight test of a GPS attitude and heading determination system. The system is 
installed in Ohio University's Douglas DC-3 research aircraft. Signals from four 
antennas are processed by an Ashtech 3DF 24-channel GPS receiver. Data frorn the 
receiver are sent to a microcomputer for storage and further computations. Attitude and 
heading data are sent to a second computer for display on a software generated artificial 
horizon. Demonstration of this technique proves its candidacy for augmentation of 
aircraft state estimation for flight control and navigation as well as numerous other 
applications. 
6. Van Graas, F., and Farrell, J. : Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM): 
Techriiques, Performance and Potential. Proceedings of the 47th Annual Meeting of the 
Institute of Navigation, Williamsburg, VA, June 199 1. 
The goal of receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) for the Global 
Positi~oning System (GPS) is to provide a sufficient level of navigation integrity for all 
phases of flight based on the signals transmitted by the GPS satellites only. Integrity 
requirements for airborne use of GPS are reviewed. This is followed by the description 
of a baseline fault detection algorithm which is shown to be capable of satisfying 
tenta~ve integrity requirements. The related issue of testing the fault detection 
dgorithm is also briefly addressed. Preliminary performance results for the baseline 
fault detection algorithm are presented, along with the potential of RAIM techniques for 
achie.tring GPS integrity. 
7. Skildmore, T. : The Electroencephalographic Human-Computer Interface. Ph. D. 
DisserQtion, Ohio University, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
Athens, ON, June 1991. 
This dissertation discusses the primary features of an electroencephalographic 
(EEG) human-computer interface. The paper begins with an overview of the 
humxi-computer interface problem and covers issues such as safety, cost, and complexity 
of tecllnology. A detailed description of the equipment used throughout the research is 
given. This description includes the electrodes and their placement, the neurodata 
amplifier, the analog-to-digital converter, the analysis software, and the host computer. 
The foundation for realizing an electroencephalographic human-computer interface is 
based primarily on two possible paradigms. The first is a direct thought-controlled 
interface in which an attempt is made to correlate the EEG data with conscious thoughts 
of the subjects. Topics discussed in this area include raw-data analysis, chaos theory, 
autoregressive modelling, biofeedback and asymmetry spectral analysis. The second and 
most promising method for achieving an interface involves the use of visual evoked 
potent~ials. The primary evoked-potential issues presented are verification of the driving 
response, frequency separation, transient analysis and object multiplicity. 
A HYBRID MODULATION FOR THE DISSEMINATION OlF 
WEATHER DATA TO AIRCRAFT 
Dennis M. Akos 
Ohio University 
Athens, Ohio 
Ohio University is continuing to conduct research to improve its system for weather data 
dissemination to aircraft. The current experimental system transmits compressed weather radar 
reflectivity patterns from a ground based station to aircraft. qlthough an effective system, the 
limited frequency spectrum does not provide a channel for transmission. This introduces the idea 
of a hybrid modulation. The hybrid technique encodes weather data using phase modulation (PM) 
onto an existing aeronautical channel which employs amplitude modulation (AM) for voice signal 
transmission. Ideally, the two modulations are independent of one another. The planned 
implementation and basis of the system are the subjects of this paper. 
BACKGROUND 
A system for weather data dissemination to aircraft was developed at Ohio University to 
improve weather uplink service to general aviation aircraft. This system obtained weather :radar 
reflectivity patterns from the National Weather Service via telephone lines. Weather radar 
reflectivity patterns are utilized since the transmission of such images has been identified as, a 
method of improving aircraft safety. The image is digitized, compressed using compact codes and 
run length encoding, modulated using Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), and transmitted 
over a Very High Frequency ( ) aeronautical channel. In the aircraft, data is demodulated and 
processed so that the image can be displayed (ref. 1). This system was implemented successfully 
using a data rate of 2400 bitsfsecond which provides a mean image time of ten seconds per image. 
This system offers a potential improvement over the inadequate weather uplink service now 
in use. The remaining obstacle concerns its placement in the already overcrowded frequency 
spectrum. A possible solution may be obtained through the use of a hybrid modulation, utilizing 
both amplitude and phase modulation on the same channel. Currently, voice communication 
between ground and aircraft is accomplished using amplitude modulation of a 
Ideally, this carrier can be phase modulated with the weather 6ata with no interference between the 
two modulations. 
W B R D  MODULATION 
A signal using both amplitude and phase modulations can be expressed by: 
Where m(t) is the amplitude modulated voice signal and B(t) is the phase modulated data. Ideally, 
these tvilo modulations are independent of one another, but due to the band and amplitude limiting 
necessary for transmission, an interference mechanism is introduced (ref. 2). Generally, a phase 
mdulated signal retains a constant amplitude. However, when this signal is filtered so that its 
higher frequency energy is removed, envelope variations result which directly interfere with the 
A_M voice in a hybrid modulation. It is important to select a phase modulation which is spectrally 
efficient, thereby containing less high frequency energy. One such phase modulation method is 
m n i m m  Shift Keying (MSK). Research regarding an Ah4 voiceMSK data hybrid signal has 
shown that the system is feasible under the following constraints: (1) data modulated at a maximum 
of 2400 bits/second; (2) FA4 modulated by voice with an index of modulation limited to 0.7; and 
(3) standard Ah4 communications equipment for both tcinsmitter and receiver (refs. 1-2). It 
is impo:rtant to note that the hybrid modulation can utilize the same data rate as the current 
experimental sys tem. 
Although the hybrid SK system has been studied in theory, it has yet to be 
implemented. This implementation is the basis of the current research. A Digital Signal 
Processing @SP) chip, the WS320C30 by Texas Instruments, will be used to generate the 
qua&ature and in-phase components of the MSK signal based o zed weather radar data. The 
cornp~lents will be mixed with a carrier generated by a stan transmitter for 
@msmission of the hybrid signal. Aboard the aircraft a second DSP chip will be placed in parallel 
with thc ANI voice receiver so that data can be demodulated and processed for image display. The 
proposed implementation of this experimental system is shown in figure 1. 
A computer simulation was developed in order to verify to degradation of the FA4 voice 
signal clue to the envelope variations of the filtered PM signal. The simulation uses an actual voice 
signd so that the degradation can be judged subjectively. This allows for the testing of the 
imv~m data rates based on voice degradation. The simulation is done by sampling an analog 
voice signal and using random data bits to generate modulated signals. These signals are 
then passed through two filters, one representing a transmission filter and a second representing 
the receiver filter. Each sample is then amplitude demodulated to recover the distorted voice 
samples which are then transformed back into an analog signal for subjective judgment. 
Possible alternatives to MSK are being researched also. There exists an entire class of 
continuous phase modulations which are spectrally more efficient than MSK. Among these are 
Gaussian MSK (GMSK), Tamed Frequency Modulation ( ), and Generalizd 
(refs. 3-5). These modulation methods employ a pre-modulation filter to reduce high frequency 
spectral energy. With a more compact power spectral density, the filtering required for 
transmission should produce less envelope variation than if MSK modulation is used. $he voice 
degradation simulation should be useful in verifying these assumptions. If these modulation 
methods prove to be superior to MSK, the overall transmitter design need only be changed by 
reprogr g the DSP chip, a fairly simple procedure. Much research has yet to be done on 
these alternative phase modulations, especially regarding determination of the bit error rate 
associated with each in a hybrid modulation. 
CONCLUSION 
This paper has described a spectrally efficient techniquz of combining both an amplimde 
and phase modulation on the same carrier for the dissemination of weather data to aircraft. The 
technique, which has been shown to be feasible theoretically, is currently being implemented in an 
experimental system. This system will allow weather data reflectivity patterns dong with voice 
information to be transmitted using the same frequency spectrum now reserved solely for voice 
communications. It should also be noted that existing AM receivers can still be used with no 
modification to demodulate the voice signal. The system also can be used to transrnit any other 
relevant information which might be useful in a data-link. 
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FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION FOR 
MULTISENSOR NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 
Paul A. Kline and Frank van Graas 
Ohio University 
Athens, Ohio 
SUMMARY 
Increasing attention is being given to the problem of erroneous measurement data 
for multisensor navigation systems. A recursive estimator can be used in conjunction 
with a "snapshot" batch estimator to provide fault detection and isolation (FDI) for these 
systems. A recursive estimator uses past system states to form a new state estimate and 
compares it to the calculated state based on a new set of measurements. A "snapshot" 
batch estimator uses a set of measurements collected simultaneously and compares 
solutions based on subsets of measurements. The "snapshot" approach requires 
redundant measurements in order to detect and isolate faults. FDI is also referred to as 
Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM). 
BACKGROUND 
The objective is to detect and isolate sensor malfunctions which cause 
unacceptably large position errors using only inconsistency in the measurement data. 
Previously, FDI has been successfully applied to redundant inertial navigation syC s t ems 
(refs. 1-3). However, FDI can be used for any multisensor navigation system, including, 
systems based on the Global Positioning System (GPS), Long Range Navigation (Loran- 
C) and the Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS). 
A recursive estimator, such as the Kalman filter, uses the history of the user 
navigation state to form a predicted state estimate. If the difference between the: 
predicted state estimate and the calculated state (based on a new set of measurements) 
is too large, a fault is declared. This approach is excellent for detecting step errors or 
rapidly growing ramp errors, and requires no redundant measurements. However, if a 
measurement ramp error with a small slope enters the system (caused by for instance an 
uncorrected clock drift in a GPS satellite), the Kalman filter may "smooth" the data 
rather than declare a fault. To solve this problem, a batch estimator is used since it does 
not depend on the history of the user state. 
The "snapshot" batch estimator is based on a least squares solution which requires 
at least one redundant measurement for detection, and at least two redundant 
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masurements for isolation. Solutions calculated based on subsets of measurements can 
be compared to determine if inconsistency exists. Once a fault is declared, isolation is 
accomplished by applying detection techniques to subsets formed by leaving out one 
masurement at the time. This procedure is successful if no fault is found when the 
faulty nneasurement is omitted and a fault is declared for each subset containing the 
ersoneous measurement. The focus of the remainder of this paper is on the 
chaacterization of "snapshot" batch estimators to perform FDI. 
LEAST SQUARES FAULT DETECTION 
(One of the main input parameters to the fault detection algorithm is the alarm 
thresholid, defined as the allowable horizontal radial error in the calculated user position. 
The ideA case would be to raise a flag only when this limit is exceeded and never raise a 
flag otherwise. However, since fault detection is performed in the presence of 
mmsurement noise and in a domain other than the solution space, it is only possible to 
detect i3 fault with a certain probability. Therefore, two undesirable events are possible - 
a false alarm ancl a missed detection. Two major parameters used in characterizing the 
perafornlance of the fault detection algorithm are the probability of a false alarm (P,,) 
md the probability of a missed detection (P,,). As one might assume, it is desirable for 
these probabilities to be very small. 
A fault is declared when a detection statistic exceeds a certain detection threshold 
(T,). 'Two cases of a ramp error are shown in figure 1. In case I, T, is breached before 
the alarm threshold is crossed, causing a false alarm. As the position error grows, the 
fdse alarm becomes a correct alarm. In case 11, the al threshold is exceeded before 
the detction threshold is exceeded, resulting in a missed detection. Eventually T, is 
crossed, causing a flag to be raised for a correct alarm. The normal operating state 
 include:^ all circumstances where neither threshold is exceeded. For multisensor systems, 
this state should have a large probability of occurrence. 
FAULT DETECTION ALGORITHM 
A least squares approach can be used for fault detection. The linear relationship 
between the measurements and the user state is given by: 
where: y = measurement vector 
B = user state vector 
-
W = data matrix 
The dimension of H is n-by-m, where n is the number of measurements and m is 
the dimension of the user state vector. The user state vector A consists of the user 
position coordinates and other navigation state elements such as clock offset with respect 
to, for instance, GPS time, as required by the navigation solution. 
Three cases exist: 
1) n < m : Underdetermined system 
2) n = m : Exactly determined system 
3) n > m : Overdetermined system 
Algorithms for managing the redundant measurements in case 3, an overdetermined 
system, form the basis of fault detection. In the presence of redundant signals, a parity 
equation can be derived from equation (1). First, a QR factorization is performed on 
the data matrix HI (ref. 4): 
This factorizes H into an orthogonal matrix Q (QTQ = I) and an upper triangular matrix 
R. R contains (n-m) rows of zeros, reflecting that H includes data from redundant 
measurements. Substituting equation (2) for H in equation (1) yields: 
Let R be partitioned into an m-by-m upper triangular matrix U and (n-m) rows of zeros, 
denoted by 0. Partition QT conformably into Q, and Q,. 
The least squares solution is given by: 
B = u-'Qlr 
Note that U is nonsingular due to the way R is partitioned. The parity equation is: 
Q,Y = 0 ( 6 )  
Since y contains measurement errors such as noise (g) and measurement biases (b), a 
parity vector @) can be defined as (replace y by y + g + Q: 
Althougla the measurement noise and bias errors are not known, their components in 
psknty space are given by equation (7). The parity vector can be used as a detection 
function for declaring faults. 
PARITY SPACE AND ESTIMATION SPACE 
ALs an example, consider a scenario where one redundant measurement is 
avdlable:. In this case, the parity vector becomes a scalar. The detection statistic is 
given by I p 1 , which is assumed to be normally distributed. Figure 2 shows the 
distfibution of p when no bias exists in any of the measurements. A fault is declared 
when the detation threshold (TD) is exceeded. Note that integrating the area under the 
tails outside TD yields the probability of a false alarm in parity space. 
Figure 3 illustrates the existence of a bias in one of the measurements. The 
disenbution of the detection statistic p is shifted over, and the area under the curve 
within the limits sf TD is the probability of a missed detection in parity space. 
If an alarm is raised in parity space, it can either be a correct alarm or a false 
alarm in estimation space. If no alarm is raised in parity space, it can either be normal 
operatior1 or a missed detection in estimation space. Thus, the definitions of a false 
dam arid a missed detection are slightly changed. References 5 and 6 contain a detailed 
explmation of the relation between parity space and estimation space. 
FAULT ISOLATION CONCEPTS 
Let n be the number of available measurements. Then k detection functions are 
form& (k = I,. . . ,n; one for each measurement), and an alarm is raised if any I d, 1 > 
TD, Once alarm status has been reached, the next step is to attempt isolation. At least 
two redundant measurements are required for this. The process uses the fault detection 
algoIlthn1 applied to all subsets created by leaving out one measurement at the time. By 
omitting the failed measurement, the detection functions for that subset should all lie 
within TD. By omitting a healthy measurement, at least one detection function should 
e x c d  T,. 
The number of detection functions used for isolation is n(n-I). Let dm,, be the 
detwbon function for the k' satellite with satellite m omitted (note that k=m does not 
exist). Successful isolation occurs when: 
1) If m = failed satellite, all I dm,, 1 < T, 
and 2) If m + failed satellite, at least one / dm,, 1 > T, 
Figure 4 shows the fault detection and isolation state diagram. From the: diagram, 
it can be seen that the probability of a false alarm should be very small, because it 
results in either removing a healthy measurement or in system unavailability. The latter 
is very undesirable for a sole means of navigation system. Furthermore, the probability 
of a wrong isolation should also be minimized. The goal of the current research is to 
define the transitional probabilities of the state diagram given the required state 
probabilities for navigation systems. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A fault detection and isolation algorithm is presented for use in a multisensor 
navigation system. A state diagram has been developed which incorporates all important 
system states for the FDI process. Efforts continue on the quantification of state 
transition probabilities such that navigation system requirements for fault detection and 
isolation can be satisfied. 
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Figure 1. Example of the impact of slowly growing measurement errors on fault 
detection. 
Figure 2. Probability Density Function for p - no measurement bias. 
Figure 3. Probability Density Function for p - with measurement bias, 
MD = Missed Detection 
FA = False Alarm 
CA = Correct Alarm 
FI = False Isolation 
WI =Wrong lsolation 
CI = Correct lsolation 
Figure 4. Fault Dete~tion and Isolation State Diagram. 
ESTABLISI-IING AN EVOKED-POTENTIAL VISION-TRACKING SYSTEM 
Trent A. Skidmore 
Ohio University 
Athens, Ohio 
SUMMARY 
This paper presents experimental evidence to support the feasibility of an evoked-potential vision- 
tracking system. The topics discussed are stimulator construction, verification of the photic driving 
response in the electroencephalogram, a method for performing frequency separation, and a transient- 
analysis example. The final issue considered is that of object multiplicity (concurrent visual stimuli with 
different flashing rates). The paper concludes by discussing several applications currently under 
investigation. 
INTRODUCTION 
The primary use of visual evoked potentials (VEPs) has been in clinical applications (refs. 1-2). 
However, because VEPs involve conceptually simple instrumentation, are relatively safe, and inherently 
noninvasive, they are worth investigating for possible use in other applications. One such a.pplication 
would be an evoked-potential vision-tracking system. To demonstrate the feasibility of such a system, it 
will be shown that distinct frequency-separable components can be evoked in the scalp potentials 
recorded using conventional electroencephalographic (EEG) techniques. 
THE STIMULATOR 
A flexible stimulator was needed to investigate the issues involved in an evoked-potential interface. 
To realize the stimulator, a personal computer was used, equipped with the C programming language, a 
high-resolution video card and monitor. Several programs were generated that could flash a white object 
(either a square or arrow) on a black background at a specified rate. Computer hardware constrained the 
flashing rates to be integer submultiples of the 70.1 Hertz (Hz) screen update rate. This led to the four 
primary frequencies being 35.050,23.367, 17.525, and 14.020 Hz. While slower flashing rates were 
possible, it was deemed that, at least for this initial investigation, a minimum of 14.020 Hz should be 
imposed. This was based primarily on the need to avoid the alpha band (8-13 Hz) and to minimize 
viewer irritation. 
To ensure that the stimulator was performing as expected, data were collected using a photo 
darlington transistor. With the photo transistor taped to the monitor (stimulator), a 1" by 1" white square 
was flashed against a black background. For each of the chosen frequencies, the output of the photo 
transistor was seen to be a periodic train of pulses at the expected rate. Spectral analysis showed that 
each stimulating frequency produced a component at the fundamental as well as at higher harmonics. 
Thus, based on these findings, it was concluded that the stimulator was performing correctly, generating 
driving frequencies at the desired rates. 
VERIFYING THE PHOTIC DRIVING RESPONSE 
To verify that the evoked potentials were detectable in the EEG, data were collected under five test 
conditions. These included flashing the 1" by 1" white square (at a viewing distance of 36") for two, 
sixteen-second runs at each of the rates listed above (35.050, 23.367, 17.525 and 14.020 Hz). In 
addition, to fiorm a control set, data were collected for a run in which the subject looked at an illuminated 
black screen with no flashing object. The EEG was recorded (at a rate of 256 samples/second) over the 
0 1 and 0 2  locations, each referenced to CZ, according to the International 10-20 System of Electrode 
Placement. Sample spectra from the 35.050-Hz and 23.367-Hz runs are shown in figure 1, with the 
stimulating frequencies circled. To generate these plots, a hybrid periodogram was calculated. This 
periodogram averaged the spectra from both electrode pairs over two separate sixteen-second runs. This 
was done to highlight the peaks and to effectively reduce the surrounding noise. It is, however, crucial to 
note that the desired frequency peaks were also visible in the unaveraged spectra. The periodogram was 
performed merely to enhance the photic driving effect. 
FREQUENCY SEPARATION 
To show that an evoked-potential interface is possible, it is important to verify that the four 
driving rates are distinguishable. To demonstrate this, sixteen seconds of 01-Cz data for each rate were 
passed through four separate band-pass filters. The filters were fourth-order, infinite-impulse response 
Butterworlh filters implemented in the LabVIEW programming language. The bandwidth of each filter 
was 1 Hz, with a center frequency corresponding to each driving rate (35.050,23.367, 17.525 or 14.020 
Hz). The spectral output of two of these filters is shown in figure 2. The legend indicates the notation 
used for each photic driving frequency. In both plots it is clear that the particular driving frequency 
being tested produces the largest spectral output. For example, in the top graph, data from the four rates 
were passed through the 35.050-Hz filter. As can be seen, the run containing the 35.050-Hz driving 
frequency, marked with the solid squares, has the largest spectral component at the output of the 35.050- 
Hz band-pass filter. In every case, each driving frequency produced the largest response in its associated 
filter. 
From these results it is apparent that band-pass filtering can be used to detect the dominant frequency 
in the steady-state evoked potential. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss frequency 
detection schemes in detail, it has been demonstrated that separation and detection of the dominant 
photic driving frequency are possible. 
TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 
TO demonstrate the transient nature of the eyelbrain system as the frequency of a single stimulating 
object is varied, it was necessary to devise a method for measuring time-dependent frequency changes. 
One manner of doing this is through the use of the spectrogram technique. To understand the operation 
of the spectrogram, suppose that a signal consists of the following components, 
0 c t < 4 seconds 
4 c t < 8 seconds 
8 < t < 12 seconds 
12 < t < 16 seconds 
16 < t < 20 seconds 
20 < t < 24 seconds 
24 < t < 28 seconds 
28 < t < 32 seconds 
and is sampled at 256 samples/second. A spectrogram of this signal is shown in figure 3. The plot 
consists of thirty-two one-second records or epochs. Each one-second record is the Fourier transform of 
a one-second block of time. The height of each record represents a linear measure of the spectral content 
during that particular time interval. The units on the horizontal axis are Hertz and the frequency 
binwidth (resolution) is 1 Hz. Observe from the example how the spectrogram plot "hides" lines of 
lower magnitude behind peaks that occur earlier in time. This convention allows time-dependent spectral 
trends to be observed while minimizing plot clutter. 
The results of applying the spectrogram technique to demonstrate time-dependent spectral changes 
afe highlighted in figures 4 and 5. Data for this test were collected when the stimulator was alternately 
flashing a 35.050-Hz and 23.367-Hz 1" white square on a black background. The stimulator initially 
displayed a brief message instructing the subject to watch the square. The stimulator then alternated 
between the two frequencies every five seconds. A total of forty-five one-second records a:re represented 
in the figures. The data was recorded over 0 1  with respect to C,. 
To generate the spectrogram and to effectively illustrate the transitions between frequencies, the data 
were first passed through a parallel-filter network. This network consisted of two band-pass filters 
centered at 35.050 Hz and 46.733 Hz. The bandwidth of each filter was 4 Hz. The 35.050-Hz filter was 
used to isolate the 35.050-Hz component and a 46.733-Hz filter was used to isolate the 23.367-Hz 
component. The reason for using the 46.733-Hz filter is twofold: For this subject, the 23.367-Hz 
stimulator actually produced more distinct spectral peaks at the first harmonic (46.733 Hz) than at the 
fundamental. Furthermore, because of the 1-Hz binwidth limitation of this particular test, the 46.733-Hz 
filter captured the 23.367-Hz stimulator effect better than a 23-Hz filter. 
To further illustrate the transient effects, consider figure 5. These graphs show two frequency-slices 
from the spectrogram of figure 4. The top graph illustrates the spectral changes in the 35-Hz bin. The 
bottom graph illustrates the spectral changes in the 47-Hz bin. The numbers placed directly on the 
graphs indicate the fundamental stimulating component in that time range. For example, for 1 1 t 1 5  
seconds, the stimulator was flashing 35.050 Hz. For 6 1 t I 10 seconds, the stimulator was flashing 
23.367 Hz, and so on. From these plots it is clear that the evoked-potential method can track time- 
dependent spectral changes as perceived by the eyelbrain system. Furthermore, it is apparent that 
harmonics of the stimulating frequency are also of importance and may be of use in certain detection 
schemes. 
OBJECT MULTIPLICITY 
Object multiplicity is the problem of having more than one flashing region within the field of vision. 
In order to achieve a viable interface, it is necessary for the eyelbrain system to be able to distinguish 
between various flashing objects. To investigate this concept, a simple test scenario was devised. In this 
test, the monitor was made to flash two horizontal arrows, one at 35.050 Hz and the other at 23.367 Hz. 
Figure 6 sho,ws the dimensions and spacing of the arrows. The viewing distance was again 36". Figure 7 
shows the spectral results when the horizontal separation {s} of the arrows was 3.5". For the upper 
graph, the subject was instructed to look at the 35.050-Hz arrow (placed at screen right). As expected, 
there is a large spectral peak at this frequency and no significant 23.367-Hz component. The lower graph 
shows the spectrum generated when the subject was focused on the 23.367-Hz flashing arrow. Note that 
the dominant peak is again at the driving frequency under observation. 
To further test the object-multiplicity issue, the arrows were moved to a separation of only 1.75". 
The results firom this test were similar to those described above. As a final test, the arrows were flashed 
with no horizontal separation {s=OM}. Again, the driving frequencies were surprisingly distinguishable. 
Therefore, based on these results, the eyes appear to be able to focus on a region that is sufficiently small 
so as to allow this type of system to be used in a direct human-computer interface. 
APPLICATIONS 
There arc: many possible applications for an evoked-potential vision-tracking system. Two 
applications that are currently being investigated include a two-dimensional directional controller (fig. 
8), and a moving-target tracking system (fig. 9). In the figure-8 scenario, the user observes and watches 
a stimulator {:hat is displaying a four-amw arrangement. Each arrow is flashed at a different frequency. 
This is done in order to evoke a frequency-separable photic driving response that is dependent upon 
which m o w  the subject is looking at. For example, if the subject is focusing on the "up" arrow, flashing 
at a frequency of f (flashes per second), then an fl-Hz component should manifest itself in the EEG. 
Subsequently, if the user changes focus from the "up" arrow to, say the "right" arrow, then the primary 
frequency being driven into the EEG will be changed from f l  to f2. Using a detector that would 
recognize these frequency changes, a user could systematically focus on a particular sequence of arrows 
to perform a two-dimensional control task, such as moving a computer's mouse. 
Figure 9 illustrates one possible realization of a moving-target tracking system. For this,, the user 
would watch a monitor (stimulator) displaying, for example, several moving airplanes, each flashing at 
different rates. Upon determining which airplane the user was focused on, the computer would highlight 
that plane. Based solely on the photic driving response of the highlighted object, the applica.tion would 
be capable of tracking the eye's movement as the airplane (target) moves across the screen. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Several important issues have been discussed that relate to the feasibility of an evoked-potential 
vision-tracking system. It has been shown that the photic driving response is apparent in the spectra of 
the EEG and is distinguishable through band-pass filtering. It has also been shown that the transient 
properties of the photic driving response are well defined, indicating that the eyelbrain system is capable 
of discerning time-dependent frequency changes. Finally, it has been demonstrated that dual stimulating 
objects also appear to generate responses that are unique and separable. Based on these results, a 
conceptual foundation for a vision-based interface has been established. 
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Figure 1. Photic Driving Response at 35.050 and 23.367 Hz. 
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Figure 2. Frequency Separation Using Band-Pass Filtering. 
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Figure 6. Object Multiplicity Test. 
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Figure 7. Object Multiplicity at 35.050 and 23.367 Hz. 
Figure 8. Four-arrow evoked-potential interface. 
Figure 9. The tai-get-tracking evoked-potential interface. 
GPS INTERFEROMETRIC ATTITUDE AND HEADING 
DETEWINATION: INITIAL FLIGHT TEST RESULTS 
Frank van Graas and Michael Braasch 
Ohio University 
Athens, Ohio 
SUMMARY 
Attitude and heading determination using GPS interferometry is a well-understood 
concept. However, efforts have been concentrated mainly in the development of robust 
algorithms and applications for low dynamic, rigid platforms (e.g. shipboard). This paper 
presents results of what is believed by the authors to be the first realtime flight test of a 
GPS attitude and heading determination system. The system is installed in Ohio 
University's Douglas DC-3 research aircraft. Signals from four antennas are processed by 
an Ashtech 3DF 24-channel GPS receiver. Data from the receiver are sent to a 
microcomputer for storage and further computations. Attitude and heading data are sent 
to a second computer for display on a software generated artificial horizon. Demoinstration 
of this technique proves its candidacy for augmentation of aircraft state estimation for flight 
control and navigation as well as for numerous other applications. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Global Positioning System (GPS) will soon be capable of providing worldwide 
positioning and timing services to properly equipped users. In addition, interferometric 
techniques can be used to obtain realtime, highly accurate attitude and heading information 
from the GPS measurement data as well. GPS interferometry is a technique based on the 
measurement of phase differences of the GPS carrier signal observed at two or more 
antennas. Attitude and heading of a platform can be calculated from measurements with 
two linearly independent interferometers where each interferometer consists of two separate 
antennas. 
GPS interferometry has been used extensively in precise static and kinematic 
positioning. Experimental results of static relative positioning using GPS interferometry 
were first reported in 1982 (ref. I), showing subcentimeter accuracies for baseline: lengths 
between 8 and 52 meters. Further stationary experiments were presented in 1983 (ref. 2). 
After that time, implementation issues were emphasized, such as the development of fast 
initialization algorithms (ref. 3). Realtime low dynamic shipboard tests were performed in 
1988 (ref. 4), with reported angular accuracies on the order of several degrees :for a 40- 
centimeter baseline. The first non-realtime determination of aircraft pitch and heading 
using one GPS interferometer was reported in 1989 (ref. 5), revealing pitch and heading 
uncertainties below 1 milliradian for a 23-meter baseline. Today, sub-milliradian accuracies, 
even for 1-meter baselines, are attainable for rigid platforms using off-the-shelf equipment 
(ref. 6). In this paper, we present methods and results for realtime pitch, roll, and heading 
determination of a dynamic, flexible platform. 
PRINCIPLES OF ATTFTUDE DETERNIINATION 
In the formalism of rigid body kinematics, attitude is defined by the rotation transformation 
which relates a mrdinate system fixed in space to a coordinate system fixed in the body 
(ref. 7). For the purposes of aircraft navigation, the space coordinate system typically is 
defined  to be locally level. The positive x-axis is pointed towards north, the positive y-axis 
is pintetl east and the positive z-axis is pointed down. Finally, since the transformation is 
concerned with rotation only (and not translation), the origin of the space coordinate system 
is coincitient with the aircraft center of gravity. Similarly, the body (or aircraft) coordinate 
system sdso has its origin at the aircraft center of gravity. However, for the aircraft 
cmrdinaite system, the positive x-axis is directed along the fuselage axis towards the nose, 
the psitive y-axispoints along the right wing (right according to the pilot), and the positive 
z-axis is directed towards the floor of the aircraft (ref. 8). 
The two coordinate systems are related through the antenna locations. Under the rigid body 
assumption, the antenna locations remain fixed in the aircraft coordinate system. Their 
locations in this system are determined prior to the flight through standard GPS static 
sumeying techniques. While in flight, the antenna locations in the space coordinate system 
are determined using GPS interferometry. Thus at any given epoch, the antenna locations 
in the two coordinate systems are related as follows: 
where: [IR], is the matrix containing the locations of the antennas in space coordinates. [Ria 
is the m,atrix containing the locations of the antennas in aircraft coordinates. [TI is the 
hoeation transformation matrix. 
The transformation is a 3x3 matrix containing the nine direction cosine dements. It is the 
prduct (of three rotation matrices each of which specifies a rotation about a certain aircraft 
cmrdinaite system axis. Thus, 
where: I@] represents a rotation about the fuselage axis (roll); [O]  represents a rotation 
about the wing axis @itch); and [g] represents a rotation about the vertical axis (heading). 
The trm.sformation matrix may now be expressed in terms of the three rotations (also 
hown as the Euler angles): 
Determination of the instantaneous values of the Euler angles p s as follows. First, 
the matrix containing the antenna lmtions in aircraft coordinates is formed prior to the 
start of attitude determination. Secondly, realtime GPS interferometric measurenlents are 
used to form the matrix mntaining the antenna locations in the space coordinate system. 
Solving for the transformation matrix involves postmultiplying the space cwrdina1:e matrix 
by the generalized inverse of the aircraft coordinate matrix: 
Finally, the Euler angles can be calculated as follows: 
" 32 "21 8 =sin-'(-%); +=sin-l(-); ~r =sin-'(-) 
cose cose 
The calculations resulting in this Euler angle triad have been presented to provicle insight 
into the attitude determination process. However, although this triad is probably the best 
understood means of attitude and heading expression, it is far from robust and arguably 
should not be considered for use in a realtime integrated navigation system (ref. 9). This 
lack of robustness can be seen most easily by examining equations (3) and (5)  for the case 
of 8 = 290". Note that although 8 can be recovered, 6 and Jr are lost. As a result, the 
Euler angle triad is not an all-attitude parameterization. Although many parametel-izations 
of are possible, quaternions offer conciseness, efficiency, and stability not possible with 
other parameterizations (refs. 8-9). 
Further practical considerations involve the aircraft structure. The derivation given above 
rests on the assumption that the antenna locations are fixed in the aircraft coordinate 
system. Error mechanisms are thereby introduced by the non-rigid body behavior of the 
aircraft. The fuselage by itself is a good rigid body approximation, but inclusion of the wings 
(with their normal flexing) make the overall aircraft far from being so. An aidditional 
consideration is more subtle. The derivation assumes that the location of the aircra.ft center 
of gravity is known relative to the antenna positions. Although a nominal location can be 
used, the true location will change over the course of the flight. 
GPS INTERFEROMETRY 
Consider a simplified GPS interferometer, as depicted in figure 1, consisting of ]two GPS 
antennas and the necessary electronics to determine the instantaneous phase of a received 
GPS carrier signal. Usually, the distance between the antennas and a GPS satellite is much 
larger -than the baseline length between the two antennas, such that the GPS carrier signal 
can be treated as a plane wave. Under the assumption that the satellite clock and the 
rmiver clock are synchronized, the phase difference Arp between simultaneous carrier phase 
masurements at the two antennas can be written as 
where @, and rp, are the measured carrier phases in wavelengths for antennas 1 and 2, 
r e s ~ t i j ~ e l y ;  b is the three-dimensional baseline vector pointing from antenna 1 to antenna 
2; &is the unit vector pointing from the interferometer to the satellite; and N is an integer 
number accounting for the ambiguity due to the limited length of the canier wavelength A. 
The phase difference between antennas is also referred to as a Single Difference (SD) (ref. 
10). The determination of the unit vector to the satellite requires the approximate 
eoordinaites of the interferometer and the satellite coordinates. The latter are calculated 
from the: Navigation Data transmitted by the satellites. A standard GPS navigation solution 
is used to determine the interferometer coordinates. The baseline solution is not very 
sensitive: to the interferometer coordinates, as was shown by Jurgens (ref. l l ) ,  because of 
the Barge distance to the satellite with respect to the relatively short baseline length of the 
inteferometer. 
If the satellite clock and the receiver clock are not synchronized, each of the phase 
measurements, rp, and rp,, contain an unknown satellite clock phase offset and a receiver 
clock phase offset. If the phase measurements are made simultaneously, then the phase 
difference Arp does not contain the unknown satellite clock phase offset. Actually, since the 
time of transmission for each of the phases transmitted by the satellite will be slightly 
different by an amount At=(Arp l)/c, a small offset will be present in the phase difference 
due to the change in the satellite clock offset during the interval At. This offset can be 
correctetj using the satellite clock coefficients transmitted by the satellite in the Navigation 
Data. 
The unknown receiver clock offset can be eliminated by taking the difference between two 
indewndent Single Differences, also referred to as a Double Difference (DD) 
DD = A@, -A@, = b(4 -4) + ( N ,  -N2)A 
Thus a Double Difference is a linear combination of four phase measurements obtained 
from twco satellites at two antennas, as shown in figure 2. This can be extended to eliminate 
the unknown integer ambiguity number by differencing two Double Differences at two 
e p h s  to obtain a Triple Difference. The Triple Difference is useful for static positioning 
but only provides the rate of change of the Double Difference for dynamic applications. As 
such it tloes not provide an accurate instantaneous solution for the baseline vector. 
Assuminig that the integer ambiguities are known, then using equation (6), it follows that 
three independent Double Differences are required to solve for the baseline vector b = 
@, ,b2,b2,)=: 
Furthermore, if the norm of the baseline vector, I b 1 , is known a priori, then only two 
Double Differences are needed: 
Several techniques have been proposed to quickly determine the integer ambiguity for each 
of the Double Differences (refs. 12-13). In general, search methods are very effective to 
quickly resolve the integer ambiguities whenever redundant measurements are available. 
The basic idea is to evaluate the measurement residuals for potential baseline vector 
solutions. The techniques used are very similar to those applied to GPS fault detection (see 
ref. 14 for a summary of these techniques). If, for instance, signals from five satellites are 
received by one GPS interferometer, four independent Double Differences can be: formed. 
Equation (8) is rewritten as: 
where DD is a 4-by-1 Double Difference measurement vector and H is a 4-by-3 data matrix 
containing the satellite unit vector differences. The residuals are the differences between 
the actual Double Difference measurements and those predicted based on the least squares 
solution for b, the approximate interferometer coordinates, and the known satellite 
coordinates. The least squares residual vector, gr, is obtained by projecting DD onto a space 
perpendicular to the estimation space spanned by the columns of H. Thus, gr is orthogonal 
to the estimation space. An efficient method to obtain gr is by decomposing the H matrix 
into the product of a real orthonormal matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix R using the 
QR factorization (refs. 15-16). Replacing H in equation (10) by the product QR and pre- 
multiplying both sides by QT yields ( Q ~ Q  = I) 
The rank of R is equal to the rank of H; therefore, the bottom row of R consists of zeros 
only. Equation (1 1) can be divided into two equations: 
where TJ mnsists of the first three rows of R, Q, consists of the first three rows of QT, and 
g is the mspose  of the fourth row of OT. The top expression of equation (12) relates the 
masure:ments to the baseline coordinates, forming the least squares solution. The vector 
g md the Double Difference vector DD are othogonal. The latter property is used to 
o b ~ n  ithe norm of the residual vector if measurement errors are present on the Double 
Differences: 
The vec:tor q has to be calculated only once for a search at one particular epoch. Thus, to 
dculate the residual for a potential solution, only four multiplications and three additions 
are required. 
Some prior knowledge is required about the interferometer in order to reduce the potential 
number of solutions for h. Several methods can be used, including: 
Limit the baseline length of the interferometer to, for instance, one meter such that 
the integer ambiguity number must lie in the interval [-5,5](one GPS wavelength, A ,  
is approximately 0.19 meters); 
TJse a pn'ori information about the orientation of the interferometer such that the 
search can be limited to correspond to the approximate baseline orientation. 
~4pproximate attitude and heading information could for instance be obtained from 
a low ~ o s t  hree-axis accelerometer and magnetometer; 
TJse Double Differences calculated from the GPS pseudorange measurements (code 
phase Double Differences) to obtain approximate values for the carrier phase Double 
Differences. 
If atme Djouble Difference uncertainty can be limited to 2531, then even an exhaustive search 
would only require the calculation of (11)~ = 14,641 residuals, which would require seven 
times that many or 102,487 floating point calculations. This can easily be accomplished 
within lone second using a microcomputer. In this paper, we estimate the initial DD 
ambiguities by filtering the relatively noisy code phase Double Differences with the carrier 
phase Ilouble Differences using a complementary Kalman filter (see also ref. 17). In the 
complernentary filter, the carrier phase DDs are used to provide a reference for the code 
phase DDs. The performance of the complementary filter is very similar to the Hatch filter 
(ref. 18), but has much lower computational and storage requirements. Although (only one 
DD is estimated, the mmplemenm filter model can easily be extended to include the rate 
of change of the DD as well. The equations for the (scalar) complemenm Kalrnm filter 
are summarized below 
where fl denotes the estimated code phase DD with variance q; r is the variance of the code 
phase DD measurement z; and p is the variance of the estimation error. The first two lines 
in equation (14) propagate the estimated code phase DD and the estimation error variance 
from time (k-1) to time k, followed by the calculation of the Kalman gain (line 3), and the 
update of the estimated code phase DD and the estimation error variance (lines 4 and 5) .  
Figure 3 shows an example of both code phase DDs and carrier phase DDs for a 20-minute 
section of a flight test. The DDs were obtained from a GPS interferometer on the fuselage 
of a DC-3 research aircraft during roll maneuvers. The next section provides a detailed 
description of the aircraft test bed. Note that the code phase DDs and the carrier phase 
DDs are separated by an unknown integer wavelength ambiguity. Figure 4 shows both the 
carrier phase DDs and the filtered code phase DDs. As expected, the filtered code phase 
DDs follow the dynamics very well. Finally, the difference between the carrier phase DDs 
and the filtered code phase DDs are shown in figure 5. After the filter is initialized with 
the first code phase DD, it takes typically less than 20 seconds for the carrier phase DD to 
be within f51  with respect to the filtered code phase DD. The remaining differences 
between the filtered code phase DDs and the carrier phase DDs are due to the code phase 
multipath from the aircraft structure. 
The filtered code phase DD is used to calculate an initial estimate for the absolute: carrier 
phase DD. Next, an exhaustive search is performed to find those combinations of integer 
ambiguities that will result in low residuals. Depending on the carrier phase rneasrlrement 
noise and the satellite measurement geometry, more than one potential set of ambiguities 
may be found. Further eliminations of potential sets are achieved by applying known 
baseline length constraints. For an interferometer mounted on a semi-rigid platform, the 
baseline length can be determined to within a few millimeters. The knowledge of the norm 
of the baseline vector is limited by differential antenna phase center migrations, differential 
multipath and structural flexing of the platform. Next, additional redundant measurement 
data can be used to resolve the integer ambiguities, again by examining the residuals. 
Although statistically unlikely, it would still be possible to select the wrong set of 
mbiguities; however, by continuing to examine all measurement residuals throughout the 
exp~ment ,  the resulting inconsistencies in the data would be quicMy detected. 
Finally, after the integer ambiguities have been determined for each of the Double 
Differences, they can be used to maintain aircraft attitude and heading for long periods of 
time until loss-of-lock occurs. It is also important to add that once the integer ambiguities 
are resolved, redundant measurements are no longer necessary to maintain attitude and 
headin~g. Assuming known baseline lengths, a rigid platform would only require continuous 
lock on the signals from three satellites at three antennas. In this case, to find the 
appros~irnate interferometer coordinates, another sensor input, such as the baro-altimeter 
or a stable frequency reference source, is required. If the baselines are subjected to 
smct~lral flexing, continuous lock on four satellites at three antennas is required. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTBED 
The redtime attitude and heading determination testbed consists of three main components: 
1) Aircraft, antennas, and cabling; 2) GPS receiver; 3) Data storage, computation, and 
display units, as depicted in figure 6. Four microstrip antennas have been installed on Ohio 
University's Douglas DC-3 research aircraft, N7AP. One antenna is located on each wingtip 
m d  two antennas are located on top of the fuselage with one near the nose and the other 
towarcls the tail (fig. 7). RG-400 cable is used because of its high phase stability and small 
physical diameter. Phase stability is essential since each of the four cables is approximately 
25 me1:ers in length. The cables feed the signal from the antenna preamplifiers to the GPS 
raeivc:r located in a standard equipment rack installed in the cabin midway between the 
nose and tail of the aircraft. 
The GPS receiver being used is the Ashtech Three-dimensional Direction Finding (3DF) 
24-channel receiver (ref. 6). The 3DF is configured as four 6-channel sections with each 
sectiori receiving signals from a separate antenna. The receiver is packaged in a ruggedized 
3-5/8" X 8-1/2" X 8" housing and requires a 12 watt power source. Realtime measurement 
data at a selectable rate of up to once per second (both raw and processed) are available 
over two serial ports at data rates up to 1 15,200 baud. 
The storage, wmputation and display units consist of two microcomputers. A 25 MHz 
$0386.-based computer receives realtime data from the 3DF, performs storage, computation 
and se:nds realtime attitude information to a second computer. The second computer is a 
12 MEIz 80286-based PC. It generates an artificial horizon and heading indicator and drives 
it with the attitude information supplied by the 80386 machine. 
Baselines between the antennas were determined using standard GPS static surveying 
t~hniques. The lengths of these baselines are given in Table 1. These measurements have 
also bieen verified using a steel tape measure and were found to agree to within 5 
millimeters. 
Table 1. Antenna baseline lengths for 
Douglas DC-3 test bed. 
GROUND and FLIGHT TESTING 
Ground and flight testing of the GPS attitude and heading determination system started in 
April of 1991. To date, three demonstration flights have been conducted (April 18, May 8 
and May 22). Each flight test lasted for approximately 1.5 to 2 hours, and was preceded by 
a data collection session on the ramp at Ohio University's airport (UM) in Albany, Ohio. 
During the first two flights only raw measurement data were collected which were used for 
the continued development of realtime attitude and heading determination alga3rithms. 
During the third flight, long periods of realtime attitude and heading determination were 
achieved. Moreover, the 3DF GPS receiver maintained continuous lock on at least 3 
satellites at 3 antennas during all maneuvers. This is an important result, because It allows 
for continuous attitude and heading determination. We also found that whenever the 
receiver would loose lock on a particular satellite due to temporary shielding by the 
airframe, the receiver would typically re-acquire the signal within a few seconds. 
Aircraft flexing was found to be the main reason for discontinuities in the attitude and 
heading data. The carrier phase DD residuals would increase which caused the al,gorithm 
to re-initiate the integer ambiguity search. This could be avoided by allowing larger DD 
residuals in combination with the use of a higher baseline length uncertainty. 
A representative section of the ramp test results collected from the 3DF receiver on May 
22,1991, is shown in figures 8 through 10. It should be noted that the aircraft was not statlc 
during this data collection session; small changes in pitch, roll and heading angles were 
introduced by wind gusts and by the flight crew moving around inside the aircraft. ]in 
addition, some multipath effects can be observed in the data. During this session, five 
healthy GPS satellites were visible (satellites 2, 6, 13, 14 and 15). The Position Dilution of 
Precision PDOP) was approximately equal to 3 throughout the test. The noise level on the 
roll and heading angles is on the order of 0.1 mrad (0.006 degrees). Pitch angle noise is 
approximately three time larger because of the shorter baseline used for the pitch angle 
determination. Absolute accuracy results are not available due to the lack of a reference 
for the attitude data which must be aligned with the phase centers of the GPS antennas. 
However, previous comparisons between the 3DF and kinematic GPS results were found 
to agree to within 0.1 rnrad (ref. 6). 
Realtime data collected from the 3DF receiver during two sections of the third flight test 
conducted in the evening of May 22,1991 are presented next. The noise levels on the pitch, 
roll and heading angles are difficult to analyze directly, because of the many attitude and 
heading variations with relatively large magnitudes due to normal flight. Instead, the 
emphasis of the results presented in this section is on the capability of GPS interferometry 
to provide realtime, in flight attitude and heading information. Figure 11 shows the ground 
track of a 27-minute section of the third flight which was conducted in the vicinity of Ohio 
University. Figures 12 through 14 show the aircraft heading, roll and pitch angles as a 
function of time. Note that the noise-like behaviour of the angles are all due to actual 
aircraft dynamics (the period of the angle variations is on the order of 10 to 20 seconds). 
Approximately 12 minutes after the start of the run, attitude and heading information was 
lost for approximately 30 seconds. As discussed earlier, this was caused by poor DD 
residuals which caused the attitude and heading algorithm to re-initiate the integer 
ambiguity search. Shown in figure 15 is the lock history of the 3DF receiver; even in the 
presence of signal shielding due to airplane maneuvers, the receiver maintained lock on a 
minimum of four satellites at 3 antennas. 
Figures 16 through 20 show the results for a 13-minute section of the third flight test during 
which a series of 10 and 30-degree roll maneuvers were performed. Continuous attitude and 
heading information was available using four or five GPS satellites. During the 30-degree 
rolls, only one of the five visible satellites was not observed continually by at least three 
antennas. 
SUMMARY, DEVELOPMENTS AND APPLICATIONS 
The feasibility of using realtime GPS interferometric attitude and heading determination for 
dynamic semi-rigid platforms has been demonstrated. During the course of this research, 
several issues have been identified which require further study. Among these are continued 
development of robust fault detection and isolation algorithms for the detection and 
correction of cycle slips, characterization and mitigation of multipath, and integration with 
an inertial measurement unit. 
GPS interferometry has numerous applications including: reliable aircrafthpacecraft state 
estimation; measurement of structural flexing of large space structures; synthetic aperture 
radar (ref. 5); aerial photogrammetry; pointing systems; and rapid alignment of inertial 
navigation systems for submarines and aircraft while maneuvering. 
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Figure 1. Simplified GPS Interferometer. 
Figure 2. The Double Difference Observation. 
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Figure 3. Code phase (bottom) and carrier phase (top) Double Differences. 
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Figure 4. Carrier phase Double Differences (top) and filtered code phase Double 
Differences (bottom). 
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Figure 5. Difference between carrier phase Double Differences and filtered code phase 
Double Differences. 
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Figure 6. Block diagram of realtime attitude and heading determination test bed. 
Figure 7. Douglas DC-3 GPS antenna locations. 
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Figure 8. Ramp test heading residuals. 
Figure 9. Ramp test roll residuals. 
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Figure 10. Ramp test pitch residuals. 
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Figure 11. Ground track for a 27-minute section of the third flight test. 
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Figure 12. Flight test heading as a function of time. 
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Figure 13. Flight test roll as a function of time. 
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Figure 14. Flight test pitch as a function of time. 
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15. Flight test lock history. 
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Figure 16. Ground track for a 13-minute section of the third flight test. 
Figure 17. Flight test heading as a function of time. 
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Figure 18. Flight test roll as a function of time. 
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Figure 19. Flight test pitch as a function of time. 
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Figure 20. Flight test lock history. 
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 
The Air Transportation Technology Program at Princeton University, 
a program emphasizing graduate and undergraduate student research, pro- 
ceeded along six avenues during the past year: 
Microburst Hazards to Aircraft 
Intelligent Failure-Tolerant Control 
Computer-Aided Heuristics for Piloted Night 
* Stochastic Robustness of Flight Control Systems 
Neural Networks for Flight Control 
* Computer-Aided Control System Design 
This research has resulted in a number of publications, including a thesis, 
archival papers, and conference papers. An annotated bibliography of publi- 
cations that appeared between June, 1990 and June, 199 1 appears at the end 
of this report. The research that these papers describe was supported in 
whole or in part by the Joint University Program, including work that was 
completed prior to the reporting period. 
Severe downdrafts and resulting high velocity outflows caused by 
microbursts present a significant hazard to aircraft on takeoff and final 
approach. Micr-obursts, which are often associated with thunderstorm activ- 
ity, also can occur in the vicinity of dissipating convective clouds that pro- 
duce no rainfall at ground level. Microburst encounter is a rare but 
extremely dangerous phenomenon that accounts for one or two air carrie:r 
accidents and numerous general aviation accidents each year (on average). 
Conditions are such that an aircraft's performance envelope may be inade- 
quate for safe penetration unless optimal control strategies are known anti 
applied. 
Our current wind shear research focuses on avoiding wind shear dur- 
ing transport aircraft operations, as well as on developing cockpit strategies 
for wind shear recovery. Graduate student Alex Stratton is developing an 
expert system for wind shear avoidance that extends the FAA Microburst 
Windshear Guidelines to account for temporal and spatial variations in the 
evidence that wind shear is present [1,2]. The approach being taken is to 
develop a Bayesian Belief Network that relates information gathered from 
Elany sources to determine the probability of encountering a microburst on 
tlle intended Right path. Our principal objectives are to develop methods for 
assesshg the likelihood of wind shear encounter (based on real-time infor- 
mation in the cockpit), for deciding what Right path to pursue (e.g., abort, 
go-arsurad, normal climbout, or glide slope), and for using the aircraft's full 
potential to conlbat wind shear. This study requires the definition of deter- 
nlinistic and statistical techniques for fusing internal and external informa- 
tion, for making "go/no-go" decisions, and for generating co 
aircraft's autopilot and flight directors in automatic and manually controlled 
Right. 
A number of graduate students have developed a fixed-base cockpit 
shulator for microburst studies, and graduate student Sandeep Mulgund has 
begun to use the simulator to determine the feasibility of target-pitch-angle 
(ITPA) guidance for propellor-driven commuter-type aircraft. The simula- 
tion incorporates a cockpit station with manual input devices, a graphical 
display of instments,  and an out-the-window view. Currently the sirnula- 
ed to simulate a twin-jet transport aircraft and a twin-engine 
general aviation airplane. Preliminary results compare F A  guidance with 
an exact optimal control history, and they show the significant differences 
ktween best target pitch angles for head-tailwind shear and downdraft 
encounters. (Although the best single angle of attack for wind shear 
elacomter is essentially the same for equivalent horizontal shears and verti- 
cal downdrafts, the corresponding pitch angles are decidedly different.) 
Graduate student D Spilman has used the simulator to conduct a prelimi- 
nary analysis of an encounter of the twin-jet transport with an intense wind 
"rotor" capable of rolling the aircraft to inverted attitude, and he will exarn- 
irie effects of unsteady aerodynamics and heavy rain in his future research. 
Prior research on optimal flight paths conducted by Mark Psiaki is docu- 
~lented in [3]. 
Undetected system failures and/or inadequately defined recovery pro- 
cedures have contributed to numerous air carrier incidents and accidents. 
The infamous DC-10 accident at Chicago's O'Hare Airport, in which loss of 
an englne pod, subsequent loss of subsystems, and asy etric wing stall led 
to disaster, provides a prototype for the kind of tragedy that could be averted 
by intelligent, failure-tolerant flight control systems. A survey of related 
considerations and control design methods is contained in [4]. 
Helping a pilot make quick decisions under high workload conditions 
t for aircraft missions of all types. In research pacipally sup- 
Amymavy grant but reported at numerous quarterly revie,ws 
of the Joint University Program, Brenda Bekin developed an expert system 
of expert systems called AUTOCREW. In her M.S.E. thesis, Ms. Bekiln 
used the paradigm of a hypothetical aircraft crew to facilitate the assigmnent 
of tasks, rules, and data within parallel knowledge bases. Ms. Bekin was 
the recipient of the 1990 William E. Jackson Award of the Radio Techical 
ission for Aeronautics for her thesis, and the research is further plre- 
sented in [S-71. 
Control system robustness is defined as the ability to mainbh satis- 
factory stability or performance characteristics in the presence of all con- 
ceivable system parameter variations. While assured robustness may be 
viewed as an alternative to gain adaptation or schedulhg to acco 
known parameter variations, more often it is seen as protection against 
uncertahties in plant specification. Consequently, a statistical description sf 
control system robustness is consistent with what may be known about the 
structure and parameters of the plant's dynamic model. Graduate student 
Laura Ryan Ray completed her Ph.B. thesis on this topic [8] and co-audnored 
a number of related papers [9- 1 11. Chris M ~ s o n  currently is applying 
Stochastic Robustness Analysis to ten controllers designed b response to the 
1990 h e r i c a n  Control Conference Benchmark Control Problem challenge 
[12]. His results show the marked disparity in control systems designed by 
various methods, not only in their nombal performance but in the Iikelil~ood 
that they will achieve design goals. 
There is growing interest in the use of neural networks for computa- 
tional decision-making and control, brought about by the advent of small, 
fast, inexpensive computers. The neural network paradigm offers a poten- 
tially attractive structure for flight control systems that adapt to changhg 
flight conditions and system failures, but much is to be learned about the 
practicality of such an approach. Graduate student Dennis Linse has begun 
to examine this potential. Current research focuses on the application of the 
feed-fomard back-propagation network to identifying and modelhg the 
nonlinear aerodynamics of a twin-jet transport aircraft [13]. 
Graduate student Subrata Sircar has begun to examine concepts for the 
next generation of computer-aided flight control system design k o u g h  
development of a comprehensive computer program called FlighteAD. Phple 
program contains a variety of modeling, synthesis, simulation, and evalua- 
tion alternatives, and it will be applied to the design of flight control logic 
for the 1991 AIAA Controls Design Challenge. It is organized around a 
desktop rnetaphor that takes advantage of unique capabilities of the NeXT 
Computer. A direct digital synthesis technique is employed; it will produce 
a proportional-integral-filter controller with scheduled linear-quadratic- 
Gaussian gains. following of pilot co ands will be assured by a 
forward-loop co d generator tracker, and the controller will be suffi- 
ciently robust to account for specified levels of parameter uncertainty. A 
principal feature of the control design package is the enhanced ability to 
iterate and search during the modeling, design, and analysis process. 
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1. Stratton, D.A., and Stengel, R., Probabilistic Reasoning for Intelligent 
Wind Shear Avoidance, Proceedings of the 1990 AIAA Guidance, Naviga- 
tion & Control Conference, Portland, OR, Aug 1990, pp. 1099-1 107.* 
Avoiding severe wind shear challenges the ability of flight crews, as it 
involves assessing risk from uncertain evidence. A computerized intelligent 
cockpit aid can increase flight crew awareness of wind shear, improving; 
avoidance decisions. A primary task in the development of such a cockpit 
aid is providing a means of assessing risk from evidence of wind shear from 
sources with varying reliability. The Federal Aviation Administration's 
Windshear Training Aid provides guidelines for assessing the risk of wind 
shear encounter from meteorological evidence. Use of these guidelines in 
the cockpit is complicated by uncertainty surrounding meteorological 
knowledge of wind shear. Bayesian network representation is discussecl as a 
means of modeling this uncertain knowledge in a computer. A probabilistic 
model of the Windshear Training Aid guidelines using Bayesian network 
representation is presented. This model combines evidence from sources of 
varying reliability and incorporates results from meteorological studies of 
wind shear. The probabilistic model can provide flight crews with mealmg- 
ful estimates of risk to aid their decisions, using evidence from a variety of 
sources and a base of meteorological knowledge. 
2. Stratton, D.A., and Stengel, R., Stochastic Prediction Techniques for 
Wind Shear Hazard Assessment, Proceedings of the 2 9 t h  IEEE Conference 
on Decision and Control, Honolulu, Dec 1990, pp. 702-707.* 
The threat of low-altitude wind shear has prompted development fof 
aircraft-based sensors that measure winds directly on the aircraft's intended 
flight path. Measurements from these devices are subject to turbulence 
inputs and measurement error, as well as to the underlying wind profile. In 
this paper, stochastic estimators are developed to process on-board doppler 
sensor measurements, producing optimal estimates of the winds along the 
path. A stochastic prediction technique is described to predict the hazartd to 
the aircraft from the estimates as well as the level of uncertainty of the kaz- 
ard prediction. The stochastic prediction technique is demonstrated in a 
simulated microburst wind shear environment. Use of the technique in a 
decision-making process is discussed. 
* Conference Paper 
3. F'siaki, M., and Stengel, R., Optimal Aircraft Performance During 
Mie:roburst Encounter, J. Guidance, Control, and Dynamics, Vol. 14, No. 2, 
Mar-Apr 199 1, pp. 440-446.* *
The effects of microburst characteristics on the optimal penetration 
pedomance of jet transport and general aviation aircraft are presented. The 
purpose is to determine the best possible performance that can be achieved 
in a broad range of microbursts. A secondary goal is to illustrate good 
stmt1egies for dealing with a range of microbursts during takeoff and landing. 
Oveir 1100 optimal trajectories were computed for two aircraft types flying 
through idealized microbursts using a Successive Quadratic Prograrns trajec- 
tory optimization algorithm. Contours of safety metrics are plotted as fmc- 
tions of the length scales, magnitudes, and locations of horizontal wind 
shears and vertical downdrafts. These performance contours show three 
Bength-scale regimes for optimal microburst penetration. At short length 
scales, hazards usually associated with gustiness predominate. At intermedi- 
ate length scales, a degraded ability to maintain flight path and/or vertical 
velocity poses the most serious threat. At very long microburst length 
 scale:^, excessive touchdown velocities may result. The ability to transit a 
microburst successfully also varies strongly with microburst location. The 
results show that both aircraft types could penetrate some very severe 
micrlobursts if c;ptimal control histories were followed. Nevertheless, these 
control strategies assume perfect prior knowledge of the wind, and practical 
limits to successful encounter with real-time control capabilities would be 
lower. The optimally controlled jet transport can successfully penetrate 
higher intensity microbursts than can the general aviation aircraft. 
4, S~:engel,. R., Intelligent Failure-Tolerant Control, Proceedings of the 5th 
IEEE International Symposium on Intelligent Control, Philadelphia, Sept 
2990, pp. 548-557. (To appear in the IEEE Control Systems Magazine.)" 
An overview of failure-tolerant control is presented, beginning with 
robust control, progressing through parallel and analytical redundancy, and 
endi~lg with rule-based systems and artificial neural networks. By design or 
hplementation, failure-tolerant control systems "intelligent" systems. 
AP1 fililure-tolerant systems require some degree of robusmess to protect 
agakist catastrophic failure; failure tolerance often can be improved by 
adapt:ivity in decision-making and control, as well as by redundancy in mea- 
surennent and actuation. Reliability, maintainability, and survivability can be 
** Archival Paper 
enhanced by failure tolerance, although each objective poses different goals 
for control system design. Artificial intelligence concepts are helpful for 
integrating and codifying failure-tolerant control systems, not as altemaitives 
but as adjuncts to conventional design methods. 
5. Bekin, B., and Stengel, R., Quantitative Knowledge Acquisition for 
Expert Systems, Engineering Applications of Artzpcial Intelligence, Vol. 3, 
No. 4, Dec 1990, pp. 271-281.** 
on problem in the design of expert systems is the defhhiion of 
rules from empirical data obtained in system operation or simulation. VniIe 
it is relatively easy to collect numerical data and to log the comments oiF 
human operators engaged in experiments, generalizing such information to 
a set of rules has not previously been a straightfonvard task. This papem- pre- 
sents a statistical method for generating the needed rule base from numerical 
data, motivated by an example based on vehicle navigation with multip:le 
sensors. The specific objective is to design an expert system that selects a 
satisfactory suite of measurements from a dissimilar, redundant set, given m 
arbitrary navigation geometry and possible sensor failures. 
6. Bekin, B., and Stengel, R., Knowledge Acquisition for Expert Systems 
Using Statistical Methods, Knowledge Based System Applicationsfor Glrlld- 
ance and Control, AGARD CP-474, Madrid, Sept 1990, pp. 25-1 to 25- 17.** 
This paper expands on the previous paper, describing the syste~llaitic 
development of a Navigation Sensor Management (NSM) Expert Syste~n 
from K a h a n  Filter covariance data. The development method consists of 
the two statistical techniques: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and the 1L13 
algorithm. The ANOVA technique indicates whether variation of a problem 
parameter gives statistically different covariance results, and the ID3 algo- 
rithm identifies the relationships between the problem parameters ushg 
probabilistic knowledge extracted from a simulation exmple set. ANOVA 
results show that statistically different position accuracies are obtahed ~vlhen 
different navaids are used, the number of navigation aids is changed, the tra- 
jectory is varied, or the performance history is altered. By hdicating ha t  
these four factors significantly affect the decision metric, an appropriate 
parameter framework was designed, and a simulation example base was 
created. The exmple base contained over 900 t rahhg examples from 
nearly 300 shulations. The ID3 algori th  was used to determine the PJSM 
Expert's classification "rules" in the form of decision trees. The perfor- 
mance of these decision trees was assessed on two arbitrary trajecto~es, and 
the performance results are presented using a predictive metric. The test 
trajectories used to evaluate the system's performance show that the NSM 
Expert adapts to new situations and provides reasonable estimates of the 
explected hybrid performance. The results also show how the NSM Expert 
chooses optimal or next-best navigation strategies when limited computa- 
tional resources are available; in simple cases, its solutions are co 
rate with the designer's intuition. 
'7. Mel;kin, B., and Stengel, R., Systematic Methods for Knowledge Acquisi- 
tion and Expert System Development, Proceedings of the 29 th  IEEE Confer- 
ence on Decision and Control, I-Ionolulu, Dec 1990, pp. 2191-2197 (To 
appear in IEEE Systems Magazine).* 
Nine interacting rule-based systems collectively called AUTOCREW 
wen? designed to automate functions and decisions associated with a cornbat 
aircraft's subsystems. The organization of tasks within each system is 
described; performance metrics were developed to evaluate the workload of 
each rule base and to assess the cooperation between rule bases. Each 
AUTOCREW subsystem is composed of several expert systems that perform 
specific tasks. The NAVIGATOR was analyzed in detail to understand the 
diffi.culties involved in designing the system and to identify the tools and 
mellhodologies that ease development. 
8, Ray, L.R., Stochastic Robustness of Linear Multivariable Control Sys- 
tems: Towards Comprehensive Robustness Analysis, Ph.D. Thesis, Prince- 
ton 'University, Princeton, January, 199 1 .+ 
Stochastic robustness, a simple numerical procedure for estimating the 
stability and performance effects of parameter uncertainty in multivariable, 
linear, time-invariant control systems, is presented. Based on Monte Carlo 
evaluation of the system's closed-loop eigenvalues (given parameter statis- 
tics)~, this analysis approach introduces the probability of instability as a 
scal,ar robustness measure. The related stochastic root locus, a portrayal of 
the root probability density, provides insight into modal variations of the 
system. Pararneter uncertainties may be Gaussian or non-Gaussian, bounded 
or nlot. Confidence intervals for the scalar probability of instability address 
computational issues inherent in Monte Carlo simulation. Appropriate con- 
fide~nce intervals are presented, and aids in choosing the required number of 
Monte Carlo evaluations are developed. 
Ph.D. Thesis 
Stochastic performance robustness measures are based on classical 
design criteria, as well as criteria specific to a particular application. Robust 
control system synthesis concepts ensue from demonstrating the ability of 
stochastic robustness analysis to tradeoffs in design parameters, and opti- 
mization methods suited to maximizing stochastic robustness are suggested, 
Four examples demonstrate aspects of the analysis, the use of codidence 
intervals, stability-performance tradeoffs, and synthesis through optimiza- 
tion. It is concluded that analysis of stochastic robustness offers a good 
alternative to existing robustness metrics that is inherently intuitive amd pre- 
cise, that is easily implemented, and that has direct bearing on engineehg 
objectives. 
9. Ray, L.R., and Stengel, R., Stochastic Performance Robustness of Air- 
craft Control Systems, Proceedings of the 1990 AIAA Guidance, Navigation 
& Control Conference, Portland, OR, Aug 1990, pp. 863-873.* 
Stochastic robustness, a simple technique used to estimate the robust- 
ness of linear, time-invariant systems, is applied to a twin-jet transpola air- 
craft control system. Concepts behind stochastic stability robustness are 
extended to stochastic peq5ormance robustness. Stochastic performance 
robustness measures based on classical design specifications and meissures 
specific to aircraft handling qualities are introduced. Confidence intervals 
for both individual stochastic robustness measures and for comparing two 
measures are presented. The application of stochastic perfomance rrobust- 
ness, the use of confidence intervals, and tradeoffs between performance 
objectives are demonstrated by means of the twin-jet aircraft examplie. 
10. Ray, L.R., and Stengel, R., Computer-Aided Analysis of Linear 'Control 
System Robustness, Proceedings of the 29th  IEEE Conference on Dee-ision 
and Control, Honolulu, Dec 1990, pp. 3468-3469 (To appear in 
Mechatronics). 
Stochastic robustness is a simple technique used to esthate the sta- 
bility and performance robustness of linear, time-invariant systems. ' R e  use 
of high-speed graphics workstations and control system design software ire 
stochastic robustness analysis is discussed and demonstrated. 
11. Ray, L.R., and Stengel, R., Stochastic Robustness of Linear-Time- 
Invariant Control Systems, IEEE Trans. Automatic Control, Vol. 36, No. 1, 
Jan 1991, pp. 82-87.** 
A simple numerical procedure for estimating the stochastic robustness 
of a linear, tirne-invariant system is described. Monte Carlo evaluation of 
the systems' eigenvalues allows the probability of instability and the related 
stocltlastic root locus to be estimated. This analysis approach treats not only 
Gaulssian parameter uncertainties but non-Gaussian cases, including uncer- 
tam-but-bounded variations. Confidence intervals for the scalar probability 
of hstability address computational issues inherent in Monte Carlo simula- 
tion. Trivial extensions of the procedure admit consideration of alternate 
disclkinants; thus, the probabilities that stipulated degrees of instability 
will be exceeded or that closed-loop roots will leave desirable regions also 
can 1x estimated. Results are amenable to graphical presentation. 
12. Stengel, R., and Marrison, C., Robustness of Solutions to a Benchmark 
Control Problem, Proceedings of the 1991 American Control Conference, 
Boston, June 1991 .* 
The stochastic robustness of solutions to a benchrnark control design 
problem presented at the 1990 American Control Conference has been ma- 
lyzed. The analysis quantifies the controllers' stability and perfomance 
robustness with structured uncertainties in up to six system parameters. The 
mal~yrsis provides insights about system response that are not readily derived 
from other robustness criteria, providing a co on ground for judging con- 
trsUers produced by altemative methods. 
13. ILinse, D., and Stengel, R., A System Identification Model for Adaptive 
Nod.inear Control, Proceedings of the 1991 American Control Conference, 
Boston, June 1991 .* 
A neural network model for generalized-spline function approxima- 
tion :in nonlinear control is described. The control system contains three 
elements: a nonlinear-inverse-dynamic control law that depends on a corn- 
prehensive model of the plant, a state estimator whose outputs drive the 
control law, and a function approximation scheme that models the system 
dynamics. An extended Kalman filter provides data for continuous training 
of the neural network during nonnal operation. The results of an application 
of the identification techniques to a nonlinear transpoa aircraft rnodel are 
prese:nted. 
Target Pitch Angle for the Microburst 
Escape Maneuver 
Sandeep S. Mulgund 
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
Princeton University 
Background 
FAA's Windshear Training recommends that upon recognition 
of encounter with a microburst, pilot should command full thrust 
and rotate,aircraft to an initial target pitch attitude of 15" 
* Advantages of the 15" target: 
* Easily recalled in emergency situations 
- Prominently displayed on attitude indicators 
- It should be possible to postulate a target pitch angle for any 
airplane 
Objective of the present work is to better define the optimum 
target pitch angle, and develop a methodology for identifying 
. 
the target pitch for any aircraft 
The (objective of this study was to investigate the constant pitch attitude strategy 
as a possible non-precision maneuver for recovery from inadvertent wind shear 
en~ount~ers. The Wind Shear Training Aid published by the FAA recommends that 
upon en.countering a severe wind shear, the pilot should apply maximum thrust and 
rotate k:he aircraft to an initial pitch target angle of 15". The 15" target was 
identified through rigorous analyses using six-degree-of-freedom flight simulators 
and microburst models representative of actual accident cases. It was found that 15" 
was an effective target for a wide range of shears, and was generally applicable to 
most jet transports. 
This work was undertaken to examine the issue of recovery performance in wind 
shear of other classes of aircraft - notably turboprop commuters and propeller-driven 
general aviation planes. It should be possible to  postulate a target pitch angle (TPA) 
for such aircraft, as well. 
Effect of Windshear on Aircraft Performance 
* The impact of a microburst on an aircraft's climb performance is 
described by the "F-Factor": 
* F is a function of the aircraft's trajectory through the wind shear, 
and relates directly to its constant speed climb gradient capability 
* Maximum trim rate of climb under an imposed F-Factor was 
computed for a Cessna 402, under two different assumptions: 
w h (b) F = - -v- 
The effect of a wind shear on the climb performance of an airplane is well 
described the F-Factor, a hazard index developed at NASA Langley Research Center. 
The F-Factor depends on the time-rate-of-change of the horizontal wind co~mponent 
G x ,  the vertical wind component wh, the airplane's true airspeed V, and the 
acceleration due to gravity g. 
An F-Factor of about 0.15 effectively cancels out the climb capability of most 
transport category aircraft. In an analysis of five wind shear-related accidents, it 
was found that the aircraft experienced average F-Factors of 0.2 to 0.25. 
To gain insight into the effect of wind shear on climb performance, the m a x i m u  
constant-speed rate of climb of a general aviation airplane was calculated as a 
function of an imposed F-Factor. Two different assumptions were made about the 
source of the F-Factor: first, that it was due entirely to the horizontal shear term, 
and second, that it was due entirely to the downdraft term. 
Aircraft Model 
- Aerodynamic data taken from simulation model of the Cessna 
4028 developed at NASA Ames Research Center 
Point mass model of aircraft dynamics 
* State variables: V, h, and y 
- Controls are throttle setting and pitch rate 
Climb performance in a wind shear was studied with the aircraft 
in initial approach configuration: 4 5 O  flaps, gear retracted 
Maximum Trim Rate of Climb vs. F-Factor 
. , . .  , , , ,  , , , ,  , , , ,  , , , ,  
It was found that the maximum trim rate of climb of the airplane decreased 
almost linearly with the magnitude of F. It made little difference whether the 
F-Factor was due to a downdraft or a horizontal shear. It can be seen from this plot 
that if F exceeds 0.22, the airplane is incapable of maintaining altitude at any 
constant airspeed. 
Airspeed for Maximum Trim Rate of Climb vs. F-Factor 
This plot indicates that in a wind shear environment, maximum rates of climb are 
achieved at  airspeeds considerably lower than the "speed for best climb", which is 
about; 73 knots for this airplane model in the approach configuration. This result 
may be non-intuitive to many pilots, who associate best rate of climb with a specific 
airspeed. The trend in airspeed for best climb vs. F is the same whether the F-Factor 
is due to,a downdraft or horizontal shear, except at  extremely high values of F. 
Pitch Attitude for Maximum Rate of Climb vs. F-Factor 
It  is here that the difference is seen between the effects of a downdraft and a 
horizontal shear on the climb performance of the airplane. In the case of a Izonzonhl 
shear, the greater the F-Factor, the lower the pitch attitude for maximum rate of 
climb (or minimum rate of descent if F exceeds 0.22). Conversely, in a pure 
downdraft, the greater the F-Factor, the higher the pitch attitude for best rate 04" 
climb. This suggests that an effective recovery guidance strategy in a wind shear 
depends on identifying the source of the threat t o  the aircraft. In an actual wind 
shear encounter, an airplane will simultaneously experience horizontal shears m d  
downdrafts. 
The objective of this study is to develop a methodology for identifying a single 
target pitch angle for an airplane which is effective for a reasonable spectrum of 
possible wind shear encounters. This analysis of climb performance vs. F-Factor 
suggests that any such target pitch angle will be a compromise between two 
considerations - In downdrafts, best climb performance is achieved at  relatively high 
pitch attitudes, while in a pure horizontal shear resulting in the same F-Factor hit, 
best climb performance is achieved at  much lower attitudes. 
Validation of the Target Pitch Angle 
Target pitch angle will be identified for two aircraft: 
MTOW (LB) Powerplant 
~ e s s n a  402 ~ , Y O O  2 x YOU HI 
8737-1 00 93,500 2 x 12,000 LB 
Recovery performance at the target pitch angle will be evaluated 
by simulating the res nse of each aircraft to a wind shear 
generated by an ana&c downburst model 
The TPA will be identified for two aircrafi, representing drastically different 
weight and powerplant categories. A six-degree of freedom simulation model of the 
Boeing 737 is currently in use in Princeton's fixed-base simulator. The recovery 
perforinance of each aircraft will be simulated using an analytic model of a 
rnieroburst wind shear. 
Analyftic Downburst Model 
* Developed at NASA LaRC by Rosa Oseguera and Roland Bowles. 
Represents an axisymmetric stagnation point flow, based on velocity 
profiles from the Terminal Area Simulation System Model. 
* Time invariant microburst 
Permits simulation of different shears through the specification of 
three parameters: 
1) Radius of the downdraft column 
2) Maximum horizontal wind speed 
3) Altitude of maximum outflow 
Wind components in x,y, and z directions are easily obtained from the 
velocity equations for a given aircraft position relative to downburst core. 
Simulation of Microburst Encounters 
* Aircraft configured on approach along nominal glide slope 
- Microburst core placed directly on flight path 
Batch simulations of the recovery performance of the Cessna 402 were conducted 
by i~ t ia l i z ing  the airplane on the glideslope 10,000 R away from the microburst core. 
The initial altitude ho was varied during the simulation runs, as was the strength of 
the miicroburst. The control logic was set up to track the glide slope until the 
F-Faeltor exceeded 0.1, a t  which point a recovery was initiated by applying full thrust 
and rotating the aircraft to the TPA. "Stick Shaker" was respected by limiting the 
angle of attack t o  12". 
Cessna 402 Target Pitch Attitude Recovery Summary: 
Effect of Downburst Strength 
Ce..cu 402 on Approach 
V.=% knots 
h~=lOaO f l  
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Target Pich Angle (dag) 
The impact of shear strength was assessed by conducting a series of batch 
simulations in which the radius of the microburst and the initial location of the 
airplane relative to its core were kept fixed, and the maximum horizontal wind speed 
was varied. 
The trends in the results suggest that the TPA for maximizing the ~lninin~um 
recovery altitude in a wind shear encounter during approach depends on the strength 
of the shear. As the maxim- horizontal wind speed was increased, it was found 
that the pitch attitude for maximum recovery altitude decreased. If the target pitch 
angle was set to one greater than that which maximized recovery altitude, the 
aircraft was exposed to prolonged periods of stall wa g and reduced recovery 
performance. 
Cessna 402 Target Pitch Attitude Recovery Summary: 
Effect of Initial Altitude 
a 402 om Approach 
hiell Rurp.  from core: 
10 12 14 16 18 20 
Target Pitch Angla (deg) 
The ilmpact of the altitude at  which a wind shear encounter occurs was assessed 
by fixing the size and strength of the microburst, and varying the initial altitude of 
the airplane. It was found that as the initial altitude was decreased, so did the 
target pitch angle that maximized minimum recovery altitude. This result is 
consistent with those from the analysis of climb performance vs. F-Factor. It was 
found earlier that in horizontal shears, pitch attitude for best rate of climb decreased 
with the magnitude of the corresponding F-Factor. Conversely, in downdrafts, pitch 
attitude for best rate of climb increased with the magnitude of F. The simulation 
results can be interpreted in this context: In low altitude encounters, the aircraft 
generally encounters "more" horizontal wind than domdr&, simply because vertical 
winds are smaller nearer to the ground. Consequently, it might be expected that in 
very low-altitude microburst encounters, best recovery performance is biased toward 
relativel,y low target pitch angles. 
Future Work 
* Develop a concise definition of the target pitch angle. 
Evaluate wind shear recovery performance in batch simulations for 
the two aircraft under consideration. 
Evaluate impact of including pilot in the loop using iloted 
simulations of wind shear encounters on the LCA {xed-~ase Flight 
Simulator. 
The simulation results of the Cessna 402 model showed what pitch attitudes 
might be needed for good recovery performance in a wind shear. It was fou.nd that 
there was not one single pitch attitude which produced the best recovery 
performance in all cases. The target pitch attitude for best recovery depenided on the 
strength of the shear and the altitude at  which the encounter took place. It rem&ns 
to determine what classes of wind shear encounters are most suitable for the 
definition of the target pitch angle. 
There are significant hplementation issues associated with the definition of the 
TPA. For example, can a pilot really distinguish 13.5" from 15"? A typical pitch 
attitude indicator has markings at 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, and 20". As a practic;sl matter 
it may be necessary t o  limit any postulated TPA to one of these values. Mso, there is 
the issue of how well a pilot can maintain any particular pitch attitude in the 
dynamic environment of a wind shear. In addition to t g to maintain solme pitch 
attitude, a pilot will also be using the ailerons to maintain a near wings-level 
attitude. These issues will be explored by conducting pdoted six-degree-of-freedom 
simulations in the fixed-base Right simulator in the Laboratory for Control and 
Automation. Presently, this facility is configured to simulate a Boeing 73;?-100 
transport. 

Stochastic Robustness 
6. Marrison 
Joint University Program 
Stochastic robustness analysis (SRA) gives a 
direct, scalar measure of a conrol system's 
robustness by assessing the probability that 
the actual system will have acceptable 
performance. 
Stochastic Robustness Analysis 
Random Number 
anerators 
Assess Performance, Repeat Monte Carlo 
Acceptable? YedNo Evaluation 
Probability of 
Una~~eptable P rformanm Graphical Results 
Confidence Limits 
To carry out stochastic robustness analysis, an 
expected probability distfibution is assigned 
to  each uncertain parameter in the system. 
The Monte Carlo analysis proceeds by 
repeatedly assigning shaped random values to 
each plant parameter, evaluating the stability 
or performance metric, and performing the 
binary classification (stablelunstable, etc.). If 
the system is stable, the state response to a 
unit disturbance impulse can be propagated to 
establish whether the response would violate 
settling time envelopes and whether peak 
actuator use would violate predetemined 
maximums. The final estimates of the 
probability of each f o m  of unacceptable 
behavior are found by d i ~ d i n g  the number of 
cases in which the overall system had that 
form of unacceptability by the number of cases 
run. Stability robustness can be portrayed 
graphically using the stochastic root locus and 
by using histograms of parameter values 
found in the unacceptable cases. 
Benchmark Problem 
Nominal Roots at 0, 0, f1.41 
This benchmark problem was presented 
a t  the 1990 American Controls 
Conference. 
The benchmark plant consists of a 
dual-masslsingle-spring system with 
non-colocated sensor and actuator, as 
shown in the Fig where x l  and x2 are 
the positions of the two masses, x3 and 
x4 are their velocities, and u is a 
control force on ml. The plant is 
subject to the disturbance w on m2, 
and the measurement of x2 is 
corrupted by noise v. 
The baseline plant is undamped, with 
eigenvalues at  kj(k(m1 + m2)lmlm2), 
0, and 0. By the problem specification, 
a single-inputlsingle-output feedback 
controller must close its loop around 
Twz 
Benchmark Design Task 
Hard Requirements 
1) The clossd loop system should be Stable for 
0.5 ck <2. 
2) The Settling Time after an impulsive 
disturbance on the nominal system should be 
less than 15 secs. 
Soft Requirements 
3) The system should be robust against 
variations in m and mz. 
4) There should be minimal control usage. 
5) The relectlon of nolse should be good. 
Optional 
6) The s stem should compsnsate for a 0.5 radls 
distur I, ance input. 
Three design problems are posed. 
Problem 1 requires a) 15-see settling 
time for unit disturbance impulse and 
nominal mass-spring values (ml = m2 
= k = I), and b) closed-loop stability for 
fixed values of mass and 0.5 < k < 2. It 
is further directed that "reasonable" 
robustness should be achieved and 
that controller effort and controller 
complexity should be minimized. A n  
optional problem replaces the unit 
disturbance by a sinusoidal 
disturbance with 0.5-rad frequency. 
Asymptotic rejection of this signal 
should be achieved with a 20-sec 
settling time for the nominal system. 
Parameter Variations for Testing 
All ProbabilHy Distributions Uniform 
3) 0.5 c k c 2 
0.5 cm c1.5 
0.5 c 9 < 1.5 
0. c c c 0.1 (Internal damping) 
0.9 c f c 1.1 (loop gain variation) 
0.001 c T c 0.4 see. (utuatcr kg) 
Closed Loop Transfer Function 
whera C Is the c~ntraller transfer function. 
These are the parameter variations 
used for the Monte Carlo Analysis. 
Performances Assessed 
PI, probabilny of InstabilHy. Tested by eigenvalue 
calculation. 
PT~o., , probability of settling tims exceedance. 
Response to unit w impulse falling outside a f0.1 - 
unit envelope >15 sees after impulse 
Pul, probabilny of control-limn exceedance. Using 
same time histories testing If peak actuator use >1 in 
response to unit disturbance Impulse 
Pt, probabiliw of unsatishctory sinusoidal 
&sturban- rejwtion. Steady state frequency 
response at w = 0.5 radlsec tested for Mag w OdB. 
Results of Stability Assessment 
Nominal Values 
TS Urnex GM PM 
I (secs) (unit) (dB) (deg) I 
I 
1 2 3 
Parameter Variations 
The results of the stability analysis 
show several interesting features. For 
instance design D has a large gain and 
phase margin and a very good nominal 
settling time; and with parameter 
variations 1 and 2 the probability of 
igstnbility is the least of all the designs 
but when the slight time delay is added 
in Parameter variation 3 its probability 
of instability is the worst. Looking at 
Design I we see a very similar gain 
and phase margin yet its probability of 
illstability is one of the best under 
parameter variation 3.  This shows 
that gain and phase margin can be 
very poor indicators of relative 
stability. 
Results of Settling Time Assessment 
Nominal Values I 
TS Umex GM PM 
(secs) (unit) (dB) (deg) I 
The results of the probability of settling 
time violation again show us that the 
nominal times can be misleading. 
Design F has a nominal settling time of 
13.7 secs but under parameter 
variation 3 there is a higher probability 
of it violating the 15 sec settling time 
than Design A which has a nominal 
settling time of 21 secs. 
Results of Control Saturation Assessment 
Nominal Values I 
I 
Parameter Variations 
The probabilities of control saturation 
are reflected by the nominal values of 
control use. 
Stochastic Root Locus 
- /I . o  
I ,. Parameter Variation 1) 
y ... Parameter Variation 2) 
10 
I 
-- 
--- 
, ,. .. . 
Parameter Variation 31 
We can obtain graphical data 
regarding the effects of the parameter 
variations by looking at thc stochastic 
root locus. For this design we find 
where the roots will most probably lie, 
how close the system is toinstability 
and at what frequency unstable roots ORBGSM14L p , t k ~ ~  15; 
will have; here we can see two sets of QF Pa3.7 ;:!J&L$PV 
unstable roots, one low frequency, the 
other high. 
Three Dimensional Stochastic Root Locus 
The root density can be more clearly 
seen by plotting in a third dimension. 
OR:SB!BAL PAGE is 
BOOR QUALrW 
Design ti, Parameter Histograms 
Parameter Variation 2) Parameter Variation 3) 
By storing the value of the 
parameters each time the closed loop is 
found to be unstable we can see which 
parameters are causing instability. 
Here we see that ml  and rn2 have the 
strongest effect. From this graph we 
could suggest that lower nominal 
values of ml and rn2 should be used in 
the synthesis. 
Ges~gn M, Parameter Histograms 
Parameter Variation 3) 
High Frequency Roots 
By storing parameters of the high and 
low frequency roots separately we can 
determine which parameters cause 
which instability. For instance here we 
see that low values of k do not cause 
high frequency instability. 
Synthesis using 
Stochastic Robustness 
Design an LQG Regulator 
(or other control structure) 
Assess the probability of 
unac~eptabllity 
In each mode of interest 
Inmement Design Parameter 
Weight each resuk 
as desired and add 
Design Index 
Plot 
Using the fact that Stochastic Robustness 
Analysis allows us to rank control systems in 
terms of their overall probability of 
performing satisfactorily we can carry out 
synthesis. We first create a series of similar 
controllers by adjusting a design parameter eg 
gain, then carry out a Monte Carlo analysis on 
each one. 
Depending on which performances are 
considered important the results are weighted 
and added together eg 10*PI+3*Pu+l*PTs. 
The result is a curve showing the weighted 
probability of satisfactory performance 
against the value of the design parameter. 
There will typically be a minimum in this 
curve showing the most robust design. 
Synthesis Using Stochastic Robustness 
Minimum Value 
of Design Index 
10-3 10-2 10-1 100 10' 102 103 
Design Parameter Variation 
In this rudimentary attempt at synthesis we can see a distinct minimum 
in the curve of the weighted design index. Setting the design 
parameter to this value (100.8) we will achieve a good combination of 
stability and performance robustness. This design seems to be better 
than the others synthesized for the benchmark problem but further fine 
tuning and analysis needs to be done. 
Conclusions 
We can use Stochastic Robustness 
techniques very flexibly 
We can obtain information which is 
not obvlous from other sourcss 
We can rank control stems and suggest 
changes ie .q& synthesis 
Newal Networks N 9 2 - 1 7 9 9 8  
for 
&mraft Syshm Identification 
Dennis J. Linse 
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
Princeton University 
Artificial neural networks oEer some interesting possibiltties 
for use in control. Our current research is on the use of nexrral 
networks as generalized splines for identification of airel-aft 
aerodynamics. A system identification model is outlined whiich 
can be used to train neural networks on an aircraft model. The 
model can then be used in a nonlinear control scheme. The 
effectiveness of network training is demonstrated. 
Nonlinear Control Law for firerafd 
The nonlinear dynamic equations of motion of an aircraft can 
be separated into two parts. The f term is a function of the 
state vector, x, only. I t  represents the well known dynamics 
and kinematics of the aircraft and is a fbnction of the mass and 
inertias of the vehicle. The g term is a function of both the 
state and the controls, u .  This term represents the 
aerodynamic and thrust interactions of the aircraft. These 
effects are less well known and are not as accurately modeled. 
There are several methods for developing nonlinear control 
Saws for systems. A Nonlinear-Inverse-Dynamic control law 
takes on the given form. The development of this control law 
requires that the f and g terms be differentiable with respect to  
the state and control vectors. This imposes limitations on the 
meithods of approximation of the g vector. 
* Nonlinear dynamic equations of an aircraft 
f - dynamics and kinematics 
g - aerodynamics and thrust 
* Nonlinear Inverse Dynamics control law 
* Requires differentiability and invertibility 
System Identification Task 
The system identification problem that we are investigating 
has additional constraints imposed on it due to  the nonlinear 
control schemes selected. The identifier must make a 
functional approximation of the unknown portions of the model, 
It must also be a suEciently smooth approximation so that the 
desired number of differentiations (typically 2 or 3 for ailrerafi 
applications) can be made in the nonlinear-inverse-dyr~amic 
type control law. We would also like to be able to  update the 
approximation concurrent to operation, so an on-line model is 
desirable. 
* Functional Approximation 
* Smooth Fit 
* On-line updates 
On-line Model Estimation 
Based on the Estimation-Before-Modeling paradigm 
previously investigated a t  Princeton, an on-line estimation 
stiructure is developed. An Extended Kalman Filter is 
implemented which estimates an augmented state vector. This 
augmented vector includes both the original states and new 
states which represent the unknown portion of the original 
dynamic system, g. (Through non-dimensionalization, g is 
recognized as the six basic aerodynamic force and moment 
coefficients of an aircraft.) These unknown functions are 
modeled as random walk (Gauss-Markov) processes. The 
estimated values of x and g, along with u, are then given to  an 
Estimation Model. The estimation model then has sufficient 
information t o  generate a functional form for g. As a side 
benefit, the Extended Kalman Filter also generates the 
estimate of the original state vector which is needed by most 
nonlinear control schemes. 
Our interests are in artificial neural networks and they will 
be used as the estimation model in what is to follow. 
Estimate augmented state vector 
xdt )  = (x(tIT dx(t) ,  ~ ( t ) l ~ } ~  
Feedforward Neural Networks 
One of the most common artificial neural networks is the 
feedforward network. I t  uses a weighted interconnection of 
nonlinear nodes often separated into distinct layers. The 
nonlinear function of the network nodes is usually a squashing 
function like a sigmoid. When all of the weights and 
connections are determined, the network defines a (possibly) 
multi-input multi-output function. 
The power of neural networks is the ability to  learn from 
examples. Using the on-line estimate model previously 
described, a neural network can be trained to approximate any 
continuous function. Although many training algorithms are 
possible, the standard Back-Propagation algorithm was used for 
this research. 
Feedforward Network Properties 
Feedforward networks have many properties which are very 
useful in f~lnction approximation. The networks, as defined, 
perform generalized spline interpolation. The network nodes 
are the basis functions for this interpolation. Feedforward 
networks easily handle multivariate function which is a major 
c8i:fficulty for standard interpolation schemes. The networks 
halve good localization properties, i.e. nearby inputs cause 
nearby outputs. This localization also has implications in 
training the networks. Finally, since the feedfornard networks 
are weighted interconnections of nonlinear elements, the 
differentiability of the entire network depends on the 
differentiability of the individual nodes. Using the standard 
sigmoid as  the nonlinear function in the nodes results in a 
network that is infinitely differentiable, 
* Generalized spline interpolation 
* Multivariate 
* Input localization 
* Differentiable 
Network Training Input 
To test the effectiveness of a neural network in learning the 
types of functions desired, an example is developed. First, 
aU3211" elevator input is put into a nonlinear simulation of a 
737 aircraft. The amplitude of the input is varied from +I- 2.5 
degrees t o  +I- 10 degrees in Tests A through D. The 
measurements of the aircraft are processed by an Extended 
Kalman Filter as detailed in the on-line estimation model. 
Included in the output is an estimate of the aircraft norlinal 
force coefficient, Cz. Since the normal force coefficient is 
essentially the negative of the lift coefficient, the stall of the 
aircraft can be seen in the Test D output a t  a normal force 
coefficient of approximately -1.2. 
- .  
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Network Training Input (cont.) 
The velocity and angle of attack encountered during the 
tiraining input is given here. The severest case, Test D, causes 
a 60 feeUsecond speed change and angles of attack ranging from 
-:LO degrees to  over 20 degrees. Since stall is in the 15 degree 
r;ange for this aircraft, this test puts the aircraft through 
extensive maneuvers. 
5 10 15 20 25 30 
Time, sec 
4 Time, sec 
Neural Network Output 
Using a single hidden layer network with 10 nodes, the 
network can accurately model the time evolution of the normal 
force coefficient of the aircraft. The expanded vertical s c a l ~  
allows the effects of stall in the 10 and 13 second periods to  be 
viewed. About 800 presentations of test data A though D vvere 
used to train the network. 
- - Neural Network 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Time. sec 
Network Goefficient Error 
To better demonstrate how well the networks learn, the 
difference between the neural network output and the actual 
normal force coefficient are plotted for two different neural 
networks. While very busy, the bounds of the errors indicate 
that the networks have learned the coefficients to  within about 
!3% during the maneuvers and much better at  other times. 
10 Alternating Nodes in Hidden Layer 
5 10 20 25 30 
Time, see 
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Network Aerodynamic Derivatives 
For control of an aircraft, the derivatives of the aerodynamic 
coefficients are of possibly more importance than the value of 
the coefficient themselves. This slide shows the variation of the 
normal force coefficient with respect to the angle of attack of 
the aircraft. Once again, since the normal force coefficient is 
related to  the lift coefficient, this curve is essentially the 
negative of the lift curve of the aircraft except a t  high angles of 
attack. The fit of the two different neural networks is very good 
especially near the trim angle of attack at  about 4 degrees. The 
fit is reasonable at  very high and low angles of attack too. 
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Network Aerodynamic Derivatives (cont.) 
Looking at  the variation of the normal force coeficient with 
the elevator deflection is also informative. Once again, the 
neural networks are able t o  reasonably accurately fit the 
desired curve, especially in the re@on of the trim position of 
about -2 degrees. This figure has an expanded abscissa. The 
ne~twork is only trained with elevator data between +I- 10 
degrees, but does a reasonable job in the region outside of this. 
Care must be taken when the generalization ability of the 
ne1;vvorks are used like this. 
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Future Considerations 
Future investigations of neural networks for sysl;em 
identification will take several directions. The networks here 
were trained starting from random initial weights. This 
increases the burden of learning by requifing the network both 
to  find the form of the function and also to  accurately match the 
function. By using a pre-training algofithm, possibly based on 
a least-squares fit, initial weights may be chosen whieh give a 
reasonable initial fit for the function and may indicate the 
number of nodes and layers that are needed for such fits. A 
second consideration is the conflicting demands of airclraR 
system identification and neural network training. The system 
identification needs inputs which mdl excite the aircraft while 
the network needs input information whieh will cover the input 
space sufficiently to allow good function fits eve here. Since 
the aircraft is reasonably well understood, extra informatilon, 
such as aircraft defivatives, may be beneficially used in the 
training process. Also, there are many other network trainlng 
algorithms that may be advantageous to use. 
* Initial Weight Selection 
* Input Space Coverage 
* Extra Training Information 
* Network Training Algorithms 
Conclusions 
The system identification model method is an  effective 
method to provide the information necessary to train neural 
networks on-line. Feedforward networks can be used to model 
the aircraft aerodynamic coefficients although there is room for 
ix~provement in both the f i t  of the functions and the methods 
used to  train them. 
* System identification model based on 
Estimation-Before-Modeling is novel and effective 
* Feedforward neural networks can model aerodynamic 
coefficients 
Room for improvement in training and modeling 
Optimal Aircraft Performance During Microburst Encounter 
Mark  L. Psiaki* 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14850 
and 
Robert F .  Stengelt 
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
The effects of microburst characteristics on the optimal penetration performance of jet transport and general 
aviation aircraft are presented. The purpose is to determine the best possible performance that can be achieved 
in a broad range of microbursts. A secondary goal is to illustrate good strategies for dealing with a range of 
microbursts during takeoff and landing. Over 1100 optimal trajectories were computed for two aircraft types 
flying through idealized microbursts using a Successive Quadratic Programs trajectory optimization algorith~m. 
Contours of safety metrics are plotted as functions of the length scales, magnitudes, and locations of horizontal 
wind shears and vertical downdrafts. These performance contours show three length-scale regimes for optimal 
microburst penetration. At short length scales, hazards usually associated with gustiness predominate (e.g., high 
normal load factor, rotational upset). At intermediate length scales, a degraded ability to maintain flight path 
and/or vertical velocity poses the most serious threat. At very long microburst length scales, excessive touch- 
down velocities may result. The ability to transit a microburst successfully also varies strongly with microb~~rst  
location. The results show that both aircraft types could penetrate some very severe microhursts if optimal 
control histories were followed. .Uevertheless, these control strategies assume perfect prior knowledge of the 
wind, and practical limits to successful encounter with real-time control capabilities would be lower. The 
optimally controlled jet transport can successfully penetrate higher intensity microbursts than can the genesral 
aviation aircraft. 
I. Introduction 
N August 2. 1985, a Delta Airlines Lockheed L-1011 
crashed while attempting to land at the Dallas/Ft. Worth 
Airport because it encountered a severe microburst wind shear 
(like that in Fig. 1). The flight data records1 provide insight 
into the combination of wind conditions and control strategy 
that caused this accident. During the headwind portion of the 
microburst, the aircraft was pitched up, apparently in an 
attempt to reduce airspeed. Because of the accompanying 
downdraft, it failed to experience much altitude gain, but it 
did experience a significant groundspeed loss. After regaining 
the initial approach airspeed, the aircraft kept losing airspeed 
rapidly because it entered the tailwind portion of the mi- 
croburst. When the airspeed got within 10-15 kt of the stall 
speed, it was pitched down, apparently in an attempt to regain 
airspeed. It did regain airspeed, but in the process, it crashed 
into a highway 1.1 nm short of the runway. This is a classic 
example of how the conventional piloting strategy of main- 
taining airspeed with the elevator can spell disaster in a mi- 
croburst encounter. 
With this experience (and others like it) in mind, a number 
of efforts have attacked the microburst eccounter problem 
from the perspective of improving control strategy.'-l6 Each 
control strategy realized significant performance improve- 
ments over existing systems in test cases. They did this by 
using pitch (and, in some cases, thrust) inputs to counteract 
the microburst's disturbing effects on such quantities as alti- 
tude and airspeed. Methodologies ranging from classical feed- 
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back design3-" to deterministic trajectory o p t i m i z a t i ~ n ~ ~ . " , ' ~  
have been used. In fact, many of the cont.ro1 schemes were 
able to safely penetrate wind profiles that had caused serious 
accidents. This improved performance is e.ncouraging infor- 
mation, but in most cases, the actual number of simulated 
wind shear encounters was small for each control law, so more 
extensive testing is clearly in order. Effect:; of variations in 
microburst intensity were considered in Refs. 9, 12, 15, and 16, 
whereas the effects of differing aircraft performance charac- 
teristics were treated in Refs. 12 and 16. 
The present work is part of an extended effort to address the 
problem or to improve piloting strategies for microburst en- 
COUnter.4.1 1.12.17.18 The effort began with a c:lassic control de- 
sign study" and progressed to deterministic optimization of 
encounters with Doppler-radar-derived inicroburst wind 
fields.12 The present paper characterizes the dependence of 
deterministically optimized penetration trajectories on mi- 
croburst properties, including length scale, intensity, location, 
and relative magnitude of horizontal vs vertical winds. This 
dependence shows how different microbur:;ts pose different 
types and levels of threat to an optimally controlled aircraft. 
The basic method of determining this dependence is to com- 
pute many deterministic optimal trajectories through a para- 
metric family of microbursts. Results are presented for two 
different aircraft types, a small general aviation aircraft (GA) 
- - - - Gontrols fixed 
Nomlnall 
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Fig. 1 Two JT approach trajectories through the mosa severe Joint 
Airport Wenther Studies hendwind tailwind shenr. 
and a 150,000-ib jet transport (JT). The takeoff and landing- 
approach flight phases are both considered. Reference 17 con- 
tains further results in this area. 
As a side benefit, the numerous trajectory optimizations of 
this study point to possible strategy improvements that could 
be realized by practical control systems, as noted. Reference 
18 follows up on this idea, presenting simplified, realizable 
implementations of these strategies. It is similar to efforts of 
Miele et al., who have also used optimization results to deduce 
practical strategie~.',~.~' 
$1. Analysis Highlights 
Microburst Encounter Modeling 
The longitudinal motions of an aircraft were modeled by 
seven coupied, scalar, nonlinear, ordinary differential equa- 
tions that solve for inertial speed Vj, flight-path angle y;, pitch 
rate q,, angle of attack ai, altitude h ,  range r ,  and thrust or 
power T o r  P 
mhere 6E is the elevator setting, cj = q2/Z Yo ,  & = at/:! Y,, and 
i. is the mean aerodynamic chord. Table 1 gives the coefficient 
values used in this study. Much of the JT aeordynamic model 
was taken from Ref. 19. The GA coefficients are based on 
data in Ref. 20. Note that the available CLmax of each model 
can be derived from the C,, CLa, and amax data in Table I; 
CLma, = 2.50 for the JT; CLmax = 1.77 for the GA. Trajectory 
optimization inequality constraints enforce these CLma, values 
by enforcing the inequality constraint a, I am,(<a,,,Il). En- 
forcing an a,,, slightly less than or,,,l, (ulimate maximum of 
CL) decreases the likelihood of departure from controlled 
flight. Note also that the zero lift line occurs at negative angle 
of attack in both cases, representing flaps-down configura- 
tions. Zero lift of the J T  configuration occurs at  a = - 15.5 
deg because of the high value of CL, taken from Ref. 19; 
hence, J T  negative angle-of-attack time histories appear 
anomalous (as in Fig. 4), but they correspond to positive CL. 
p- - [ - ~ S [ C D  cos(ai - a,) + CL sin(ai - an)]  + T cos(ai + iT)j 
I - - g siny: 
rn 
gS[CL cos(ai - a,) - CD sin(aj - a,)] + T sin(ai + i ~ )  
m I - g cosy; 
y. = 
v, 
and 
. ( ( 6T -T )  T = (JT aircraft) 
. ( 6T -P)  p=- with T = - E(Va)P (GA aircraft) 
7 e  Vo 
Here, the reference area is S, g represents gravitational accel- 
eration, rn and I ,  are aircraft mass and pitching moment of 
inertia, iT is the rhrust incidence angle, and 6T is the throttle 
setting. The time constant for thrust (or power) ' -g 7, is 4 s for 
the jet transport and 1 s for the general aviation aircraft; 
E(V,) represents the airspeed-dependent propeller efficiency 
of the general aviation aircraft. The wind shear effects on the 
aircraft's motions enter through the air-relative angle of at- 
tack a, and the airspeed Vo, 
The CLma, is the significant quantity that limits an aircraft's 
ability to safely negotiate a microburst wind shear, and it takes 
on reasonable values for both configurations. 
The seven scalar differential equations can be put in the 
form x = f ( x ,u ,w)  by defining the state vector, x  = (Vi, yi,  q,,  
a i ,  h ,  r ,  T o r  P)T,  the control vector, u = (6E, 6 n T ,  and the 
disturbance vector, w = ( - wh, - w , ) ~ .  Except for the w de- 
pendence, this form is a special case of the form needed for 
trajectory optimization. 
For the present study, the microburst wind field was mod- 
eled as a function of range along the intended flight corridor; 
our prior optimization study considered altitude-dependent 
profiles measured in the Joint Airport Weather Studies 
(JAWS) program as we11.I2 Five parameters characterize the 
engineering approximation model: the wave length and inten- 
sity of a sinusoidal headwind/tailwind, the wave length and 
intensity of a (I-cosine) downdraft, and the location of the 
microburst core (Fig. 2). This model has been found to pro- 
duce aircraft trajectories like those through the JAWS mi- 
croburst Headwind/tailwind and downdraft ef- 
fects were considered separately so that parametric trends 
could be identified. 
Trajectory Optimization 
The trajectory optimization problem is of the continuous- 
time, fied-end time, free-end-point, Bolza type. 
Vi sin?; + w, 
a, = ai + yi - t a n - '  
V; cos 7; + Wh 
) (2a) Find 
u 0) for t 6 [to,t/l (4a) 
vo =  W :  + wi + ZV,(W, siny, + wh cosy,) (2b) 
Table 1 Aerodynade propeFties of the J d  Trnnspont (JT) and 
and the dynamic pressure is computed as 4 = p V,2/2. General Aviation (GA) Models 
The aerodynamic models for pitching moment, lift, and 
drag coefficients CM, CL,  and CD are quasisteady models that Axcraft CLO CL, CL~E CLO CL; amax, 
are reasonably accurate at low Mach number and below the deg 
stall angle of attack JT 1.36 5.04 0.40 9.3 6.6 13 
CM = CM, + C ~ ~ f f ,  + C M , , ~ E  + CM@, + CH,(Y, (3a) GA 0.61 4.73 0.48 15.9 8.0 14 
Aircraft CMO CM, CwaE C M ~  Cnr,- CC,, E 
CL = c~~ + C,rmaa + CL,~E + CLqQ; + CL,& (3b) JT 0.0 - 1.21 - 1.43 -29.5 - 17.7 0.064 0.067 
- 4  C &--.-+ 
4 + b + d +  
+d Q 
Headwind - r~dDowndraR 
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Fig. 2 An engineering-approximation wind shear model: a)  vertical 
cross-section: b) variation of horizontal and vertical winds. 
to minimize 
subject to 
c[x(t),u(f),f] 5 0 for all tc[to,tf] (4-e) 
where the typical L = [2[(h - ho) cosyio - (r - ro) sinyio12 
+0.04[6E -6EoI2 + 0.004[6T - 6Toj2)] and V = L/~AxFP,v~x,; 
they penalize deviations from the intended flight path. In these 
cost function expressions distances are expressed in feet, eleva- 
tor angles in degrees, and throttle settings in percent of maxi- 
mum. The quantities ho and ro are initial values; yio, 6Eo, and 
6To are nominal values. The vector Axf is the final state 
perturbation from the nominal flight condition and flight 
path, and the matrix PN is the solution of a discrete-time 
algebraic Riccati equation involving the sampled-data lin- 
earization of Eq. (1) about the nominal flight condition and 
involving the cost function integrand L .  The function f de- 
scribes the nonlinear longitudinal motions of an aircraft in a 
wind shear, c describes state and control inequalities that must 
be enforced for the optimal solution to make physical and 
practical sense (e.g., throttle saturation and stall angle of 
attack), xo gives the initial position and flight condition, and 
to and tf ensure that the trajectory traverses the entire mi- 
croburst. 
The function f contains global information about the wind 
shear because this is a deterministic formulation of the trajec- 
tory optimization problem; therefore, the optimal solution 
"knows" ahead of time what the microburst is going to do. 
This foreknowledge of the wind field makes the selection of xo 
important. If the initial range location is farther ahead of the 
center of the microburst, the optimization will have more time 
to prepare for the encounter. For example, the optimization 
might call for the airplane to put the throttle forward to store 
excess airspeed in preparation for coming tailwinds even be- 
fore the airplane actually enters the tailwind section. 
In this study, the initial range location is just ai the onset of 
any winds, a t  the beginning of the headwind build-up section 
if w,,, # 0, at the beginning of the downdraft build-up sec- 
tion otherwise. The initial airspeed is the nominal airspeed 
during takeoff and landing. By comparison. Mieie et 31.' :" . ' "  
and Zhao and BrysonIs assume [,hat the initial range location 
is at the maximum headwind and that the initial airspeed is at 
the nominal. In their optimal trajectories, thse aircraft has less 
time to prepare for the microburst tailwinds, and it starts with 
a deficit in inertial speed. Consequently, for given peak-to- 
peak winds, their results are more conservative. 
A second difference is in the cost functioris optimized here 
and in the referenced studies. Whereas we have minimized a 
quadratic path-following error, Miele et ai.9,'0.16 and Zhao and 
BrysonI5 minimized the maximum altitude or altitude rate 
deviations that occurred on the trajectories. The minimum- 
maximum and quadratic altitude deviation cost functions 
yield similar optimal trajectories. Zhao and Rryson also inves- 
tigated a cost function based on final air-relative total energy, 
which produces very different optimal trajectories. 
Soiutions to the trajectory optimization problem in Eq. (4.) 
have been obtained by application of the method of Successive 
Quadratic Programs (SQP) to a discrete-time approximation 
of the original problem.17 The discretization is like that of a 
zero-order hold: it breaks the interval from to to tfinto Nequal 
subintervals, tk to tk + , for k = O...N - 1;  ty = rf. The con- 
trols are held fixed over each subinterval, and the continuous- 
time inequality constraint is enforced only at the sampling 
times tk .  The optimization used 70 sampling intervais per 
microburst encounter. 
Parametric Study of Effects of Microburst Variations 
Optimal trajectories were computed for various values of 
the microburst parameters, r h r  wh,,, ry.  HI ",,, and r i ,  for 
two aircraft types, and for takeoff and approach flight paths. 
Each parameter combination leads to a different optimal mi- 
croburst encounter trajectory. Several quantities that charac- 
terize the safety of the encounter were extracted from each 
trajectory and were associated with a partir:uiar point in mi- 
croburst parameter space. Thus, altitude deviation, sink rare, 
minimum airspeed, and other measures of the trajectories can 
be portrayed as functions of the microbursl. parameters, and 
acceptable limiting values can be expressed in terms of these 
parameters. The resulting plots present standards against 
which practical sub-optimal controllers can be judged. 
Altitude deviation on landing approach leads to touch- 
down-point deviation. Vertical velocity deviations can be haz- 
ardous on both climb-out and approach. On approach, too 
high a sink rate at touchdown can cause the aircraft Structure 
to fail. If the ascent rate is too small or negarive on climb-our, 
eventual obstacle impact becomes likely. Airspeed-deviation 
hazards, as considered here, are those associated with the loss 
of rotational stability and control through t!he loss of aerody- 
namic moments; it could become the critical safety factor in 
very intense, very short length-scale microbtirsts. The B-g stall 
limit on airspeed is not considered as a safety factor because 
stall has been directly factored into the trajectory optimiza- 
tions as a state inequality constraint on angle of attack. iner- 
tial velocity deviations during landing approach are consid- 
ered because of the necessity to  stop the airlplane in the given 
runway length after landing.2' 
This study examines headwind/tailwind (W/T) effects and 
downdraft (DD) effects separately. The separation reduces the 
scope of our parametric study to a feasible level. An actual 
microburst has both horizonta and vertical wind components. 
For a predominantly H/T microburst encounter (as happens 
very near the ground), our study of pure H/T encounter gives 
a good prediction of the trends. Also, for a predominantly DD 
microburst encounter (as happens further aloft), our study of 
pure DD encounter gives a good prediction of the trends. For 
a mixed H/T-DD microburst encounter, superposition of ac- 
tual trajectory response applies up to a certain level of wind 
activity, but superposition makes no sense in reference to 
maximal performance contours. Nevertheless, the perfor- 
mance study of the separate cases gives insight into the quali- 
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Fig. 3 Optimal J^ r landing-approach trajectories through five head- 
wind tailwind microbursts of varying intensity (rh = 16.000 ft). 
tative trends in strategy and performance that can be expected 
in the mixed case. 
The dependence on microburst location, r,, was suppressed 
for the H/T and DD results. Instead of fixing the value of r,, 
r, takes its worst-case value with respect to any given safety- 
related quantity. Suppose q, is the quantity in question and 
that higher values of the quantity indicate a deterioration of 
safety, then the value of the quantity used in the H/T cross 
section would be 
qrmax(rh, whmax) = max q,(rh ,whmax,rV = 0,wvm, = ~ J L )  ( 5 )  
'L 
Variations of r, do not affect the optimal control actions in 
the analysis of this paper because flare and pre-takeoff run- 
way roll have not been considered. Microburst location varia- 
tions only affect the location of the penetration trajectory with 
respect to the ground. Therefore, maximizations as in Eq. (5) 
can be carried olut over a single optimal trajectory, i.e., by 
computing a single trajectory for a given rh and whm, and 
maximizing q, ovier that trajectory. Effects of rnicroburst core 
location, r,, also were considered separately. 
Ill, Trajectory Optidzation Results 
Over a thousanid optimal microburst encounters have been 
computed. The optimal trajectories fall broadly into eight 
distinct categories, each distinct combination of aircraft type 
(ST or GA), wind feature (DD or H/T), and flight phase 
(landing approach or takeoff). In each of these eight catego- 
ries, 60-210 distinct optimal trajectories were computed at 
grid points of microburst intensity vs length scale. The mi- 
croburst length scales range from shorter than the distance 
traveled during one short period to longer than the distance 
traveled during one phugoid period. The microburst wind 
intensities range u:p to hundreds of ft/s; details for all of these 
trajectories, can be found in Ref. 17. 
The solution of a trajectory optimization problem is a state- 
space trajectory and its associated control time history. Fig- 
ures 3 and 4 present examples of aircraft-in-a-microburst opti- 
mal trajectories. 'The JT aircraft is used in these examples, the 
microbursts are H/T microbursts, the primary cost function 
component is mean-square altitude deviation, and the flight 
phase is landing approach. On the altitude vs range plots 
(Fig. 31, three of the optimal trajectories are indistinguishable 
from the nominal trajectory. The plots of associated time 
histories (Fig. 4) !;how significant deviations from nominal in 
a11 cases. These solutions provide good examples of the infor- 
mation contained in an optimal trajectory. 
Fig. 4 Time histories associated with five optimal JT landing ap- 
proaches through headwind/tailwind microbursts of varying intensity 
( r h  = 16,000 ft). 
Insight into the characteristics of good control in a mi- 
croburst has been a side benefit of this parametric study. In 
Figs. 3 and 4, unconventional pitch steering maintains lift, 
thereby maintaining glide path-note the 180 deg phase shift 
between the airspeed and angle-of-attack time histories on 
Fig. 4. As the microburst intensity increases, this strategy 
eventually leads to saturation of the angle of attack at the stall 
limit. The negative angles of attack indicated on Fig. 4 still 
correspond to positive lift; note the line indicating the zero-lift 
angle of attack. Throttle activity increases to avoid airspeed 
excursions below the I-g stall limit, and microburst transit 
occurs more quickly because of the resultant higher inertial 
velocities. These combined strategies do a good job of main- 
taining the intended glide path up to a microburst intensity of 
220 ft/s (corresponding to a peak-to-peak variation of 440 
fps). 
The throttle setting increases from the nominal value in the 
headwind zone in all cases of Figs. 3 and 4 as a consequence of 
the global knowledge assumed during optimization. In other 
words, the optimization algorithm benefits from predictive 
information that would require "look ahead" measurements 
in the aircraft or "uplink" of ground-based measurements of 
the wind field. Reference 18 presents a related real-time throt- 
tle strategy that does not require predictive capability. 
The control strategies used by all of the optimizations of 
this study have the following common characteristics. They 
use pitch control in an unconventional manner to maintain lift 
while using throttle to keep from running out of airspeed- 
tailwinds steal airspeed directly and downdrafts steal energy, 
which is equivalent to airspeed. When an extreme microburst 
causes the airspeed to fall below the 1-g stall limit, despite 
counteracting throttle activity, the unconventional strategy is 
continued: the angle of attack is held at  the stall limit until the 
microburst subsides. The net altitude loss due to this maneu- 
ver is less than what would be caused by diving to regain 
airspeed. The current results suggest that CK be raised to the 
stick-shaker limit, where CL is very high but not yet at its 
ultimate maximum and where the likelihood of lateral-direc- 
tional control problems still is quite low. By bleeding off 
excess airspeed in favor of altitude down to the stick-shaker 
limit, an aircraft may ride out a severe microburst transient 
without deviating appreciably from its intended flight path. 
Performance as a Function o f  ,Microburst Parameters 
Landing Approach Perjormance Through Headwind/ 
Tailwind .Microbursts 
lo4 10' 
Mluoburst length mh, r (R) 
Fig. 5 Perlomancr ufety contoun for ,oplimnl JT landing ap- 
prolrcb in herdwind/tnildnd 
Figures 5 and 6 present limiting H/T intensities as functions 
of length scale for the J T  and GA aircraft executing landing 
approach. The figures also present an approximate curve for 
the altitude deviation performance. The symbols on the plots 
refer to points of the contours that have been computed via 
interpolation with respect to microburst intensity. Extrapola- 
tions beyond the symbols indicate that some data exist at the 
adjacent length scale, but not at high enough microburst in- 
tensity to determine the next interpolation point. The mi- 
croburst length scales at  which optimal trajectories have been 
computed range from 250 to 16,000 ft for the GA aircraft and 
from 1000 to 64,000 ft for the J T  aircraft on a logarithmic grid 
centered near the respective aircraft's phugoid length scale. 
The different intensity scales of the two plots reflect the lower 
ability of the GA aircraft to handle severe microburst winds. 
The performance contours for the two aircraft display sev- 
eral similarities. The primary safe-performance measure, the 
maximum altitude deviation, has contours that are concave 
upward on both plots for higher values of the maximum 
deviation. The minimum intensity for a given contour occurs 
at a microburst length scale between that of the short period 
mode (GA: 230 ft, JT: 1800 ft) and that of  the phugoid mode 
(GA: 2510 ft, JT: 10,470 ft). The maximum-altitude-deviation 
contours are close together at long microburst length scales 
but diverge at short microburst length scales. 
At short microburst length scales, the minimum-airspeed 
limit becomes important. The minimum-airspeed contours 
reach high microburst intensities for the longer length-scale 
microbursts. At short microburst length scales, however, the 
microburst intensities of the minimum-airspeed contours de- 
crease while the intensities of other contours increase, thus 
making the minimum airspeed limit a critical factor in this 
regime. As a point of reference, the 1-g stall airspeeds are 180 
and 85 ft/s for the J T  and GA aircraft, respectively. 
At longer microburst length scales, the upper limit on iner- 
tial velocity may become a crucial limit. These contours do 
just the reverse of the minimum-airspeed contours: they are at  
high microburst intensity for short microburst length scale, 
but their intensities decrease with increasing microburst iengrh 
scale. Recalling that a limit to inertial vei.ociry arises from 
braking-distance/runway limitations, one 5:an compute rea- 
sonable values for this limit based on flight rnanuals such as in 
Ref. 21. 
In contrast to the other contours, the maximum-descenr- 
rate contours for the two aircraft (the second graph from the 
top on each of Figs. 5 and 6) are dissimilar. As a point of 
reference, the nominal descent rates are 12 and 6 ft/s for the 
J T  and GA aircraft. Contours corresponding to a maximum 
descent rate that is double the nominal descent rate fall in 
regions of microburst parameter space where other safety 
factors would allow a landing approach, e.g., w,, = 120 fps, 
rh = 3000 ft for J T  penetration, and w,,, = 60 fps, rh = 1000 
ft for the GA penetration. Descent-rate limits must be consid- 
ered to determine the safety of landing a!pproach in a mi- 
croburst. 
Some of the trends of these performance safety contours 
have simple explanations. A dynamic, one-dimensional analy- 
sis agrees well with the long length-scale altitude-deviation 
performance contours. References 17 and 18 explain this anal- 
ysis, which is a dynamic version of the analysis used to gener- 
ate an aircraft's power curve from its lift, drag, and thrust 
characteristics. Stall also plays a role in this analysis, which 
estimates microburst-induced airspeed variations that occur 
while tracking the glide path. The airspeed variations are 
estimated by integrating a differential equation for d V/dr that 
is derived under the assumptions of 100% throttle setting and 
perfect glide-path-maintaining pitch control. On the maxi- 
mum-altitude-deviation contour graphs (top graphs) of Figs. S 
and 6 ,  the curves marked "1-D Approx. of Limit" were 
generated from this analysis. For long length-scale H/T mi- 
crobursts, these curves agree well with the actual maximum-al- 
titude-deviation contours. 
The maximum inertial-velocity contours can be explained in 
terms of the general strategy that has been described above. 
The trajectory optimizations try to  avoid t:xcursions of the 
airspeed below the I-g stall limit by accelerating the aircraft 
'a, 
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Fig. 7 PeBformance safety contours for optimal JT climb-out in 
downdraft mierobrhsts. 
with thrust. This strategy becomes more and more effective 
for longer length-scale microbursts because the thrust has 
more time to work. Increased inertial velocities in the longer 
length-scale microbursts go hand in hand with this increased 
ability to maintain flight path, thus the downward trend of the 
inertial-veiocity contours at long microburst length scales: 
higher inertial-velocity maxima occur in less severe mi- 
crobursts. At very long length scales, the throttle is fully 
capable of maintaining airspeed, and penetration safety is 
simply a function of the ability of the aircraft to land in a 
steady tailwind. At microburst length scales shorter than the 
phugoid length scale, on the other hand, the aircraft cannot 
change its inertial velocity much due to its large mass; there- 
fore, these contours go to very high microburst intensities and 
become irrelevant to the question of safety. 
For microburst length scales below the phugoid length scale, 
an aircraft's inertial-velocity cannot vary significantly, and 
the maximum airspeed loss equals the maximum tailwind. At 
these shorr length scales, the microburst intensity of each 
minimum-airspeed contour is approximately the difference 
between the nominal airspeed and the contour airspeed. 
In summary, the performance safety contours for optimal 
aircraft landing approach in X/T microbursts display three 
regimes. In the shortest length-scale regime, shorter than the 
scale of the aircraft short-period mode, the hazard of upset 
associated with very low airspeed and loss of aerodynamic 
control torque is  the most restrictive safety criterion. The 
ability to maintain aircraft altitude is one of the two most 
important factors in the length-scale regime between the short- 
period mode and1 the phugoid mode. The ability to maintain 
siow descent rare is the other important factor in this regime. 
The maximum allowable inertial velocity at  touchdown can 
limit the ability 1 0  successfully negotiate H/T microbursts in 
the length-scale regime above the phugoid mode. 
Sakeo ff Performa~?ce of a Jet Transporr in Downdraft Microbursts 
Figure 7 presents results for J T  climb-out through down- 
draft mmicrobursts. The meanings of symbols and the contour 
plotting method:; have been carried over from the previous 
two figures. For comparison's sake, the same flaps-down air- 
craft configuration has been used for this study as for the 
landing approach study, even though this is not the standard 
takeoff configuration. 
In this case, the minimum ascent rate is the critical perfor- 
mance safety factor over the entire length-scale regime that 
has been considerred. At microburst length scales longer than 
the phugoid len,gth scale, most of the minimum-ascent-rate 
contours level out and approach a microburst intensity equal 
to the m&munn static ascent rate less the minimum ascent 
rate asociated with the particular contour. At length scales 
below the phugoid length scale, the microburst intensities of 
the contours increase with decreasing length scale. 
Reference 17 presents the other five sets of intensity/length- 
scale perfomance safety contours for optimal microburst en- 
counter. They are similar in structure to the three sets pre- 
2, r at TD = -2,000 ft -9" 
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Fig. 8 Performance safety contours for optimal JT landing ap- 
proach as functions of microburst core location and headwind/tail- 
wind intensity (rh = 16,000 ft, wvm = 0). 
sented here, but shed additional light on the questions of what 
factors limit safety in what regimes and why they limit it. 
Location-Dependent Safety Contours: A Landing-Approach Example 
The gross effects of microburst location were evaluated by 
shifting the core of X/T profiles and examining changes in 
touchdown parameters, neglecting flare dynamics. Actual 
touchdown values would be affected by flare but would follow 
the trends shown here. 
Figure 8 presents three safety-nieasure contours for the case 
of optimal J T  landing approach through H/T microbursts of 
length scale rh = 16,000 ft. The horizontal axes of the graphs 
give microburst location relative to the intended touchdown 
point, r ~ .  Positive location indicates that the microburst cen- 
ter occurs beyond the intended touchdown point (i.e., the 
aircraft is nominally on the runway). The vertical axes give 
microburst intensity, whmu (wVmu = 0). The top graph on the 
figure presents contours of constant range deviation at touch- 
down. The + 600 ft contour indicates cases that overshoot the 
intended touchdown point by 600 ft (land 600-ft long); the 
negative-valued contdurs co;respond to cases that produce 
short landings. 
The range-deviation-at-touchdown contours indicate that 
the worst-case microburst location for producing short land- 
ings has the center of the outflow occurring 5000 to 9000 ft 
before the aircraft reaches its intended touchdown point. 
Given the microburst length scale of 16,000 ft and its sinu- 
soidal H/T variation, the maximum tailwinds occur 1000 to 
5000 ft before the intended touchdown point. This makes 
sense; the tailwinds produce the hazard in H/T microbursts, 
and if they are to cause an aircraft to land significantly short, 
they must occur far enough before the runway threshold with- 
out being so far from the runway as to allow for recovery 
before ground impact occurs. 
The descent-rate contours and the inertial-velocity contours 
also have the worst-case location for the microburst center 
occurring before the aircraft reaches its intended touchdown 
point. These'worst-case locations are 2000 to 5000 ft before 
the intended touchdown point for the descent rate-at-touch- 
down criterion and 3000 to 5000 ft before it for the inertial-ve- 
locity-at-touchdown criterion. These criteria have the worst- 
case rnicroburst occurring closer to the airport than does the 
range-deviation-at-touchdown criterion. 
IV.  Conclusions 
This paper has presented and discussed the results of a study 
of the dependence of optimal aircraft penetration trajectories 
on microburst wind shear characteristics. The method of study 
plots contours of safety metrics in a parameter space of mi- 
croburst characteristics. Optimal performance has been stud- 
ied for two aircraft, a jet transport and a general aviation 
aircraft, and for two flight phases, climb-out and landing 
approach. 
For optimally controlled aircraft, performance safety on  
landing approach is limited in medium length-scale mi- 
crobursts primarily by the aircraft's ability to track the nomi- 
nal glide path or  to maintain low descent rate a t  touchdown. 
In long-length-scale microbursts, a critical limit t o  safe perfor- 
mance on landing approach is the aircraft's maximum touch- 
down inertial velocity. Safe performance on climb-out is lim- 
ited primarilty by the aircraft's ability to continue climbing in 
the microburst. For short  length-scale microbursts with a large 
tailwind, a factor that may limit safe performance is the 
danger of  losing aerodynamic control torque at  very low air- 
speeds. Microburst location also has a strong effect on the 
safety of  an  encounter. On landing approach, the most threat- 
ening peak :ailwind locations for an  optimally controlled air- 
craft occur from zero to one mile before the runway threshold. 
The r- orr red results have been achieved by optimal strate- 
gies that tightly control altitude via elevator inputs and that 
use thrortle inputs to keep airspeed above the lg stall limit. 
These strategies track the intended flight path by taking 
advantage of  transient phenomena and by trading airspeed for 
altitude down to the stick-shaker limit. 
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Abstract 
An overview of failure-tolerant control is presented, begin- 
ning with robust control, progressing through parallel and analyt- 
ical redundancy, and ending with rule-based systems and artifi- 
cial neural networks. By design or implementation, failure-toler- 
ant conml systems a "intelligent" systems. All failure-tolerant 
systems require some degree of robustness to protect against 
catastrophic failure; failure tolerance often can be improved by 
adaptivity in decision-making and control, as well as by rcdun- 
dancy in measurement and actuation. Reliability, maintainability, 
and survivability can be enhanced by failure tolerance, although 
each objective poses different goals for control system design. 
Artificial intelligence concepts are helpful for integrating and 
codifying failure-tolerant conml systems, not as alternatives but 
as adjuncts to conventional design methods. 
Introduction 
Many devices depend on automatic control for satisfactory 
operation, and while assuring stability and performance with all 
components functioning properly remains the primary design 
goal, there is increasing need for controlled systems to continue 
operating acceptably following failures in either the system to be 
controlled (the plant) or in the conuol system itself.' A distinc- 
tion should be made between system failures, which occur when 
components break or misbehave, and system faults, which in- 
clude improper design as well. Our attention is directed at the 
former, as improper design is a separate issue. 
Failure-tolerant control systems can be characterized as ro- 
bust, rcconfigurable, or some combination of the two. A well- 
designed feedback controller trpically reduces the plant's output 
sensitivity to measurement errors and disturbance inputs; if the 
plant is lightly damped or unstable, it provides closed-loop sta- 
bility as well. It is designed assuming some nominal physical 
structure for the plant, expressed by a mathematical model and a 
set of pararnetm. A controlled system that retains satisfactory 
performance in the presence of variations from this model with- 
out changes in the control system's structure or parameters is said 
to be robust. The degree of failure that can be accommodated by 
a fixed control smcture is more rcsmctcd than that of a variable 
control snuctwe. If the structure orparameters can be altered 
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following system failure, the conno1 system is reco@gwable. 
In the latter case, the control system detects, identifies, and 
isolates failures, and it modifies control laws to maintain accept- 
able performance. A system that is failure-toilerant through re- 
configuration is both adaptive and dundant. It is adaprive in its 
ability to adjust to off-nominal behavior, as occurs from loss or 
degradation of sensors, acmators, and power supplies, damage to 
signal and power nansmission channels, or unexpected alteradon 
of the plant's characteristics. It is redundont in its ability to over- 
come lost capabilities with remaining resources. Redundancy can 
be provided by similar parallel channels for :measurement and 
control, or it may result from flexible logic that synthesizes 
missing measurements or control forces using operable sensors 
and actuators, effectively invoking dissimilar parallel channels. 
A reconfigurable control system must be robust enough to pre- 
clude controlled system failure while adaptation is talung place. 
While there is much debate as to what: constitutes true 
"machine intelligence," it can be argued that adaptlvity and re- 
dundancy an atmbutes of 'ltelligence and, in the same lighr rhar 
feedback control makes use of information in am inrelligent fash- 
ion. The issue is not that adaptive, feedback c~ntrollers pass the 
seminal Turing test [ I ]  or possess "consciousness" 121. It is char 
they exhibit the "ability involved in calculating, reasoning, per- 
ceiving relationships and analogies, learning quickly, storing and 
remeving information, ... classifying. generalizing, and adjusang 
to new situations," [3] at least in a symbolic or quantitadve sense. 
To the extent that symbols and instructions rcflmr knowledge and 
decisions, a failure-tolerznt. feedback control system can be 
called intelligent, and that context is adopted hen. 
Controlled Systems 
Attention is focused on the control of continuous-time clv- 
narnic systems (or plants) whose motions can be represented by 
integrals of nonlinear ordinary differential equations, 
where x(r) is the n-dimensional state, u(t) is tihc m-dimensional 
control, w(t) is an s-dimensional disturbance, and p is an I-vector 
of pararnetm. The state is observed through the rneasuremenr r- 
vector, 
where n(t) is an r-dimensional measurement-exmmr vector. Along 
a nominal trajectory specified by &At), ~g(t) .  VF~(I), and n,(r) for 
r m (to, t f ) ,  perturbations of the state and observation vectors are 
governed approximately by linear, dme-varying quaeons, 
IF, 6, L, N,, :HM, and Hw are conformable Jacobian matrices 
expressing senisitivities to the perturbation variables. At discrete 
instanu of time, &, k+1. and so on, the state and measurement 
p e r t h a o n s  can be approximated by 
where the sub:script "k" indicates evaluation at 4. Here, 0, T, 
and A have the same dimensions as F, 6, and L and are derived 
from the system's state transition properties (e.g.. [4]). These 
models pmvidr: a foundation for the remaining discussion. 
Control logic for the nonlinear plant (q. 1 and 2) typically 
takes the fonn of a &mmic cornpernolor, 
This linear, tirne-varying structure exemplifies estimation and 
control functions for discussion purposes, but more complex 
smcturss -- pxicularly nonlinear ones - may be employed. It is 
er,uivdent to a feedback control law (eq. 7) operating on the in- 
reAal s u e  esrimate & contained in the (n  + k)-dimensional 5k 
(eq. 8). a is ai k-vector of compensation components, such as 
integds of stale elements. The control and estimation gains, Ck 
and Kk, are sel~rted to provide satisfactory n 
may vary in hnx. \I"L and -& normally represent nominal values 
of % md Tk plus integrating (i-e., accumulating) or filtering op- 
erations 'iitcd with D. The desired state and corresponding 
conml for the nonlinear plant, xo and u enter as in q. 10 
k Ok' 
and 11. 
Figure 1 rrpresents an idealized controlled system, with dis- 
turbnce and noise inputs not shown. While the figure identities 
the elernenss of nominal control system design. it provides little 
insight a b u t  c~onnol system components, all of which may fail. 
Tangible cornponcnts are needed for measurement and actuation 
(Fig. 2),  the co~ntrol ogic described by eq. 7 to 11 is executed in 
a computer, these components are enabled by a power supply, 
and Phe p w a t  supply also is subject to failure. An ancillary issue 
is that sensors and actuators -- themselves physical systems -- 
have scale facetxs, biases, and dynamic characteristics to be con- 
s i d e d  du+ing failure detection and identification. The simplest 
means of doing this is to in e these characteristics in the 
plant Iloodel (cq. 1 and 2) stirnation and control logic 
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Figure 1. Idealization of a controlled system 
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Figure 2. Components of a controlled system. 
Objectives and Issues for Failure-Tolerant 
Control 
Failure tolerance may be called upon to improve system reli- 
ability, maintainability, and survivability. The requirements for 
failure tolerance are different in these three cases. Reliabiliry 
deals with the ability to complete a task saasfaaorily and with the 
period of time over which that ability is retained. A control sys- 
tem that allows normal completion of tasks after component fail- 
ure improves reliability. Mainrainabiliry concerns the need for 
repair and the ease with which repairs can be made, with no 
premium placed on performance. Failun tolerance could increase 
time between maintenance actions and allow the use of sim~ler 
repair procedures. SurvivabiIiry relates to the l ike l ihd of don- 
ducting an operation safely (without danger to human operators 
or the controlled svstem). whether or not the task is com~leted. 
Degraded perfo&ce fillowing failure might be perrnihed, as 
long as the system can be brought to an acceptable state of rest. 
Improving the reliability of individual components clearly 
helps in all rhsw categories; however, it does not follow that what 
aids one objective aids another. For example, replacing a single 
smng of control system components by three parallel smngs of 
identical components (plus selection or averaging logic) may im- 
prove reliability, but it also increases the likelihood of component 
failures, degrading maintainability. Conversely, redundancy 
within line-replaceable units (LRUs) could improve maintainabil- 
ity if it allows LRUs to be changed less often. Adding a separate 
string of less-capable components may improve survivability 
withour improving reliability while decreasing maintainability. 
The principal categories of failure are plant alterations, actua- 
tor and sensor failures, computer failure, and power sup- 
ply/uansrnission failure. Actuators, sensors, and other analog 
components are subject to many failure types, some of which 
may be subtle but nonetheless damaging: parameter variation, 
abrupt or random bias shift, abrupt or random scale factor shift, 
change in saturation limits, drift, open circuit. hardover (or 
stuck), and noise. Digital computer hardware failures have en- 
tirely different characteristics, but it can be argued that they are 
never subtle, as internal clock rates are high and the loss of co- 
herent output is obvious [S]. Computer software does not fail 
per se, but it is susceptible to programming faults that may sur- 
face unexpectedly and that may be hard to detect. Multiple fail- 
ures can occur, particularly as a consequence of physical damage, 
and they may be intermittent; hence, reconfiguration logic must 
do more than just accommodate isolated failures. While not 
smctly system failures, operator blunders and power transients 
may produce system states that rquirr: prompt response. 
Many factors must be considered in designing failure-tolerant 
controls, including: allowable performance degradation in the 
failed state, criticality and l ike l ihd of the failure, urgency of re- 
sponse to failure, tradeoffs between correcmess and speed of re- 
sponse, normal range of system uncenainty, disturbance envi- 
ronment, component reliability vs. redundancy, maintenance 
goals (mean-time-between failures, mean-dme-to-failure, mean- 
time-to-repair, maintenance-hours/opcration-hours, etc.), size 
and cost of LRUs, system architecture, limits of manual inter- 
vention, and life-cycle costs. Assessing each of these factors re- 
quires detailed knowledge of the plant and its control objectives. 
Robust Control 
Controlled system robusrness is the ability to maintain satis- 
factory stability and performance in the presence of parameter 
variations, which could be due to component failures in either the 
plant or the control system. All practical conmlled systems must 
possess some degree of robusmess against operational parameter 
variations. Maintaining stability with component failures is a 
particular challenge when the plant is open-loop-unstable, as 
control-system failure may mean that the system becomes par- 
tially "open-loop." Alternatively. a plant alteration (e.g., the 
breaking of a stabilizing spring or the loss of an aimaft's stabiliz- 
ing surface) may force an ordinarily stable system to become un- 
stable. In either case, reconfiguration may offer the only re- 
course for stable control. It also is possible for an open-loop- 
stable plant to be destabilized by a feedback conmller with failed 
control loops [6].  This lack of robusmess is most likely to occur 
in high-gain controllas, w h a t  open- and closed-loop dynamics 
are substantially differenr; robusmess recovery typically rquircs 
lowering the control gains in systematic fashion [4,6,7]. The in- 
hercnt stability margins of cutain algebraic control laws (e.g.. the 
linear-quadratic 0 regulator [4,8-101) may become vanish- 
ingly small when dynamic cornpensation (e-g., the estimator in a 
linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) regulator) is added [I I]. 
Restoring the robusmess to that of the LQ regulator typically re- 
quires increasing estimator gains using the Imp-transfer-rccovery 
method [4,12]. 
Subjective judgments have to be made in assessing the need 
for robusmess and in establishing corresponding control system 
design criteria as there is an inevitable uadwff between robust- 
ness and nominal system pedormana (131. The designer must 
opaating ranges and dismburions of parameter 
variations. as well as the specifications for system operability 
with failed components, else the final design may afford too little 
robustness for possible parameter variations or too much robust- 
ness for satisfactory nominal performance. Robustness tradi- 
tionally has been assessed deterministically [14]; it is an inherent 
part of the classical design of single-inputlsingle-ourput systems, 
and there are multi-inputlmulti-ourpur equivalents ioased on singu- 
lar-value analysis of various frequency-domain matrices [e.g., 
4,10,12,15]. The most critical difficulty in applying these tech- 
niques is relating singular-value bounds on return-difference and 
inverse-mum-difference mamces to real parameter variations in 
the controlled system. 
There is increasing interest in statistical alternatives &at rnake 
full use of knowledge about potential system variations and that 
work directly with nal parameter variations. The probobili~y of 
instability was introduced in [16] and is funhe:r desrribed in 
[17,18]. This method determines the scochasric robusrmss of a 
linear, time-invariant system by the probability clismbudons of 
closed-loop eigenvalues, given the statistics of the variable pa- 
rameters in the controlled system's dynamic model. The proba- 
bility that any of these eigenvalues have positive real parts is the 
scalar measure of robustness, a figure of merit to1 be nzinimizd 
by control system design. Extensions to the anailysis of perfor- 
mance robustness and of nonlinear, time-varying systems a e  di- 
rect. This approach provides logical connection~s to reliability 
analysis of control systems, discussed below. 
It is easy to pose unreachable or irrelevant goals for control 
robustness. Roblems that must be addressed in robust control 
system design include: retaining controllability and obscwability 
following component failure, achieving satisfact.ory off-design 
performance (including steady-state and nacking response as well 
as stability), minimizing compromises to on-design pedomance, 
and relating robustness criteria to real component failures. 
Parallel Redundancy 
In principle, tolerance to control system failmes can be im- 
proved if two or more smngs of sensors, actuators, and compur- 
ers, each separately capable of satisfactory control, are imple- 
mented in parallel (Fig. 3). A voring scheme is used for ndun- 
dancy management. comparing control signals to detect and over- 
come failures. With two identical channels, a compmtor can 
determine whether or not control signals are identical; hence, it 
can detect a failure but cannot identify which string has failed. 
Using three identical channels, the control signal with the middle 
value can be selected (or voted). assuring that a single failed 
channel never controls the plant A Zchannel system is consid- 
ered fail-safe because the presence of a failure can be detemind, 
but it is left to additional in-line (or "built-in test"] logic to select 
the unfailed channel for conml. The 3-channel system is fail-op- 
erarional, as the task can be completed following a single failure. 
Systems with four identical control channels are called "fail- 
op/faiI-op" because they can tolerate two failures and still yield 
nominal performance. In any voting system, it nrnains for addi- 
tional logic to declare unselecd channels failed. Given the vec- 
torial nature of control, this declaration may be equivwal, as 
middle values of conml-vector elements can be drawn from dif- 
ferent strings. 
Of course, the voting logic itself has some prolxbility of fail- 
ure, and a single-point failure of a voting component could be 
catastrophic. Consequently, it may be preferable to let each 
channel remain independent through the applicaition of control 
force, lemng force averaging mediate failures. If tmntrol outputs 
arc averaged. d l  variations among the parallel cihanneis tend to 
cancel. and the net output is smooth; however. a nlnaway failure 
can bias the net signal away from its desired value. Voting and 
isolation of failed channels then can be canied our as an auxiliary 
process whose own failure would not disable the e n t k  system. 
Once a failed channel has been disengaged, the total available 
control force is reduced, changiag the performance characteristics 
of the connoljied system. 
Figure 3. A triply redundant controlled system. 
For perfect output v o ~ g  of M identical parallel channels each 
with N serial components, the failure probability Pf of the overall 
control system is, 
Sensor, computer, and actuator failure rates1 are &, ;L, and k ,  
(assumed to be small and uncorrelated), (rf - rg )  is the mission du- 
radon, and R i.s the single-smng reliability [19,20]. lf the com- 
ponents can be cross-strapped perfectly (i.e., if a failed compo- 
nent from one smng can be connected to an unfailed smng), the 
overall probakility of failure is reduced to 
Unfomnately,, failures cannot be detected perfectly, and cross- 
strapping isell' is subject to failure. The probability of detecting, 
isolating, and ~scovering from a failure -- called coverage -- is a 
more meaningful measure than Pr. For a 3-channel control sys- 
tem with oublfput voting alone, the coverage C 1211, or net reliabil- 
ity, is 
when Prl is the probability of recovering from the fine failure 
and Pr2 is the probability of recovering from a second failure. 
These imhbilities an not necessarily the same, as different pro- 
cesses m y  be used for failure detection: voting for the first fail- 
ure, in-line detection for the second. Unless the recovery prob- 
abilities are very nearly one, the rnaximurn benefits of redun- 
dancy d l  not be 
h b l e m s  e :ncountd  in implementing parallel redundancy 
include: selection logic, nuisance mps, generic failures, reliabil- 
itv of voting/~;elecaon units. control force contention. cross- 
sbpping, &eased cost and maintenance, number of operating 
channels acquired for dispatch, and connectors. Failuredetection 
logic must be sensitive to failures yet insensitive to small opera- 
tional errors, including those due to non-colocation of senson or 
actuators. Nuisance trips (false indications of failure) must be 
minimized to assure that useful resources are kept on-line and 
missions are not aborted prematurely. Redundancy does not 
preclude identical damage to parallel systems, especially when 
they are located in close proximity. Cross-strapping implies 
complex. "intelligent" interconnections; however, if it is not im- 
plemented, a single component failure brings down an entire 
control smng. Voting can be done in all operating control com- 
puters, but arbiaation is required when these computers disagree. 
For the ideal parallel system, the probability PC that some compo- 
nent will fail is, 
so the likelihood of component failure is increased by redun- 
dancy. It is necessary to establish rules for dispatching the con- 
trolled system: if one control smng is not operational but the 
others are, should the process be initiated? For a manufacturing 
system, the answer might be "yes," while for a transport aircraft, 
it might be "no." A non-trivial aspect of redundant control is the 
need for more elecmcal connectors, the components most likely 
to cause trouble! 
One insidious pmblem associated with parallel redundancy is 
the lack of conm!lability of internal state components [22]. 
Consider the dual-redundant controlled sysrem of Fig. 4, where 
the individual control outputs are averaged by MI  = M2, and F1 
= F2. G 1  = G2. and N1 = N2. The dynamic equarions can be 
expressed as 
The controllability mauix C of this system is 
Complete controllability requires that @ be of maximal rank; 
however, that is not possible because the bottom two rows are 
repeated. In other words, the compensator state elements are not 
controllable. If the corresponding modes are stable. then small 
variations between the two controllers tend to decay; however, if 
the modes are unstable or neutrally stable (as in the case of inte- 
gral compensation). uncontrollable drift can occur, leading to di- 
vergent control outputs, nuisance mps, and possible isolation of 
othenvise operable channels. 
Figure 4. Model of a dual-redundant controller. 
If there are sufficient cues to warn a human operator of sys- 
tem failure and plausible failure effects are slow enough to allow 
manual intervention, many of the benefits of parallel redundancy 
can be obtained by operating with a single control string, keeping 
an idle backup control smng at the ready. The backup system 
can be similar or dissimilar to the primary system: however, if i t  
is less capable, ability to perform the task will be degraded. 
Parallel redundancy can protect against control-system com- 
ponent failures, but it docs not address failures of plant compo- 
nents. Analytical redundancy provides a capability to improve 
tolerance to failures of both types. It docs this with fewer addi- 
tional components, flexible cross-smpping, and increased com- 
putation; as a consequence, there is greater reliance on the conml 
computer, producing even greater need for computer reliability. 
Analytical Redundancy 
The principal functions of analytical redundancy are failure 
detection (through built-in-test alarms or off-nominal operation), 
failure identification (recognition of which components are 
failed), and control-system reconfiguration (adaptation to sensed 
or estimated failures). Detection and identification may be com- 
bined in built-in test functions. Although in-line monitors pro- 
vide direct and rapid response to specific failures, it is impossible 
to provide full coverage of a l l  failures by specialized insmenta- 
tion (which itself is subject to failure). A practical failure detec- 
tion, identification and reconfiguration (FDIR) solution can be 
found in the control computer's ability to compare expected re- 
sponse to actual response, inferring component failures from the 
differences and changing either the structure or thc parameters of 
the control system as a consequence. 
Failure detecdon is exemplified by the generalized likelihood 
ratio test (Fig. 5) (231, which uses a Kalman-filter-like recursive 
equation to sense discrepancies in system response. The test 
compares the probability of the estimator's actual measurement 
residual [z - h(.)] with its expected value, detecting a jump that 
can be related to failure. It is very sensitive to off-nominal per- 
formance and is easy to implement; however, the test does not 
produce a tight indication of the failed element, and modeling er- 
rors can hamper detection [24]. 
Figure 5. Failure detection: gen likelihood ratio test 
Failure idennficuion may require a more specific test. such as 
multiple-model hypothesis testing (Fig. 6) (25,261. Each failure 
hypothesis (including that of no failure) is modeled in a Kalman 
filter, and the most likely hypothesis ( 0" probability esti- 
mates 141) indicates the fa i lm state. This is a computationally 
intensive technique, as not only the fai l4 device must be hypoth- 
esized but the type, magnirude, and (if taken to the exaeme) even 
the time of the failure must be modeled as well. 
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Figure 6. Failure identification: multiple-model h,pthesis test. 
Consider a mmcd form of the generic conml snucmre: 
Ss and Sc are scale-factor matrices on the measurements and 
control, and bs and bc are bias vectors. Within this Mework ,  
we can identify the elements of the control system that need to be 
modified following various failures, as in Table 1. If the plant is 
altered, it may be necessary to change the internal model (TJ, Q), 
as well as the estimation and control gains (K, C:I, and so on for 
the r e m a i n i ~  failure types. Precise failure identificarjon is an 
important antecedent of control reconfiguration. Both "hard" 
(fast) and "soft" (slow) failures must be expected, and logic must 
accommodate command inputs (set-point mnsients), disrur- 
bances, and measurement noise [27]. 
Table 1 
Failure Types and Related Control-Law Parmeters 
Plant Alteration '-I!, 8, K, C 
Actuator Failure u, 8, C 
Sensor Failure 2.h. K 
Bias Shift bs or bc 
Scale Factor Shift Ss or Sc 
Saturation Lit Change K or C 
Drift bs or bc 
ODen Circuit u. 8. C. andfor z. kt. K . . .  . . ,  
~Hrdoverl~mk Open Circuit, plus bs anam bc 
Noise K 
Reconfigurcuion attempts to retain nominal stability and per- 
formance characteristics. At a ~ n i m u m ,  this q u i r e s  that on- 
design conmuabiiify and observability (e.g.. [4]) be pnxrved. 
Then is a tradeoff between speed of nconfiguration, computer 
storage requirements, and flexibility of reaction. Conrpoller 
tcrs for all conceivable failed states can be 
generated off-line and stored for eventual use; however, &is ap- 
proach could require an enormous memory. Conversely, on-line 
design require:; minimal storage and (in principle) can adjust to 
unanticipated failures, but design algorithms must be executed 
and their rcsulrs accepted soon enough to provide sufficient fail- 
ure tolerance. With failed sensors, reconstruction of missing 
measmemenu may increase state-estimate errors; with failed ef- 
fecters, the rcnnaining actuators may have to operate with larger 
displacements and rates [283. If the plant is open-loop-unstable, 
higher control activity combined with existing control-saturation 
limits m y  nduce the state space within which closed-loop stabil- 
ity can bc assured [29,30]. 
Artificial Intelligence 
Control thc~ry  and artificial intelligence both smve to harness 
mathernarics and logic for practical problem solving, but control 
eheory finds ia origins in dynamics and electronics, while anifi- 
cial intelligence springs from biology, psychology, and computer 
science. Failure-tolerant control systems can benefit from 
blending these perspectives. Two approaches have been fol- 
lowed in the field of anificial intelligence. Arrificial neural ner- 
works are motivated by input-output and learning properties of 
living neuml networks, although in application the network be- 
comes an abscracdon that may bear Iitrle resemblance to its bio- 
logical nmesake. &en systems mimic the intelligent functions 
of an expen or group of expens. Initially, arrificial neural net- 
works appeared impractical because computers of the day were 
roo slow and massive, and methods for training neural networks 
(e.g., perceprons and adalines) were thought to be unworkable 
131,321. In kie intervening years. the expen system approach 
proved to be quite achievable; hence. it received major emphasis 
in both rheore'ucal development and applications. New insights 
about leaning and improved electronics have restored interest in 
neural nerworlts. 
Expen sys,rems are computer programs that use heuristic rela- 
tionships and facts as human experts do. The tasks and require- 
ments of such systems (Table 2 [33]) are imponant for reconfig- 
m b l e  conml systems. but there is a need to go beyond the usual 
limitations of itatic expert systems. 1nterFetatibn. diagnosis, 
monito~ng,  prediction, planning. and design must be cyclical, 
dynamic processes that can reconfigure the control system in 
"real rime" (i.e., with negligible delay). 
Table 2 
Functions of an Expert System 
n Correct, consistent, complete analysis of dara 
Diamosis Fault finding 
M o n i d ~  Rccorrninon of alarm conditions 
~ n d i c e i o n  ~ ~ n i n g  about time, forecasting the f u m  
Plannine! Defmin~ actions to achieve eoals 
.+ 
Design Creating objects that ~atisf~kquirements 
The expels system offers a useful formalism for failure-toler- 
ant conmi kcause ir can consider diverse data sources and sub- 
problem &saactions. The expm system can combine qualitative 
ing, heuristics and staastics [34]. Failure 
i n ~ c a t o s  may be condnuous variables generated by measure- 
mnPs or esti:maton. or they may be discrete variables from in- 
line mnirors or disnete-event models. Indicators are the outputs 
ofpro&rioxrs, mutineewith unique input-output characreristics 
that produce goal conhtions from initial conditions. Hence, the 
expert system can be implemented as a producrion qsrern or a 
rule-based system consisdng of a dara base, a rule base, and a 
rule interpreter (or inference engine) [35]. A production system 
generates actions predicated on the data base, which contains 
measurements as well as stored dam or operator inputs. 
A rule-based failure-tolerant control system contains FDIR 
logic in expen-system format (Fig. 7). The expert system is an 
adjunct to the nominal control structure, which remains the most 
efficient means of effecting precise control. From the control 
perspective, the expen system performs its decision-making tasks 
in a concenmc o u e r  loop; from the expen-system perspective, 
control activity is a side Qecr that suppons decision making. 
Figure 7. Expen-system approach to analyrical redundancy. 
An expen system performs deduction using knowledge and 
beliefs expressed as parameters and rules (Fig. 8). Paramerers 
have values that either are external to the expen system or are set 
by rules. An "IF-THEN" rule evaluates a premise by testing val- 
ues of o n e  or more parameters related by logical "ANDs" or 
"ORs," as appropriate, and it specifies an acrion that set values of 
one or more parameters. The rule base conrains all the rules of 
the expen system, and the inference engine performs its function 
by searching the rule base. Given a set of premises (evidence of 
the c m n t  state), the logical outcome of these premises is found 
by a data-driven search (forward chaining) through the rules. 
Given a desired or unknown parameter value, the premises 
needed to suppon the fmed or free value are identified by a goal- 
directed search (backward chaining) through the rules. Querying 
(or firing) a rule when searching in either direction may invoke 
pracedures that produce parameter values as side effects. 
COHTROL CYCLE kg;1 
Figure 8. Graphical representation of expert system knowledge. 
;?>,;&E 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Both search duectlons are used m a rule-based connol system 
[36]. Backward chanmg dnves the enure process by demandng 
that a parameter such as CONTROL CYCLE COMPLETED have 
a value of rrue. The inference englne works back through the 
rules to ~denafy other parameters that allow thls and, where nec- 
essary, mggers side effects l~ke  snmauon and control to set 
these parameters to the needed values. Backward chamng also IS 
invoked to learn the value of ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR DE- 
TECTED, be it true or false. Conversely, forward chruning in&- 
cates what acnons can be taken as a consequence of the current 
NSOR MEASUREMENTS REASONABLE 1s true, 
DETECTED is false, then frulure idenuficaaon and 
on side effects can be skipped on the current cycle. 
Rules and parameters can be represented as objecrs or frames 
that have identities and attributes. For example, a rule can be ex- 
pressed as the ordered list (NAME, STATUS, PREMISE, AC- 
TION, ACTION PARAMETERS, PREMISE PARAMETERS, 
TRAlVSLATION), while a parameter may take the form (NAME, 
USING RULES, UPDATING RULES, ALLOWABLE VAL- 
UES, TRANSLATION). Most of these atmbutes are self-ex- 
planatory. STATUS indicates the state of the rule, such as "not 
been tested," "being tested," "tested, and premise is rrue," 
"tested, and premise is false," or "tested, and premise is un- 
known." ALLOWABLE VALUES provides a mechanism for 
detecting false logic. TRANSLATION provides a narural-lan- 
p a g e  explanation for display to the operator. Specific rules and 
parameters are represented by lists in which names and atmbutes 
are replaced by their values. The atmbute lists contain not only 
values and logic but additional infonnation for the inference 
engine. This information can be used to compile paramerer-rule- 
ussociarion lisu that speed execution 1371. 
Frames provide useful parameter structures for related pro- 
ductions, such as analyzing the origin of one or more failures in a 
complex, connected system (381. The dependency graph of Fig. 
9 showing relationships between actuators and their power sup- 
plies can be represented by the random-order list ((OBJECT 
Name) (ATTRIBUTE] Valuel) (ATTRIBUTE2 Valuet) ( ... )), a 
more flexible fonn than the previous structure. In this applica- 
tion, the (AjFTRIBUTE Value) lists are (A-KIND-OF Device), 
(ANTERIOR <-OR> Device<s>), (POSTERIOR<-OR> De- 
vice<~>). (CRITICAWU Number), and (UNITS Number). 
Frames possess an inheritance property; thus the object 
((OBJECT Pivoting Actuator) (A-KIND-OF Actuaror) 
(ANTERIOR Hydro-Resentoir) (POSTERIOR-OR (Swashplate 
Pitching-Link))) lays claim to the propemes of ((OBJECT A c t u -  
tor) (A-KIND-OF Hydraulic Device) (UNITS ( I  2))). A two- 
step process estimates the failure state. In local failure analysis, 
forward chaining assesses the impact of known malfunctioning 
units, and backward chaining finds possible causes of the 
anomalies. Ln global failure analysis, local failure models are 
combined, an inclusion property prunes redundant models, and a 
heuristic evaluatio on criticality, nliabiliry, extensiveness, 
implications, level tracking, and severity produces a list of 
m s t  Wcely failure 
ss lists, so it is not surprising that LISP 
(LISt Processing) is the computer language of choice for prelimi- 
nary development However, LISP is not a fast, efficient lan- 
guage and is ill-suited to real-time applications. Moreover, a 
mle-based an-1 system uses numerical algorithms that arc most 
effectively coded in languages like Pascal. C. or FORTRAN. 
Consequently, knowledge-base nanslan'on from LISP to a Droce- 
dural language is a usefil (if not necessary) adjunct of ru1e:based 
control system design. This not only speeds program execution. 
lt integrates conml and decision-making processes, revealing 
new possibilities for incorporaang diagnostic procedures in fail- 
ure det&m and aentification 1391. 
Rule-based control systems must make decisions under 
uncertainty, and they can do so either by invok.ing c e ~ r a i n r y -  
equivalent logic, which is analogous IO a well-known concept of 
stochastic optimal control, or by uncerrainty management in the 
g process. In the LQG regulator, uricerPaino'es due 
SYSTEM 1 SWITCH 
Figure 9. Dependency graph of a hydraulic cor~nol systcm. 
to disturbances and measurement error arc processed in the esti- 
mator, and the feedback control law operates on the stae estimate 
as if it were the actual state [4]. The optimal control gains for the 
stochastic and deterministic cases are identical. Because che rule- 
based control system described above makes its bzst esdmtes of 
the failure state in the control logic, the expen system controlling 
FDIR can treat thdse results deterministically, realizing linle or no 
improvement from further uncenainty processing,. If inner-loop 
estimation is decidedly sub-optimal, uncertainty management can 
help, using probability thwry, Dempster-Shafcr theory, possibil- 
ity theory, certainty factors, or the theory of endorsements [401. 
Bayesian belief networks [41], which propagate event pmbabili- 
ties up and down a causal nee, have panicular appeal for failure- 
tolerant control and an being applied in a related program to as- 
sist aircraft crews in avoiding hazards [42j. 
Teaching the expen system the rules and pararneters rhar gen- 
d z c  the decisionmaking p m s s  From specific imowledge (the 
process of inducrion) is another concern. Here, we have fol- 
lowed two approaches at Princeton. The fmt is called rule re- 
cruirntenr 1431, and it involves the manipulation of "dommt 
rules" (or rule templates). Each template possesses a fixed 
premise-action structure and refers to parameters through 
"pointers." Rules m constructed and incorpora~ted in the rule 
base on 
lists. ed 
syste al- 
ues then can be defined as "fuzzy functions" 14-41 conlained in 
rule premises. The second approach I451 has two pans: malysis 
of variance identifies the factors that make sratistically sigmficanr 
conmbutions to the dkision mcmc, and the "ID3" algorifim [461 
extracts d e s  b m  the training set by inductive inference. The 
rules take the form of decision nees that predict the pedomance 
of alternative strategies. 
Expert systems arc incorporated in the FDIR prwess to ac- 
e functions leaving rcflexkve functions to 
aal laws [43]. "eclarative acrbn q u i r e s  
a deep understanding of cause and possible effect. Refregive ac- 
tion is autornatic. quickly relating sdmulus to response. Both are 
needed in intelligent failure-tolerant control. 
Anificial neural networks consist of nodes that simulate the 
neurons and uteighting factors that simulate the synapses of a 
living nervous system. They are good candidates for performing 
a variety of reflexive functions in failure-tolerant conwl systems 
because they sire potentially very fast (in parallel hardware im- 
plementation), they are intrinsically nonlinear, they can address 
problem of high dimension, and they can learn from experience. 
From the biological analogy, the neurons are modeled as switch- 
ing functions that take just two discrete values; however, 
"switching" is softened to "saturation" in common usage, not 
only to facilitare learning of the synaptic weights but to adnut the 
modeling of continuous functions. 
The neural networks receiving most current anention are 
m e m q l e s s  ex:pressions that approximate functions of the form 
where r and y are input and output vectors and f(*) is the (pos- 
sibly unknown) relationship between them. Neural networks can 
be c o n s i d e d  generalized splinefunctions that identify efficient 
input-output mappings from observations [47,48]. Rather than 
approximating; eq. 20 by a series, an N-layer neural network 
(Fig. 10) represents the function by recursive operations, 
where y = x(F0 and x = ~(0). W(k-1) is a matrix of weighting 
factors determined by the learning process, and s@)[*] is an acn- 
vation-funcnon vector whose elements are scalar, nonlinear 
functions oi(Tji) appearing at each network node: 
One of the inputs to each layer may be a unity threshold element 
that biases the activation-funcrion output. 
3 / hold 
Hguure PO. Backpropagation Feed-Fward Neural Network. 
nly used as the adkid neuron. It is a 
satmting furiction defined variously as a(q) = 1/(1 + e-rl) for 
output in (0.1) or o(q) = (1 -e-a)/(l + e - q )  = tanh q for output 
in (-1.1). Recent results indicate that any continuous mapping 
can be a p p r o x h t e d  arbinarily closely with sigmoidal networks 
conraining a shgle hidden layer (N = 2) [49,50]. It appears that 
certain symmetric funcuons. such as the radial basis funcrion 
2 ( a ( q )  = e-? ) or the derivative of the sigmoid have even better 
convergence properties. Backpropagation learning algorithms for 
the elements of W(k) typically involve a gradient search (e.g., 
[ 5  I]), although learning speed and accuracy are improved using 
the extended Kalman fdter [52]. The Cerebellar Model Anicula- 
don Controller (CMAC) is an alternative neural network formula- 
tion with somewhat different properties but similar promise for 
application in control systems [53]. 
Equation 20 can represent many functions of importance in 
dynamics and control. For example, defining I as [x(t), u(t), 
~ ( r ) ,  p], q. 1 takes that form; together with the implied integra- 
tion, neural networks can model plant dynamics. A discrete-time 
model of truck dynamics is demonstrated in [%I, and a means of 
using neural networks in system identification is described in 
[55]. With x = [ x ( t ) ,  u(r), w(t), n(r), p]. the measurement vec- 
tor (q. 2) also could be represented. There is little advantage to 
expressing a linear conuoi law like eq. 7 by a neural network; 
however, if the control gain matrix C is scheduled by operating 
point or time, that relationship could be modeled by a neural net- 
work. If a nonlinear control function such as U = u(x,xdeSired,f) 
is generated by optimization, nonlinear inversion, or model 
matching, it can be represented by a neural network [e.g., 
54.56.571. Consequently, neural networks can be incorporated 
in most of the control and FDIR techniques mentioned above. 
Neural networks can be applied to failure detection and iden- 
tification by mapping data patterns (or feanue vecwrs) associated 
with failures onto detector/identification vectors (e.g.. [58,59]). 
The network is trained to detect failure with the scalar output " 1" 
correswndine to all failure Datterns and "0" corres~ondine to no 
failure'. ~ u r i i ~  operation, a' failure is indicated wien theYoutput 
exceeds some threshold near "1." To identify specific failures, 
the output is a vector, with a training value of "I" in the i h  ele- 
ment corresponding to the ih failure mode. For M failure mcdes, 
either M neural networks with scalar outputs are employed or a 
single neural network with M-vector output is used, there are evi- 
dent tradeoffs related to efficiency, correlation, and so on. The 
data patterns associated with each failure may require fearure ex- 
traction, pre-processing that transforms the input time series into 
a feature vector. In [59], this was done by computing 24 Fourier 
coefficients of the input signal in a moving temporal window. 
When assessing FDI logic, feature extraction must be considered 
pan of the neural-network computation. 
Of course, not all of the suggested neural nets can learn on- 
line, as a training set must contain desired outputs as well as 
available inputs. In the cited examples, [54] and [56,58,59] use 
off-line learning, while [55] and [57] allow on-line learning. 
Reference 60 trains a neural network using an expen system that 
pnviously learned the desired control strategy. Once an initially 
trained system is on-line, the "off-line" training process could be 
executed in parallel with the on-line operation, allowing updates 
to be made. If the control process that generates on-line mining 
data performs saasfactory control, the need for the neural net- 
work must be questioned. The goal should be to provide satis- 
factory failure tolerance with minimum hardware and software. 
Neural networks intended to detect failures would learn little 
h m  monitoring normally operating plants. In any case, the neu- 
ral-network leaming rate is slow, probably too slow to expect 
neural networks of appreciable dimension to adapt to system fail- 
ures in real time. Hence, the immediate application of neural 
networks in failure-tolerant control systems is to approximating 
nonlinear functions used by the FDIR methods introduced earlier. 
On-line learning can fine-we this logic over a period of time. 
Conclusions 
Intelligent failure-tolerant control can improve the operating 
characteristics of systems. These improvements depend upon a 
g o d  knowledge of the plant, reliable control elements, and suf- 
ficient observability and controllability following failures. Inher- 
ent robusmess, the ability to accommodate failures without adag 
tadon, is a highly desirable amibute, but it may not be sufficient 
to conrain all system failuns. Because split-sccond decision and 
reconfiguration may be required, a high degree of pre-training 
should be assumed; even intelligent syseems cannot learn about 
new failure modes and respond to them properly at the same time 
(except by chance). Failure-tolerant systems must be able to dis- 
tinguish bemeen failures, disturbances. and modeling errorj, re- 
sponding to each in the proper way. Robability theory provides 
an underlying theme that unifies failure-tolerant design, from the 
probability of instability of robust systems, through the probabil- 
ity of failure of redundant systems, to the probability of correct 
FDIR response in analyacal redundancy. Artificial intelligence is 
a useful adjunct to parallel and analytical redundancy, as expen 
systems and adficial neural networks offer new alternatives for 
both declarative and reflexive response to system failures. 
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ABSTRACT 
Nine cooperating rule-based systems, collectively called 
AUTOCREW, were designed to automate functions and decisions 
associated with a combat M t ' s  subsysrems. The organization of 
tasks within each system is described; performance memcs were 
developed to evaluate the workload of each rule base, and to assess the 
cooperation between the rule-bases. 
Each AUTOCREW subsystem is composed of several expen 
systems that perform specific tasks. AUTOCREW'S NAVIGATOR 
was analyzed in derail to understand the difficulties involved in 
designing the system and to identify tools and methodologies that ease 
development. The NAVIGATOR determines optimal navigation snat- 
egies from a set of available sensors. A Navigation Sensor Manage- 
ment (NSM) expen system was systematically designed from Kalman 
Firer covariance data; four ground-based, a satellite-based. and two 
on-board INS-aiding sensors were modelled and simulated to aid an 
INS. The NSM Expen was developed using the Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) and the ID3 algorithm. Navigation strategy selection is 
based on an RSS position error decision meaic, which is computed 
from the covariance data. Results show that the NSM Expen predicrs 
position error correctly between 45% and 1 0 %  of the time for a 
specified navaid c o n f i ~ t i o n  and uaiccrorv. The NSM Exwn 
ahapts to new simati&s, and provides reasokab1e;srimates of hybrid 
performance. The systematic nature of the A N O V m 3  mehod makes 
it broadly applicable to expen system design when experimental or 
simulation dam is avadable. 
INTRODUCTION 
The computational and symbolic processing rtquircmenu for pilot- 
$ding systems pose many problems, e.g., multi-task scheduling and 
intzrsystem cooperation [1,2]. Expen systems, which are computer 
programs usually developad in a sytnbolic ing language such as 
heuristics and specific 
Problm identification in the flight ' and expert system 
cation scheme is a key factor in the succcssN 
development of multiple mle-based systems. In this paper a logical 
Resented at the Zkh DEEE MQCW m Decision 
and Control, Honolulu, III, December 5-7, 1990. 
snvctun for providing assistance to the pilot of a military aircraft was 
panemed on the functions of a World War Il brnbcr n e w  [8j. Based 
on this model, an ensemble of nine cooperating nie-based systems 
called AUTOCREW [9,10] was developed. Each system figuratively 
emulates a crew member's task nspsibii i t ies.  
To illustrate some of the issues involved in h e  design of an 
AUTOCREW subsystem, the problem of navigation sensor selecuon 
was studied in derail. With a large n m k  of availatlle navaid sensors, 
choosing an optimal or near-oprimal sensor set becomes a large 
combinatorial problem. Convergence towards a:1 oprimai sensor 
configuration requires an exhaustive computer search utilizing simul- 
ation resulu as the basis for selection. In conuasr, a small number of 
available navaids mluces the decision space c~nsic~erably. Hence, a 
dilemma occurs; increasing sensor capability (and thus reliability and 
performance) increases dec i s ion -dng  complexity. 
A Navigation Sensor Management (NSM) Expen System that 
conmls the selection of multi-sensor configurations ,was developed for 
AUTOCREW. Two on-board navigation aids (Doppler radar and A x  
data sensor) and five radio navigation systems (Global Positioning 
System, LORAN, TACAN. D m ,  and VOR) we:re modelled and 
covariance resuits obtained using a U-D implemenration of the Kalrnan 
Filter equations [9]. Up to three ground stations md four saiellires 
wen simulated for igh, corrme:rcial jet m s p o n .  
and general aviatio mJ cd sensor sirnuiacions aiso 
were performed. These results provided the combinaaoriai, rnulri- 
factor source r q u d  for howledge-base developmenr 
The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) sueistical tfxhnicjue: j 131 was 
applied to the covariance results to identify the factors ha t  cause 
variation in navigation ce. Once rhe impomt fxron were 
idenS~ed. the relationshius k w e e n  hem were determind. The D3 
algorih'[14],  an inductibe S m n m  technique based-on he: probabil- 
istic accumnce of events, was used to find these annibutc relation- 
ships. Details of the developmnt ofthe NSM Exper? are described in 
Ref. 4, and the rnain results an s b w n  io, this paper. 
The nine AUTCDCRE\N components [9,10] are COPILOT (flight 
a. following), ENGImER (systern 
diagnosis, reconfiguration, enncrgency procedures). NAVI 
g-nr, dynaanic maa: plannLing), 03 
operations), OBSERmR (lookout 
idencificarion fiend or foe) A n A C Z R  (oBensiv~: weapon conml, 
target q i s i a o m / p m o r i u ~ ~ t i o n ) ,  DEFIEmER (defensive weapon 
control), and S P O O m  ( e l m n i c  masures/countimwu~-es). $ire 
ninth mle-based system, the EXECUTIm, coordinates rnission- 
when q u e s t e d  In 
tasks, is comprised of 
Knowledge-Bwe Development of AUTOCREW Comp- 
onents  
Five main task p u p s  are pedomed. by each AmOCREW 
companent: 1) tasks exocured during an attack on the (2 )  
tasks executed d h g  subsystem m e r g e n q  m ptened h a . [  
' KEY 
Shared Pnunua 
Gynmuc Plramcln 
Dcvmunc the vdue of a pma- 
AND Rehonrfirp 
mcrn. my vduc wnmw ~h 
Dctmnme Ihe vdue of a 
m e =  by - 
Figure 1. Knowledge Base of AUTOCREW 
Member NAVIGATOR 
siruations, (3) arlditional tasks ordered by the UCE . (4) tasks 
cxecuteol on a miutine bad& and (5) mission-sp6nfic tasks that (for the 
most pan) me executed once and that require a high degree of 
coopcradon m3ng the various systems. Mission-specific tasks ax 
d v i d d  into gm~aps ate to each mission phase [lo]. 
Figure P shlows the graphical npnsentation o 
NAVIGATOR lonowledge base (see Refs. 9 and 10 
AUmCREW knowledge bases). The NAVIGATOR'S tasks include 
navigarion senstn management navigation state and erm estimation, 
and dynaolic mute planning. As seen in the figure, detection of an 
anbound e n m y  laigktrs the NAVIGATOR to perform defensive tasks. 
Rule NOQ shou~s that VIGATOR fin ndly 
~ e M  able to s t m e  the fnxn its st& 
The NAVIGATOR also uses the OBSERVER'S information on 
of the navaid selected. 
satellite radio navaids 
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Figure 2. AUTOCREW Workload - Mission-Specific Tasks and Emergency Scen.arios 
in the area to determine if they are sufficiently operational for integra- 
tion purposes (Rule 1 l). From this list of navaids, the NAVIGATOR 
recommends the best combination meeting the computational resource 
constraints. The Pilot can change the NAVIGATOR'S selection if 
desired (Rule N14). 
The NAVIGATOR also is responsible for routinely monitoring 
flieht ~ l a n  Dromss. The NAVIGATOR first determines if the aircraft 
is clo;mg dn tlk target arcs Th~s information initiates additional tasks 
in the n w n i n g  AUTOCREW knowledge bases. The NAVIGATOR 
keeps a record-of aircraft positions, re>tricted zones. and areas of 
by the OBSERVER (Rule N18). The 
emate flight path for the following 
conditions: flight path conflicts, flight plan behind schedule. and fuel 
considerations. The EXECUTIVE is consult 
NAVIGATOR recornnrends an alternate route. The 
considers the effect of the route change on the overall rnission plan and 
aircraft's safety, and it makes a GO/NO 60 recommendation (Rule 
Ni7). The Pilot can accept or reject the EXECUTIVE'S 
recommendation in Rule N19. If the new route is selected, the 
NAVIGATOR posts the route plan details on the display. As noted 
above, the COPILOT changes its strrring c o r n &  in response to the 
route change. When the ATTACKER acquires enemy targets and the 
plan is to engage. the NAVIGATOR generates routes to each target, as 
seen in Rule N20. 
AUTOCREW Sirnulation Results 
Simulation and comparative workload results for two mission 
scenarios an given in this sbction. The scenarios are inbound SAM 
anack on the and Pilm incapacitation. Results arc presented for 
five rnission phases (rourine, preflight, launch, attack, and recovery) 
and three emergency conditions (inbound wez~pon, enemy aircraft 
detected, and pilot incapacitated). 
AUTOCREW workloads for three emergeincy conditions were 
obtained and compared with the routine workJoad, referred to as 
"cruise mode" (Table I). For the three scenarios the workload 
progressively increases as the situation gets wow:. There i s  a dramac 
incnmse in workload between cruise and anack modes with an inbound 
S A M ,  and there is an additional increase betwuzn the inbound SAM 
scenario (cruise), and inbound SAM with the: Pilot incapacitated 
(cruise). The workload nearly doubles for an intound SAM when the 
(anack, mcde). 
Table I Scenario Workload-Increase Comparisons 
Scenario Workload Increase, 96 
Tasks .Decision-Making 
Cruise Mode ---- 
In 26.3 28.1 
In 
39.5 38.6 
Inbound SMAftack Mode 77.2 75.2 
A comparison of the workload distribution among the AUTO- 
CREW membas for each of the given rnission phases is shown in Fig. 
2. The Rule Fraction is the ratio of number of lrules f i v d  during h e  
bases. These tnctrics wen used to characterize the howledge base 
workloads. Ti7e ENGIbZER. COMMUNICATOR, OBSERVER, 
NAVIGATOR and EXECUTIVE have the largest amount of routine 
tasks to perform each search cycle. During the pre-flight phase. the 
ENGINEER, COmUNICATOR, and NAVIGATOR are the busiest 
componenis, a each prepares the aircraft for takeoff. About 409% of a l l  
the launch phase rasks are pcrfomed by the COPILOT, as shown in 
Fig. 2, while the next largest task load is executed by the 
COMF/SUMCA,TOR and ENGINEER (each having 17% of the total 
launch woruoad). Most of the attack phase work is done by the 
ATTACKER (33%). whereas the recovery phase is dominated by the 
COPaOFs (35%) activities. Most of the workload during an inbound 
weapon a m k  is performed by the DEFENDER (about 30% in Fig. 2). 
Tne A%TBCm..R's workload also increases at this time, a s  it monitors 
the DEFEW6aER's frepower capabiliry. 
There is evjdence of more SPOOFER decision-making when an 
enemy aircraft is detected than when the OBSERVER detects an 
inbound weapon. This is due to its Electronic Counter Measures 
(ECM) strategy mnsultation with the EXECUTIVE. The COPILOTS 
woruoad d s o  i n m s e s  during these two emergency conditions; in 
both scenarios, the COPILOT selecs an appropriate evasive maneuver. 
These ~ 1 ~ t i o n : j  arc based on the aircraft capability information pro- 
vided by rhe ENGINEER. The EXE 's workload also increas- 
es at rhis time to assist the Pilot in making decisions. When the Pilot is 
incapacitated, ihe EXECUTIVE k o m e s  the primary decision-maker, 
as shown in Fig. 2. The ENGINEER'S major task during this scenario 
is to monitor the Pilot's condition, resulting in a 10% workload 
increase. 
DEVELCBPMENT O F  A NAVIGATION SENSOR 
!MANAGEMENT EXPERT SYSTEM 
w~rhin each 15-minure time frame. Four single-scation, six double- 
station, and four triple-station hybrids were simulated uslng 
combinations of four different Stadons (named Starions A-D) [9,l2j. 
The ANOVA technique was applied to the simulation results as 
follows: First, the mean value of the RSS position error and the 
variance using all simulation data were compured The ANOVA model 
decomposes the variance into a sum of variances, each associated with 
a potentially conmbudng facror and facror interactions. For example. if 
a two-factor ANOVA experiment using navaid type and number of 
ground stations was perfomed,.the total variation of the RSS position 
error in the complete set of simulation nsults would be: 
Here, SSmL is the total variation in the RSS position error based on 
all simulations, SSNAV is the variation in the RSS position error due to 
differences in navaid type, S S n A ~  is the variation in the RSS position 
error due to the nurnber of ground stations, and SSN~V.ST~T DJT is the 
variation in the RSS position error due to interaction effects. 
S S m p m  is the variation in the RSS position error that cannot be 
armbuted to navaid type, the number of stations, or interactions 
beween these two factors. 
Equation (1) was expanded for the four-factor navaid experiment 
defmed by Model t [9,12]. Using the computed sums-of-squares, 
~ c h e f f i  multiple comparison tests were performed to identify the 
specific differences within the groups (e.g.. RSS position error 
differences between different navaid types). 
The remainder of this paper focuses on the issues involved in Extracting Rules Using Induction: The ID3 Algorithm 
designing rhe navigation sensor selection expen in NAVIGATOR. 
This exmple demonsmtcs how simulation data and statistical analysis The ID3 Algorithm uses inductive inference to exmcr mles [14] 
can be used to systematically design an expen system from an example set. The problem space is descr.bed in terms of 
amibutes, when each atmbute is characterized by a set of values that 
e: the Wmzmce of the various hybrid navaid combin- define the possible "states." For example, in Model 1, the navaid type 
ations, Lhe fouowring U-D Kalman filter simulations were performed: and number of m u n d  stations were shown to be attributes affecting 
RSS position &or. The ID3 algorithm defines the shape of th; 
: GPS, LORAN, TACAN, DME, VOR, decision me as it identifies be he ' atuibute as each decision 
or Air Data Sensor aiding an INS node. The a lgo r i th  uses an In eoretic Measure (ITM) 
used in a single-type hybrid that minimizes the nmber  of tests (amibute nodes) necessary to define 3. Mda-rype h!/bnds: Combinations of different navaid ws aiding the decision me ID^ algorithm uses the in a splitting smtegy 
NS [I41 to decide which ataibute provides the most information from the 
mjastories sirnulad: High- ce, comm~cial, example set, (See Refs. 9, 12.14 for details of the ID3 algorithm.) g e n d  a 3 ~ o n  
'Ke root S W ~  of squares (RSS) of the nonh and east component 
e m  was ~k le~ tCd  for the hybrid system ce metric. The 
pbimaq fwcrion of this expen s y s m  is to selecr the external navaid 
sensors h a t  p ~ f i d e  the snnallest possible RSS position a r o r  from a 
luge set of avdable sen-. The Anatysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
t e c h q u e  1131 is used to identify the facton that rnakc statistically 
significent conraiburions to the decision metric. Then. the ID3 
a l g o r i b  cBeaenrokes tbe relarimships beween these factors [13,14]. 
Identifying I m p r l a n t  Facton Using ANOVA 
3%~ mS psieion a r  histories from over 2W covariance simul- 
ations - O b ~ M  and the data were usad in an ANOVA four-factor 
nt The goal of the ex 
lavaid type, number 
e E m s ,  @m:mce hisuory) and the 
s i e c a n r  imp RSS p s i &  
he M O V A  were: 
(Model 1) 
al 
General Aviation) 
als: I, II, III, IV) 
Developing the ID3 Attribute Framework Using ANOVA 
Results 
The W e i  1 mariance simulations w a e  used to exuact decision 
uees for the NSM Expert system. Eleven araributes were defined for 
: Navaid type, aajectory leg, aircraft groundspeed, 
stations. I l l i ~ m  geodetic distance from stanon, 
c disrance from stadon, (Max - Min) distance on 
urn line-of-site angle from station, minimurn line- 
e fro111 the stition. direction of flight (approaching or 
RSS position a ro r  class on pnvious 
dcscnnincd how these aaribuus were 
relafui to each orher and u, the final RSS position amr. 
The classificarion scherne chosen to -sent the RSS position 
enor endnode in the NSM docision trees is depicted in Table 11. The 
velocity, distance, and line-of-sight angles w e n  e x p s s t d  in terms of 
ranges instead of individual values. so the expen system weights 
uends more heavily than es. This makes the expen 
SY S adaptable to , because matches between 
the hnowldge-base cases an k otnained more fquentiy. 
Since each mjeclory m s i s t r  of four. IS-minutc legs, the P ce 
Hismq (or " b e  inlcrval") f m o r  refers to the RSS crror obtain& 
Table I1 RSS Pos i t ion  Error Class i f ica t ion 
Scheme 
A c c u r a c y  
[Nigh]  [Medium] [LOW] 
Error Error Error 
Range, Code Range, Code Range, c o d e  
N. Mi. N. Mi. N. Mi. 
The example set was developed using the amibute framework 
described above. The RSS position errors for each simulation were 
classified on each trajectory leg using the scheme in Table 11. The ID3 
example base was then created from each single-, double-, and mple- 
swion simulation. 
NSM Decision Trees 
The NSM example sct was divided into 17 smaller example sets. 
The GPS and o n - b d  navaid examples wcrc grouped into one expen, 
whenas the ground-based navaid examples were divided according to 
navaid type and time (15-minute intervals). The ID3 algorithm 
consmcted decision m s  for each of the 17 small expen systems to 
comprise the larger NSM Expen. The total number of examples used 
to develop the NSM Expcn System was 932, based on 260 Kalman 
Filter covariance simulations. An additional 37 simulations were pcr- 
formed to obtain an RSS em-estimate decision tree for navaid-type 
combinations. The NSM expen system prompts the user for a set of 
flight conditions commensurate with the atmbure/value lists used in the 
example set, and the resulting RSS classdicadon code is rerumed to the 
user from the decision me .  
Figure 3 shows decision trees for single-, double-, and uipls- 
TACAN station combinarions on the second 15-mniire uajecrory leg. 
Here, the majority of the testing nodes are najecrory parameters 
(distance, LOS angle, direction of flight with respect to the stations). 
The top or root node is the aircraft's direction of flight. This is 
expected because the distance and LOS angle atmbules are dependeni 
on directional motion. Distance, LOS angle, and goundspeed are 
results of the aircraft's motion; hence, they represent more specific 
problem parameters, and it is expected that these parameters appear 
deeper in the decision tree. Figure 3 also shows that dismce, ground 
velocity, LOS angle, and hybrid performance history are significant 
factors in RSS error prediction. 
The decision tree in Fig. 4 shows the expccted position error range 
when ~lifferent navaid types are integrated into a hytlrid system. The 
RSS position errors for thesc simulations were averagcA over che entire 
flight h e  for the high-performance najectory. The nee is organized in  
terms of the navigation method used: (1) Distance-Velocity (p-V), (2) 
Bearing-Velocity (B-V), (3) Distance-Bearing (p-0). (4) Distance- 
Distance (p-p), (5) Bearing-Bearing (H), and (6)  Velocity-Velociry 
(V-V). rtresc results show that LORAN is a better dismce-measuring 
navaid than DME and that Doppler Radar provides Ixtter navigation 
accuracy than the Air Data Sensor when p-V navigation is used. The 
g-8 results show that it is possible to obtain goad perEomance when 
LORAN and VOR are used. The LORANDME hybrid gives better 
results than two DME stations bur worse performance than rwo 
LORAN stations. By far the worst results are obtained using two VOR 
stations. 
Pe r fo rmnce  of NSM Expert on Test Trajectalris 
Two high-performance aajectories were used in the periormance 
evaiuation of the NSM E x p  Multi-station hybrid:; were sirnulared 
on each test trajectory for the DME, VOR, TACAX, and LORAN 
systems. In total, 60 covariance simulations were performed for the 
Figure 3. Decision Trees Redieting RSS Position Error Range for an INS 
Aided by TACAN During the Second 15 Minutes of Flight 
Figure 4. Decision Tree Predicting RSS Performance When 
Different Navaid Combinations are Used to Aid an INS 
two rest rraiectories. The results for each simulation were classified on 
each trajwkny leg according to the scheme in Table II. The total num- 
ber of marches was countcd on each aajecmry leg for the seven navaid ~ccnarios i9.121. For example. the NSM Expen Was asked to find the 
types smdied. jzigure 5 shows how well the NSM E~~~ predicts he best two-measurement hybrid strategies for the following navaid 
RSS position enor for each hybrid configuration. The predicrive 
pe f i rmnce  rnefric for each navaid is defined as the percentage of 
number of matches obtained from the total number of combinations Sensor = f 2  GPS Station *, 
rested for that navaid. DME Station A, VOR Station C, Doppler Radar) 
TACW ab AIR DATA 
T S 
Figure? 5. Performance of Navaid Experts 
on Test Trajjectoria 
The NSM B,pnr very well on the two test uajectories. 
Figure 5 shows that the NSM Expert correctly predicts the RSS 
psition era~r k n e r  %an 70% d the time on tea Trajectory #l. The 
system qu ind  only rhe u a j m r y  tion and its knowledge of 
h y k d  sysrm pdonnmce u, make these predictions. However, its 
prdcrive mpd<ility on test Trajectory 1Y2 is slightly worse for the 
L O W  hybrid (69%). considerably worse for the VOR (45%) and 
lylxids (53%), and idendcal u, the najeaory #l results 
g configurarions. Hence, the results from Trajectory 
into aajcamy effects on VOR's 
and Air Dam Ser  Y be nefessary. 
Selecting Navigation Strategies Using the NSM Expert 
System 
The results obtained by mixing combinations of h e  Scenario #1 
sensors arc shown in Fig. 6. The NSM Expen correctly idendfied rhe 
best. next-best, and third-best navigation saategies. Additional NShl 
Expen results are given elsewhere [9,12]. 
0 10 20 00  40  50  8 0  
Tms% &aa 
Ftpm 6.. NSM-R~ommended Namid Strategies 
In addition to ding navigation suategies Erom a given set 
of sensors. several heuristic sensor selection schemes were determined 
from the ANOVA results, the ~ c h e f f i  comparisons. and the ID3 
decision trees. 
For single-type hybrids whose ground stations arc at or near the 
same locadon, the ranking in orda of k s t  to worst performance was 
detamincd h m  ANOVA and the Scheffe tests as follows: 
The NSM-R'mnnnoended Navaid strategies were compared with g heuristic far = (GPS. LORAN or TACAN, DME, VOR 1 
covar imce-dem~nd s~ategies for various navigation sensor suite ~1~~ navaids 
The ranking scheme above applies to single-station hybrids (or double- 
satellite GPS hybrids). The Scheff= comparisons show that a TACAN 
or LORAN selection depends on trajectory effects; this means that 
either a TACAN or LORAN hybrid could provide statistically lower 
RSS position e m  depending on the aircrafr flight path with respect to 
the stations being compared. The ranking heuristic is accurate with a 
99% confidence level. If non-colocated stations arc compared. trajec- 
tory effects must be considered for these single-station hybrids. The 
ANOVA and Scheffc comparison tests showed that double-station 
hybnds provide much smaller RSS position errors than single-station 
hybrids [9,11.12]. The performance difference between two and three 
stations is not as dramatic but is nonetheless statistically significant 
[121. 
For multi-station hybrids of the same navaid type, the ANOVA and 
ID3 results provide the following ranking scheme from best to worst 
navigation performance as follows [9]: 
Ranking heuristic for 
multi-station hybnds = ( 4  GPS, 3 GPS. 3 LORAN, 2 LORAN, 
and on-board sensor 3 TACAN, 2 TACAN, 3 DME, 2 DME, 
hybrids Doppler Radar, Air data sensor, 3 VOR, 
2 VOR 1 
However, the decision trees highlight the importance of trajectory 
effects in RSS position error estimation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper summarized two research efforts to develop expen 
systems using systematic methods: The design methodology for 
multiple cooperating rule-based systems, and the development of a 
navigation sensor management system. Nine modular rule-based 
systems, collectively called AUTOCREW, were designed to automate 
functions and decisions associated with a combat aircraft's 
subsystems. The nine AUTOCREW knowledge bases were designed 
individually and areas of cooperarion between the knowledge bases 
were identified. Each bowledge-base was designed using a graphical 
symbology that clearly illustrated the relationships between functional 
and decision-making tasks. Performance memcs were developed to 
evaluate the workload of each knowledge base and to assess the 
c o o p d o n  beween the rule-bases. 
The NAVIGATOR'S sensor management task was mated in detail. 
The performances of seven navigation systems aiding a medium- 
accuracy Inemal Navigation System (INS) were investigated using 
Kalman Filter covariance analyses. A Navigation Sensor Management 
Expen System was foxmuiated from covariance sirnuladon data using 
the Analysis-of-Variance (ANOVA) method and the ID3 algorithm. 
ANOVA rrsults show that statisdcally different position accuracies arc 
obtained when different navaids arc used the numbtr of navaids aiding 
the INS is varied, the aircraft's trajectory is varied, and the 
performance hisuory is varied. The ID3 algarithm detamincs the NSM 
Expen's classification "rules" in the form of decision mes.  The 
perfoxmances of these decision trees were assessed on two arbitmy 
tnjcct*esr and the d u  demonstrate that the NSM Expen adapts to 
new sltuanons and provides reasonable estimates of the expected 
hybrid performance. The NSM Expen demonstrates that carefully- 
planned simulation experiments can be used to develop a fully- 
operational expen system with a designer-specified performance 
effectiveness 
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Technical Notes and Correspondence 
Stochastic Robustness of Linear Time-Invariant 
Control Systems 
Robert F. Stengel and Laura R. Ray 
application to the robustness of the Space Shuttle's flight control 
system. and it is funher described in [Ill-[14]. Thls method 
determines the srochasric robusrness of a linear time-invariant 
system by the probability distributions of closed-loop eigenvalues. 
given the statistics of the variable parameters in the plant's dynamic 
model. The orobabiliw that all of these eieenvalues lie in the own -~ m - ~  -~ Absnact-A simple numerical procedure for estimating the stochcL(tic left-half piane is scalar measure of robustness. 
roburncur of a linear time-invariant system is described. .Monte Carlo 
evalualion of the system's eigenvalues allows the probabilify of Lrrtabil- With the advent of graphics workstations. the stochastic robust- 
iry m d  the relaled stochrrtric root 1 0 ~ " ~  to be estimatd. This analysis ness of a system is easily computed by Monte carlo simulation. and 
approach trrats not only Gaussian parameter uncenainties but eon. results can be displayed pictorially, providing insight into otherwise 
Gaussian c-. includinn uncertain-but-bound4 variatious. Confidenfe hidden robustness propenies of the system. The method is computa- 
interrds tor the scairr probability of insubiity add- computatioud t i o d y  simple. requiring only matrix manipulation and eigenvdue 
issues inherent in Monte Carto simulation. Trivial extensions of the computation, and it is inherently nonconservative. given a large 
procedure admit consideration of  alteraate discriminants; thus. the enouch samde svace. Furthermore. the analvsis of stochastic ro- 
probabilities that stipulated degrees of instability will be exceeded or bustness is 'a ldgical ad,una to parameter-;pace control design 
that closed-loop rools will leave desirable regions can d s o  be estimated. [15]-[18]. ~ ~ ~ i l ~  of the approach and an example are 
Results are particularly amenable to graphical presentation. given in the sequel. 
Control system robustness is defined as the ability to maintain 
satisfactory stab~lity or performance characterist~cs in the presence 
of all conceivable svstem oarameter variations. While assured ro- - ~ 
bustness may be &wed H an alternative to gain adaptation or 
scheduling to accommodate known parameter variations. more often 
it is seen as protection against uncertainties in plant specification. 
Consequently, a statistical description of control system robustness 
is consistent with what may be known about the structure and 
parameters of the plant's dynamic model. 
Guaranteeing robustness has long been a design objective of 
control system analysis. although in most instances. insensitivity to 
parameter variations has been treated as a deterministic problem 
(see [I] for a comprehensive presentation of both classical and 
modem robust control). Stability (gain and phase) margins are 
useful concepts for designing robust single-inputisingle-outpur sys- 
tems, addressing disturbance rejection and other performance goals. 
and they are amenable to the manual graphical procedures that 
preceded the widespread use of computers. With the help of com- 
puters, singular-value analysis has extended the frequency-domain 
approach to multiinput/multioutput systems (e.g.. [2], [3]): how- 
ever, guaranteed stability-bound estimates ofren are unduly conser- 
vative. and the relationship to parameter variations in the physical 
system is weak. Structured singular-value analysis [4] reduces this 
conservatism somewhat. and alternate treatments of structured pa- 
rameter variations have been proposed (e.g., [5]-[7]), although 
these approaches remain deterministic. Reference [8] uses the term 
"stochastic robustness" to describe a stability bound based on 
Lyapunov methods and parameter perturbations that are modeled as 
stochastic sequences. This is a deterministic stability bound ex- 
pressed in terms of the norm of a vector of noise variances. 
Elements of "stochastic stability" [9] have application to robustness 
but have yet to be presented in that context. 
The notion of probabiliry of insrabiliry, which is central to the 
analysis of stochastic robustness. was introduced in [lo], with 
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Consider a linear time-invariant (LTI) system subject to LTI 
control 
~ ( t )  = F ( p ) x ( r )  + G ( p ) u ( r )  ( 1 )  
x(t),  u( t ) ,  y(r), and p are state, control. output. and parameter 
vectors of dimension n,  m. q. and r ,  respectively. accompanied by 
conformable dynamic, control. and output matrices F ,  G, and H, 
which may be arbitrary functions of p. u,(t) is a command input 
vector. and, for simplicity. the hem x n) control gain matrix C is 
assumed to be known without error. The n eigenvalues, A, = q + 
j w , ,  i = 1 to n, of the matrix [ F ( p )  - G(p)CH(p)] detemune 
closed-loop stability and can be determined as the roots of the 
determinant equation 
I $1, - [F( P) - G( P)CH( PI] I = 0 (4) 
where s is a complex operator and I, is the ( n  x n) identity 
matrix. While the explicit relationship between parameters and 
eigenvalues is complicated. estimating the probability of instability 
of the closed-loop system from repeated eigenvalue calculation is a 
straightfonvard task. Putting aside the mathematical intricacies, note 
that the probability of stability plus the probability of instability is 
one. Since stability requires all the roots to be in the open left-half s 
plane, while instabiity results from even a single right-half s plane 
root, we may write 
0 
Pr (instability) P = 1 - /- _ pr(c) do 
where a is an n-vector of the real pans of the system's eigenvalues 
( A  = a + jw). pr(u) is the joint probability density function of u a (unknown analytically). and the integral that defines the probability 
of stability is evaluated over the space of individual components of 
0. Denoting the probability density function of p as pr(p). (4) is 
evaluated /times with each element of p,, j = 1 to J ,  specified by 
a random-number generator whose individual ourputs are shaped by 
pr(p). This Monre Carlo evaluation of the probability of stability 
becomes increasingly precise as J becomes large. Then 
. % I .  1 is the number of cases for uhich all elements of o are less 
than or equal to zero. that 1s. ior u h ~ c h  a,, 5 0. uhere a,, is h e  
maximum real eigenvalue component In o. An lmponant fearure of 
this definition IS hat  it  does not depend on the eigenvalues and 
elgenvecrors reninlng fixed strucrures. As parameters change. com- 
plex roots ma); coalesce to become real roots (or the reverse,. and 
modes may exchange relative frequencies. The only maner for 
concern 1s whether or not ail real pans of the e~genvalues remaln in 
the left-half s plane. For J < co, the probability of instability 
resulting from Monre Carlo evaluation is an estimate. denoted F. 
Histograms and cumulative distribut~ons for van ing degrees of 
stabdiry are readily given by the Monte Carlo estimate of 
12,  pr(a) do., where Z represents a maximum real eigenvalue 
component. and - m < I: 6 a. This histogram is a plot of N[(Z 
- A )  < a,, 5 I]/ J versus I:: A is an increment in I, N[.] is 
the number of cases whose maximum real eigenvalue components 
lie in the increment, and J is the total number of evaluations. The 
histogram esltlmares the stabiiiry probabiiiry densiry function, 
pr(I:), whch is obtained in the limit for a continuous distnbution of 
Z as A - 0 and J - co. The curnularive probability disrribution 
of srrpbiiiry. Pr(Z). is simdarly estimated and presented as N(o- 
5 I)/ / versus 1. the exact distnbution being achieved in the lirmt 
as  J - m. Consequently 
There is. of course. no limitation on admissible specifications for 
the multlvaniate pr (p) ;  it may be Gaussian or non-Gaussian. as 
appropriate. Rayleigh, correlated, and any other well-posed distri- 
butions are .admiss~ble. the principal challenge being to properly 
shape (and correlate) the ourputs of the random-number generator. 
In pracilce, system parameter uncertainties are most likely to be 
bounded. as typical qualiry control procedures eliminate out-of- 
tolerance devices. and there are physical limitations on component 
m e ,  weight, shape. etc. The uniform distribution is particularly 
interesting. a s  it readily models bounded uncertainry. and it is the 
default distribution of most algorithms for random-number genera- 
tion. Given binary distributions for each parameter. in which the 
elements of p take maximum or minimum values with equal 
probability. the Monre Carlo evaluation reduces to 2' deterministic 
evaluations. the result is exact. and the ~robabilitv associated with 
each possiblt: value of p is 112'. simiiHrly, the distribution for r 
parameters, each of which rakes w values (i.e.. for quantized 
uniform dist:ributions). can be obtained from w r  evaluations; the 
probability of acquiring each value of p is 1/ w r .  
When has stochasric robustness been achieved? The answer is 
problem-depzndent. p r (p )  should be chosen to reflect physical 
K i s s  of parameter uncertainty. In some applications involving 
bounded parameters, it will be possible to choose C such that 
9 = 0, and that is a desirable goal; however, if admissible parame- 
ter variations; are unbounded, if C is constrained, or if the rank of 
CH is less than n .  the minimum 3 may be greater than zero. C 
then must Ix: chosen to satisfy performance goals and one of two 
robusmess criteria: minimum 3. or 3 small enough to meet a 
reliability specification (e.g., one chance of instability in some 
larger number of realizations). One may object that the parameter 
distributions must be known or estimated for stochastic robusmess 
analysis. However. if robustness estimates are strongly dependent 
on the srati!irics, then it is incumbent on the designer to lcnow 
something about the statistics. Otherwise, the final control system 
may be either unduly conservative (ar the expense of performance) 
or insuficieatly robust in the face of real-world uncena~nties. 
(b) 
Fig. 1. Stochastic root loci of a wcood-order syslcm with Gaussian damp 
ing rauo and n a M  frequency. lo = 0.707. w ,  = 1; MOOO Monte Carlo 
evaluations. The root density pr (A) is given in UNU of roas/uNt length 
along the real axis and roocs/unit area in the complex plane. (a) Scaner plor. 
(b) Oblique three-dimensional representation. 
Suppose that the damping ratio (t) and natural frquency (w, )  are 
nominally 0.707 and 1. respxtively, and that each may be a 
Gaussiandisuibutcd random variable with standard deviation of 
0.2. Root loci for individual parameter variations would follow 
classical configurations of root locus constiuction, with the heaviest 
density of roots in the vicinities of the nominal roots. If both { and 
w, are uncertain and uncomlated (i.e.. p = [f wnlT), the possible 
root locations bacome "clouds" surrounding the nominal values 
[Fig. I(a)]. Understaadig of robustness issues can be gained by 
plotting the density of the mots in a third dimension above the root 
1- plot [Fig. I@)]. This can be hone by simply dividing the s 
plane into subspaces (or "bins") and counting the nurnkr of roots 
in each bin as a sampled estimate of the root (density p. The result 
is a multivariate histogram. with a and w serving as independent 
variables. Complex root bins are elemental areas, for which p, is 
defined in units of rootslunit area. Real root bins are confined to the 
real axis; hence, p, measures roofs/unit length. The density of 
roots depicts the likelihood that eigenvalues vary from their nominal 
values, including branches on the real axis and in the right-half s 
plane for large enough variations of { and w,. n 
50 000 Monte Carlo evaluations. and numerical n 
II. S~ocmsnc ROOT LOCUS applied to m f  for sampling effects. An example i f  the his- 
togram and cumulative dismbution is given in Fig. 2. The probabil- While it is not necessary to plot the eigenvalues of (4) to ity-of-instability estimate (I: = on the dismbution, is determnne or ponray stochastic robustness. stochast~c root loci 8 x provide insight regarding the effects of parameter uncertainty on When considering instability, distinnion be msde baween 
sysrem stability. Consider. for example, a classical second-order the number of cnrer with right-half roots the nurnkr of 
sysrem with characteristic equation 
roots in the right-half plane. For example, a third-order system can 
s' + Z{w,s + w i  = 0 .  (8) be unstable , .ith 1. ?, or 3 roots in the right-half plane, yet N 
ORlGibjAL PAGE IS 
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Fig. 2. (a) Histogram and (b) cumulative disvlbutlon for the second-order 
system w ~ t h  Gauss~an damplng rauo and natural frequency. 
would be incremented by one in each case. A high-order system 
with real roots could be unstable w~th one or more roots In the same 
nght-half plane bin. Again, N would be incremented by one, 
although the bin's p depends upon the number of roots ~t contains. 
Because it is an estimate. $' must have associated with it some 
notion of accuracy or relationship to the true- underlying probability 
of instability 2. Confidence intervals relate 3 to ? by bounding the 
(unknown) true value with defined certainty. A confidence statement 
for 3 is 
where (L .  U) is the interval estimate (lower and upper bounds). 
1 - a is the confidence coefficient, and P lies within ( L ,  U) with 
100(1 - a)% confidence. Appropriate selection of the confidence 
coefficient and the number of evaluations determines the interval 
width. 
The method used to compute cordidence intervals depends on the 
underlying probability distribution of the variable in question. The 
probability of instability is a binomial variable, with the outcome 
of a trial taking one of two possible values (stable or unstable) for 
each Monte Carlo evaluation. P therefore has a binomial probability 
density and cumulative distribution given by 
F I ~  3 Number of evaluations requlred for glven confidence interval 
w~dths and confidence cocffic~ent 1 - a = 0 95 Interval wtdrh i s  given as 
percent of ? For 2 > 0 5. the curves are symmemc. w ~ r h  the number of 
evaiuauons glven by that for 1 - 2 
relationships between simulation parameters and the required num- 
ber of evaluations is avoided. Nevertheless. ir offers a ngorous 
theory by which to calculate exact confidence intervals. The number 
of evaluations required for a specified confidence inrervd cm be 
related to a single variable, P, and this relationship is valid for my 
simulation parameters or application. 
Fig. 3 presents the number of evaluations required for swified 
interval widths and a 92% confidence coefficient, given as  a prcent- 
age of p.  An estimate ? based on a small number of eCvaluanons can 
be used as the abscissa of Fig. 3 to forecast the told numkr  of 
evaluations required for the desired interval width. A. larger confi- 
dence coefficient shifts the curves of Fig. 3 to higher numkrs of 
evaluations. 
where x is the number of occurrences of instabili~ in J evalua- 
tions. and ( J .  x )  is the binomial coefficient. J ! , / x ! (  J - x)!. The 
binomial rest is applied to determine exact confidence intervals for 
binomial variables. The lower and upper confidence bounds are 
derived from the cumulative distribution and satisfy (191 
X Q P r ( X 5 x )  = ( J .  j ) ~ / ( l  - u)'-J = - 
~ " 0  2 (13) 
where 1 - a is the required confidence coefficient and X -  is the 
acrual number of unstable cases after J evaluations ( X = J?) .  
The validity of the Monte Carlo analysis depends on a number of 
simulation parameters: the number of eigenvalues computed. the 
number of varying parameters. and their probab~lity distributions. 
However, by applying the binomial test, the derivation of explicit 
.4n example of the application of stochastic robustness i s  b a e d  on 
the longirudinal dynamics and control of an opn-lmgunrsrablc 
aircraft. The Forward-Swept-Wing Demonstrator's a e r o d y d c  
center is forward of its center of gravity, rrsulting in :;&tic insnbil- 
ity. Its stability matrix, control-effect merix, and open-lmp eigen- 
values are 
The state components represent forward velocity, angle of attack. 
pitch rate, and pitch angle. The principal control surfaces are the 
canard control surface and the thrust setting. Possible uncenainties 
in aerodynamic and thrust effects as well as sepa:rate dynamic 
pressure ( p  and V )  effects lead to a 12-element par- <meter vector 
(the remaining terms are kinematic, due to gravity, idenricdly zero, 
or otherwise negligible) 
Although velocity ( V )  and air-density ( p )  are essenridly deaereraiis- 
tic. including them as parameters gives the ability to look at flight 
condition perturbations around thf nominal value and reduces come- 
lation of the remaining parameter. . p and V are modelid as urnifom 
parameters. giving an indication of stochastic robu:;mess over a 
Fig. 4 .  Stochastic roof lcci for the Forward-Swept-Wing Demonstrator 
Aircrafr w i h  Gaussian parameters. Cases (a). (b). and (c). The root density 
pr (k) is given in uniu of roou/urut length along Ihe rral axis and roots/unit 
area in h e  complex plane. 
TABLE I 
PARAMETERS FOR FORWARD-SWEPT-WING DEMONSTUTOR AIRCRAFT EXAMPLE 
range of flight conditions. In terms of the elements p, F, and G are 
Linear-quadratic controllers are designed according to three spec- 
ificataom: (a) Q = diag (1, 1. 1.0). R = diag (1, 1); @) Q = diag 
( 1 ,  1, 1. 0), R = diag (1000, 1000); a d  (c) the control gain matrix 
of Case @) is multiplied by an arbitrary factor ( 5 )  to restore the 
closed-loop bandwidth to that of Case (a). The resulting control gain 
matrices and corresponding nomtnal closed-Imp eigenvalues are 
given in Table I. These three cases have not been chosen to satisfy 
any particular performance criteria, but merely to demonstrate the 
impact of differing generalized design criteria on stochastic robust- 
ness. Funhermorr, the designs arc not meant to reflect acceptable 
control laws, as the high gains were purposely chosen to magnify 
robustness problems and to illustrate the application of stochastic 
robustness. 
For illustration, p and V are 30% uniform parameters, and the 
remaining elements of p are subject to independent 30% s 
deviation Gaussian uncenainties. Fig. 4 shows the stochastic root 
loci for each case, based on 25 0(X1 Monte Carlo evaluations. In 
each case, the eigenvalue oear is I d  a(T& by the 
paramaer changes, and its peak the disaibution. In Cases 
(a) and (c), rhe eigenvalue farthest to the left (not s h o w  in Fig. 4) 
has an enc rrnous variance along the real axis. Inuraction bf mots 
Numba of Evliluutonr 
Fig. 5 .  95 % confidence inurvais (a = 0.05) based on rAe binomial test for 
the Forward-Swept-Wing Demonsmtor Aircraft with Gaussian parameters. 
Caws (a). 0). and (c). Sohd line reprcwnu 3 esumau. and dashed lines 
glve confidence ~ntervais. 
around the origin causes instability. The corresponding probability- 
of-instability estimates and 95 % confidence intervals are (a) 0.0724 
(0.0692.0.0756), (b) 0.0205 (0.0187.0.0222). and (c) 0.0076 
(0.0065.0.0086). Robustness improves from Case (a) to (b) as 
control usage is restrained by high control weighting, and the ad hoc 
robustness recovery techmque used in Case (c) gives additional 
improvement. Fig. 5 shows 95% confidence intervals and the 2 
hstory with the number of evaluations. While confidence intervals 
for Cases (b) and (c) initially overlap, 25 000 evaluations are more 
than sufficient to rank the three cases in order of robustness. 
For uniformly distributed parameters in [0.7p. 1 . 3 ~ 1 ,  h e  exient 
of the parameter and eigenvalue distributions decreases subsuntially 
(Fig. 6). A comparison of Figs. 4 and 6 gives a better indication of 
the effects of Gaussian "truls" on the eigenvalue probability densi- 
ties. P and confidence intentals for 25000 evaluations are (a) 
3 .6E4 (1.25E4.5.95E4) and (b) and (c) zero (0, 1.48E-1). For 
12-parameter binary distributions, 4096 evaluations produce exact 
results. 3 for each case is (a) 0.1 191 and (b) and (c) zero. 
Stochastic stability robustness is given as a function of the control 
design parameter v ,  where the LQR control weighting matrix 
R = v l ,  (Fig. 7). Under the specified limits of parameter uncer- 
tainty, the distinction in stability and robustness versus design 
parameter statistics is apparent. Note that the qualitative result that 
10 < v < 10' provides the most robust designs is independent of 
the assumed probability distribution. In particular, the fact that the 
minimum-controlsnergy case ( v  + O )  represents the least robust 
design would not be obvious using standard robustness analysis 
techniques such as unstructured-singular-value analysis. While the 
exact relationship between parameter uncertainty and eigenvalue 
location is complicated, the increase in P beyond lo5 is attributed to 
the shift in the closed-loop eigenvalues towards the imaginary axis. 
For example, at v = lo8 the closed-loop eigenvalues are - 5.15, - 
3.35, - 0.0104 2 0.057j; the first two are almost identical to those 
of Case (b), while the complex pair is closer to the imaginary axis. 
The kind of results presented in Fig. 7 offer controller design insight 
and show nonobvious robustness characteristics. 
Stochastic robustness offen a rigorous yet straightfonvard alterna- 
tive to current metrics for control system robustness that is simple to 
compute and is unfettered by normally difficult problem statemenu, 
such as non-Gaussian statistics. products of parameter variations, 
and structured uncenainty. The approach answers the question, 
"How likely is the closed-loop system to fail, given limits of 
parameter uncertainty?" It makes g m d  use of modern computa- 
t~onal and graphic tools. and it is easily related to practical design 
considerations. .The principal difficulty in applying this method to 
controlled systems is that it is computationally intensive; however. 
requirements are well within the capabilities of existing computers. 
The principal advantage of the approach is that it is easily imple- 
mented, and results have direct g on engineering objectives. 
( - 10 .~  
(C) 
Fig. 6. Stcchsstic met loci for the Fornard-Swept-Wing DEmnsuator 
Aircraff with uniformly disaibuted parameters. Cases (a). (b), ;nrad (cf. The 
root density pr (X) is given in units of rcms/unit length along &be he axis 
and rclorr/unit area in the complex 
bus w l I r c o l r o l l a a , I r c o t r o , I r c c a I c a c l ~ m o l ~  
c%s (1) 
Fig. 7. Robability-of-instability 
(R = v l z )  for forward-swept wlrg arcrafr example. 
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